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1

Introduction
Once a stand alone application databases emerged as an integral part of today's operating systems, be it Linux that comes with the complete Postgres,
or future releases of Microsoft Windows have been announced to include
some native database support. Other vendors of operating systems announced similar developments. This strategy does not come as a surprise
but reflects the enormous penetration of almost all fields of computing by
database technology over the past years.
Practically all major applications that involve some kind of data management use database back-ends via application programming interfaces
or query language interfaces using standard query languages like SQL. In
such an architecture, applications determine and retrieve relevant data sets
by posing queries that are ran against the database. Figure 1.1 shows a prototypical architecture of a query processor and its coupling. Let us briefly
review the single steps it takes to process a query. The query is submitted in a declarative form in that properties and constraints the data must
fulfil! are specified but no information how to retrieve the data from the
storage is suggested. First, the query is rewritten by a preprocessor, which
simplifies the original SQL expression and transfers it into some sort of
internal representation. This representation is passed on to the query optimizer who's task is to find a cost effective procedural execution plan for
the query. Unlike the declarative query, the execution plan is a procedural description how to retrieve the data. It is composed of operators of
the relational algebra which implement the standard set operators but also
provide extended functionality like sorting etc. The resulting plan is evaluated by the execution engine which retrieves the data from the storage.
Finally, the result data is returned to the client application.
Query optimization is a central task in the processing cycle-selecting
an appropriate plan is immensely performance critical. However, the query
optimization problem is known to belong to the class of NP-hard problems.
Also often referred to as intractable, these problems defy any efficient algorithm for a solution. Its financial volume and the widespread use of
databases render query optimization one of the most important and most
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Figure 1. 1. Outline of the query processing architecture

frequently tackled NP-hard problems in today's computing. Consequently,
it received continuous attention ever since. The proposed techniques for
approaching this problem reach from exact methods like dynamic programming [SAC+79] to genetic algorithms [BFI91, SMK97], from various heuristics [KBZ86, 5193] to randomized search strategies like Simulated Annealing [IK90] to mention just a few. Interestingly, only a few heuristics and the
exact methods, both in form of dynamic programming and transformatio n
based frameworks, made it all the way into commercial products.
This reluctance-pa rtly based on the monopoly like position of some
vendors in the field-has lead many researchers to consider the problem
solved by agreeing that typical instances will not exceed the capabilities
of exact methods. Especially since the projected query sizes that would
require capabilities to optimize large and even very large join queries as
predicted a decade ago in the wake of object-oriente d databases and decision support systems failed to come.
Nevertheless, the requirements in terms of query size grew gradually
but steadily and together with an ever increasing variety of operator implementations today's application often reach the limits of exact optimization
methods indeed and even exceeded them. The techniques to face those
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challenges reach from restricting the search space to certain kinds of processing plans at the expense of possibly failing to find the optimal and
putting up with a sub-optimal yet acceptable plan, to ignoring the problem at all. Therefore, practitioners in the database development business
consider the problem anything but solved, as I learned from my visits at
Microsoft's SQL Server Group and IBM's Almaden Research Center.
But not only the technical requirements changed, the market situation
did so too. With new fields of applications like the world wide web which
opened a whole new market segment and new players in the field the competition was enlivened which in turn contributed to a higher readiness to
adapt research results much quicker than in the past. Ideas of optimization
techniques like randomized algorithms could now possibly fall on fertile
ground as opposed to a few years ago.
However, practitioners are cautious with deploying non-exact methods
mainly because the records of such algorithms are slightly tainted by inconsistent results published so far. Research papers in this field typically
proposed a costing technique, and a framework of a randomized algorithm.
The performance of the algorithm would be assessed by corroboration
with an individually assembled set of queries-usually comparing the proposed method with other algorithms of this category or techniques used
in previous work. However, different cost models and different queries as
well as different parameters for the algorithms were used for the comparisons leading not seldom to results contradicting previous research, see
e.g. [SG88, IK90]. Such proceeding rendered the superiority of the newly
proposed techniques rather a matter of believe. Especially intuitive explanations seem to run the risk of fallacious conclusions.
With regard to a practical deployment of those techniques we need
deeper insight in both the principles of the particular algorithms and their
mode of action as well as-and this might be of even higher importanceinto the basic properties of cost based query optimization and the possibilities of exploiting those features. To this end we develop a search space
analysis based on the occurring cost values, that is, we essentially scrutinize the ratio of good to bad solutions to the problem. This approach has
been inspired by two recent trends in the field of combinatorial optimization yet independent from query optimization. One is concerned with new
ways to determine a problem's difficulty apart from its theoretic worst case
complexity, the other deals with the applicability and fundamental properties of blind search algorithms. We briefly describe the highlights of both
in the following.
Cheesman et al. in a noteworthy work detailed that the typical characteristic of a problem's difficulty by means of classic complexity theory often
proofs too coarse a measure [CKT91]. In other words, typical instances
of some NP-hard problems are fairly easy to solve despite their theoretical worst case complexity. Prior to this work a similar claim has been
made by Turner concerning the very particular problem of k-colorability
of graphs [Tur88]. The concept of phase transition, according to which a
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problem is characte rized by a paramet er for which two disjoint ranges can
be identifie d- for values within one of the ranges the problem is almost
always easy to solve, for values of the other range, the problem is usually
hard- has been applied to a variety of decision problem s. As the most
promine nt example, satisfiability received special attention and the search
for the precise numeric al value where the phase transitio n and thus its difficulty toggles has meanwh ile become a discipline on its own. While this
concept takes the credit of having revived the discussi on of a problem 's
"difficulty", its applicability to problem s other than decision problem s is
unclear. Cheesm an et al. present a shot at the Traveling Salesma n Problem
as one of the tradition al and probably best understo od optimiza tion problems, however, the results are disputab le. Though close relatives, decision
problem s differ from optimiza tion problem s when it comes to the notion
of difficulty. In the former, there is only one correct answer an algorithm
has to find- yes or no. In practice however, optimiza tion problem s are of
an approxim ative nature. In most cases a solution close to the optimum
is good enough. So the difficulty depends on the optimiza tion goal, i.e., it
is a function of the distance between the minimal quality required and the
optimal solution.
The second trend is the currentl y vigorously fought debate about the
efficacy of blind search algorithm s in general. The label blind search covers all those optimiza tion algorithm s that do not take advantag e from any
knowledge about the problem itself but rather require an abstract framework of manipul ators like transfor mation rules and a mechani sm to assess
the quality of a single solution . The algorithm then tries to find acceptable solution s only by using the manipul ators controlle d by the feedback
from the quality function. Genetic Algorith ms and Simulate d Annealing are
typical represen tatives of blind search techniqu es. The No-Free-Lunch theorems by Wolpert and Macready proof that we cannot expect any such algorithm to outperfo rm any other algorithm of this class on average. In other
words, if genetic algorithm s are the best optimiza tion techniqu e for problem A, then there exists a problem B where another algorithm perform s
better. While a powerfu l construc t by themselv es- provokin g an enormou s
paper trail-tho se theorem s unfortun ately do not provide any clues as to
what algorithm should be used for a particula r problem .
Clearly, query optimiza tion is tightly intertwi ned with both those fields,
the difficulty of NP-hard problem s on the one hand, and the foundati ons of
the applicability of blind search algorithm s on the other. Thus, this work is
concern ed with a synthesi s of the different concepts not only with respect
to its applicat ion to query optimiza tion but also providin g deeper insight
in previous work, explaining the discrepa ncies observed .

l . l . RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
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1. 1 Research O bjectives

Combinatorial optimization problems in practice usually differ from their
synthetic theoretical counterparts as e.g. described in [GJ79] in that their
objective function is much more complex. In the case of query optimization, a cost function of industrial standard covers a multitude of parameters that are intended to describe both the state of the database and the
hardware the query is processed on. The accuracy of the cost model is
obviously vital to the successful functioning and therefore belongs to the
very core of proprietary code in commercial databases. The more complex
the cost model gets, the more difficult its analysis becomes. Commercial
cost functions cannot possibly be captured by practical and useful mathematical models and so a simplified, tangible version is needed. We will
present several models and discuss the question as to whether the analysis
of a simplified model provides insights that are also valid for its complex
counterparts. This question is not only of importance for our further considerations but overshadowed most of previous research in this field. We
will see that cost distributions, that is, the statistical distribution of cost
values in the search space, are characteristic for an optimization problem.
Not only do those distributions provide an intuitive measure of difficulty
by detailing the ratio of good to bad solutions, they are also the key to an
analysis of applicability of certain algorithmic principles and techniques. A
large part of this work is concerned with techniques to obtain cost distributions from both the simple models and a commercial database system.
Contrasting these results with each other provides also means to validate
the simplifications.
Once obtained, we will scrutinize the distributions in order to identify
the major features and their generality, i.e., we address the question as to
whether the features found depend on the particular instance and if so, to
what degree? The question central to this work is: How difficult is query
optimization from a practical point of view? We will try to answer this question with respect to different optimization algorithms and the algorithmic
principles deployed. Stated differently, we investigate which methods are
the most promising ones.
Since we base our research on cost distributions only, the results are
not necessarily restricted to the problem at hand but offer the possibility
of transfer to other combinatorial optimization problems.
1.2

Organization of this Thesis

This work consists of two major parts. First, after introducing a basic
model for the problem in Chapter 2, we review costing techniques and
present a brief overview on related work. To obtain cost distributions by
enumeration and sampling we develop different techniques that reach from
enumeration methods for labeled binary trees and non-isomorphic process-
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ing trees to techniques for transformation -based optimizers in Chapter 3.
The latter has been implemented in Microsoft SQL Server which allows the
analysis of cost distribution in a holistic query optimization context rather
than in restricted scenarios which capture for example join ordering only.
We conclude the first part with a discussion in Chapter 4 of the cost distributions found and the question of the difficulty of the problem in Chapter 5.
The second part is devoted to the consequences which arise from the
preceding results. In Chapter 7 we present a close look at random join
ordering and a similar analysis for evolutionary algorithms is given in Section 6. Both Chapters also re-evaluate previous work on the respective
topics. The second part is completed with a look at biased sampling of join
orders, uniform sampling in the context of unrestricted query optimization, and a practical take on random query optimization in Chapter 8.
Chapter 9 finally summarizes this thesis and contains suggestions for
further research.

2
Model for the Problem
As we have seen in Figure 1.1, we distinguish different phases in the processing of a query. The first step, the rewriting and simplification of the
original, declarative query is, technically speaking, already part of the process of improving the query. At this stage, the query is typically specified
in a declarative language like SQL. The term query optimization, however,
usually refers to the subsequent process of converting the result of the
rewriting phase into a cost-effective, if possible cost optimal, procedural
query execution plan which can be evaluated by the query engine. The
resulting plan consists of operators of the relational algebra which implements set theoretic operations but also contains extensions to facilitate
non-algebraic operations like sort orders or the selection of the first n elements of a sorted set. For a detailed discussion of aspects of relational
algebra operators see e.g. [AHV95]. The number of extensions varies from
one database product to another as does the expressiveness these operators.
The question what an "optimal" execution plan is cannot possibly be
answered in simple terms, but will rather accompany us throughout the
whole work. We will see different facets of this question in different contexts. However, for the moment an intuitive notion of the optimization
goal is satisfactory. Clearly, the effort it takes the engine to evaluate the
plan should be as little as possible. 1 On the other hand, we do not want
to invest too much time in the optimization. The case that optimization
time dominates the query processing costs, which may occur especially for
small queries, must be avoided. Thus a trade-off is sought, which takes all
costs arising in the whole process into account.
In today's commercial database systems different techniques are deployed to assure a certain balance between the components. IBM's DB2
for example gives the user the possibility to switch off the standard adjustments and control the effort put in the optimization himself. This can
be beneficial if the user is a seasoned database expert, but may be diffi1

Though optimization goals other than response time have been proposed in the literature, the response time is clearly the predominant objective.
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cult to manage by the lesser experienced user leading to poor results. In
the Microsoft SQL Server, developers pursued a different approach using
several timeout controlled levels of optimization that produce simple and
usually sub-optimal fall back solutions before investigating further optimization possibilities with more and more sophisticated implementatio ns.
As opposed to the previous case, no user adjustment is permitted and-in
theory- not needed either.
Keeping those practical details in mind we now focus on the optimization process itself. Relentless efforts in this area provided a wealth
of research papers addressing all kinds of relational algebra operators
and their use as well as specific optimization techniques. It turned out
early, that joins, the algebraic operator which combines two database
tables-essenti ally building the cross product and simultaneousl y applying
a filter- , is one of the operators most crucial to the optimization process.
Not only does it rank among the most expensive operations in terms of execution costs, regarding both time and resource consumption, it is also one
of the most frequently used operations. Every non-trivial query uses more
than one table, i.e., requires a join operator in general. Other expensive operations include sorting and aggregation operators, however, joins usually
outnumber them by far. Therefore, focusing on the join ordering problem is
a restriction not uncommon in this field of research [IK84, IK90, GLPK94].
In the further course of this work, we will address the limited problem as
well as the unrestricted, general case. Specifically, we will first address the
simplified model and try a step-by-step transfer of the knowledge obtained
to establish an understanding of the complex case. The following example
illustrates the basic concepts.
2.1

Example

Consider a database used to maintain a college's organization consisting
of tables that store information about professors, students, and courses
(see Fig. 2.1). We omitted further attributes and show only the information
used later on. Underscored attributes are keys, e.g. title of a course. For
professors and students we store an id and the name. The courses table
comprises title and the id of the lecturer who is giving this course. The last
table, contains the information what student is enrolled in what course.
To find out what professors the student "Sam White" meets the next
term, we pose the following query:
SELECT *
FROM Professors P, Students S, Enrolled E, Courses C
WHERE S.Name ="Sam White" AND
S.SID = E.SID AND
E.Title = C.Title AND
C.By = P.PID

2.1. EXAMPLE

-· . .
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PIO

Name

1023
1035
1036
1037
1039

Jeff Barnes
Jerry Smith
Daryll Smith
Allen Steward
Mary James

...

...

.

..

.

SID
43023
43924
44101
44102
44105

...

Name

Title

Dave Parker
Sam White
Jeniffer Clerk
Susan Lowry
Fred Hanson

Databases
Game Theory
VLSI Layout
Graph Theory
Topology

...

...

By
1023
1039
1039
1037
1036

...

. ..

-

Title

Databases
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Figure 2. 1 . Database schema

We translate this query into a procedural execution plan using binary
join operators that combine tables pairwise applying a predicate as a filter.
This corresponds theoretically to building the Cartesian product of both tables and filtering the result afterwards. Practically, however, a join can be
implemented in more sophisticated ways using indexes, sort orders or hash
tables. For a detailed discussion of possible implementation techniques see
for instance [Gra93]. Figures 2.2a and 2.2b show two possible execution
plans for this query. The plans are to be read bottom-up. The leaves of the
trees are the base tables as shown in Figure 2. l; the numbers on the edges
denote the sizes-i.e., the number of rows-of tables and intermediate results, respectively. That is, in Figure 2.2a, Enrolled and Courses are joined
first under the condition E.Title=C.Title. The resulting intermediate table
has 131739 rows. This is combined with the table Professors and finally
joined with the result of filtering the student table. For simplicity we assume there is only one single student named Sam White. The result table,
at the root of the tree, contains only 8 rows. Plan 2.2b differs only in so far
as the tables are joined in an alternative order.
Although we focus on join ordering, we usually need additional operators for instance to restrict Students to "Sam White", in our example. Such
restrictions are applied as early as possible, thus not interfering with the
join ordering problem. That is, restrictions as well as other operators do
not need to be taken care of when determining a join order. This proceeding is not only a common assumption in previous work, but also practice
in commercial systems.
While semantically equivalent, the plans differ in sizes of intermediate
results as indicated. The sizes relate to the costs of a plan since they reflect the amount of work that has to be done at each operator as well as
total resource allocation, e.g. main memory, etc. Accordingly, plan 2.2b is
preferable.
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Figure 2.2. Semantically equivalent execution plans

2.2 Formal Model

For a formal description of the problem, we decompose it into three separate components, join graphs, execution plans, and cost computation.
2.2. 1 Join Graphs

Given a query in a declarative query language like SQL we identify a join
or query graph G(V, E). The nodes V represent the tables involved in the
query. The edges E denote which tables are to be combined by a join predicate [Ull89). Figure 2.3 shows the join graph for the previous example.
Every query corresponds to exactly one join graph.
In the literature, certain shapes of join graphs received special attention for two reasons. Firstly, certain shapes are characteristic for certain
applications. Secondly, for database evaluation, synthetic work loads are
often used where the shape of the query graph is used as parameter for the
random generation of queries.
A common restriction is to consider tree shaped graphs only, i.e., graphs
without cycles, since the majority of queries in practice are of this kind.
Among the tree shaped queries, further differentiation is applied. Star
graphs where all nodes are to be joined with one single, distinguished node
occur in data warehousing applications when one, usually very large, fact
table is combined with additional information. Another frequently encountered shape is the chain graph in which all nodes have degree less or equal
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to 2. Chain graphs are typical for path expressions for instance in object
oriented database systems (see e.g. [KM94]), but also database systems
that use vertical fragmentation [Bat79, CK85, BK99]. The combination of
star and chain graph is known as snowflake graph where chains are adjacent to one center node. The chains themselves may also contain further
stars.
In the field of cyclic query graphs, further differentiation is not common, though certain patterns can be identified from a geometric point of
view, such as grids etc. However, they do not correspond to frequently encountered queries in practice. In practical examples of cyclic queries, the
graphs can be easily decomposed to a tree shaped one with 1 or 2 additional edges. The graph theoretic notion of connectivity is not very helpful
either, since connectivity larger than 1 means every node is part of at least
one cycle. Besides, for queries of trivial sizes such a scenario is rather unrealistic. Particularly, the pattern of a clique graph where every node is
connected with every other node is-again trivial size excluded-very unlikely to correspond to any real-world query.
2.2.2 Execution Plans

Execution plans are also often referred to as execution tree, processing
plans, or processing trees. We will use the term synonymously in the remainder of this work.
The following definition describes valid processing trees formally:
Definition 2.2. 1
Let G(V,E) be a query graph. A valid processing tree t over G is a binary
tree with IVI leaves such that:

a) the leaves of t correspond to the nodes of G
b) the leaves of every subtree oft form a connected component in G. <>
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The set of all possible execution plans spans the search space. The size
of the search space grows exponentially in the size of G due to combinatorial explosion. For a more detailed study of this issue in combination
with tree shaped graphs see [GLPK94, GLPK95]. The problem of efficiently
determining the search space size in case the underlying graph is cyclic, is
unsolved yet, i.e., it is unknown whether this problem is #P-complete.
We introduce execution plans as binary trees. Other models have been
proposed and actual implementation may use n-ary trees. However, from
the complexity point of view, n-ary joins can always be decomposed into
a set of binary joins with the same complexity. The agglutination to n-ary
joins is used in multi-stage optimization where for example at one stage
the particular join order is irrelevant or not determined yet. Such proceeding is helpful in transformation-bas ed optimizers, where all stages of the
optimization use fully assembled execution plans- not yet optimized join
clusters are carried on to the next stage as n-ary joins.
A further general restriction we seem to have applied in the above definition is the limitation to trees. This is due to the direct translation of relational algebra operators which, like any other functional expression, have a
tree shaped evaluation graph. In the context of object-oriented databases,
Kemper et al. suggested cyclic execution plans where data can bypass a
number of operators reducing execution time [KMPS94]. The decision how
to split data streams is made at run time. This technique can be particularly
beneficial when other join operators are bypassed [SPMK95]. In practice,
the cases where these methods apply are rare however. Furthermore, using these so called bypass plans poses a difficult problem for the execution
engine: for tree shaped plans, very efficient evaluation techniques have
been developed and refined. The assumption that plans are tree shaped is
unfortunately a necessary prerequisite for their functioning. If the execution plan is a DAG, the execution paradigm needs major modifications. In
[6], we proposed a general model for this problem together with an extension of common evaluation techniques that overcomes this problem. In the
present work, however, we will not consider these cases since they are not
yet of any practical relevance.
Another scenario exceeding the limitation to trees is encountered in parallel database systems. Data streams are partitioned for executing partial
plans in parallel. Usually, the parallel parts are identical in their function
so that the optimizer can handle them like one single plan executed on
hardware with accordingly scaled parameters (14]. Such simplification can
be simply taken care of by the costing techniques without influencing the
actual optimization process. This notion of transparent parallelism can be
extended to plan segments of arbitrary size (13, 11, 10, 9] as well as to
arbitrary shapes of the plan [8]. In either case, the techniques proposed
allow a reduction to a sequential, tree shaped plan during optimization.
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Cost Functions

We indicated above that different execution plans require different amounts of effort to be evaluated. The objective function for the query
optimization problem assigns every execution plan a single non-negative
value. This value is commonly referred to as costs in the query optimization business, but also in the context of other combinatorial optimization
problems where the objective function is to be minimized.
Cost functions belong to the core of proprietary code of a database vendor. Their accurate tuning and alignment with all other database components requires a high level of expertise and knowledge of both hardware
and database components. Cost modeling has become a line of research in
its own right over the last decade [Yao77, Bat86, AKK.95, ZL96, LN96, BF97,
BMK99, BMKOO].
In this section, we briefly describe the basic components as far as necessary for the understanding of the concepts presented later. We will not
go into the gory details, not only because it would lead too far away, but
also because we want to identify common schemas on a level of abstraction which allows a generalization- one of the questions we will have to
face later is of course as to whether our generalization is justified and particularly where its limits are.
Cost functions can be split into two parts: a logical component that
deals with the analysis of the algorithms used, and a physical one that
reflects characteristics of the hardware deployed.
Logical Cost Component

Due to the strong encapsulation offered by relation algebra operators, the
particular algorithms that implement different operators can be analyzed
largely independently. A first criterion in terms of costs is the operator's
complexity- Le., the algorithm that implements its functionality- in the
classical sense of complexity theory. Most unary operators are in O(n),
like selections or 0 (n log n), like sorting; n being the size of the input in
the form of a table. Binary operators can be in O(n) like the union of sets
that does not eliminate duplicates, or, more often, in O(n 2 ), as for instance
join operators. The strong limitation to polynoms of low degree will be of
importance when we discuss a generalization of the concepts in Section 4.
Though the relational operators input and output tuples, there is usually no direct break down of tuples to the storage schemes used in database
systems. Thus, the granularity needs to be enlarged to cover pages of either the underlying operating system's memory management or, and this is
the usual case in commercial database systems, the pages of the database's
own buffer management. As a result, costs are computed in terms of page
or buffer I/Os.
The standard database literature provides a large variety of costing
formulas on the basis of buffer I/O for the most frequently used oper-
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ators and their implementa tions. We refer the interested reader e.g. to
[KS91 , EN94, KE96].
The costs of all operators used in one execution plan are computed in
a bottom-up fashion, and summed up to obtain a total cost value. This
schema may be slightly violated if sideway information passing, for instance in the form of bit filters, is used, where costs may also be propagated
top-down within usually small parts of the plan (see e.g. [CHY93]). Such
situations need a special treatment. In all other cases, an operator's cost
represent the total cost of the PC!-rtial execution plan rooted in it leading
to a hierarchical decomposit ion of the plan. We will discuss this property
with respect to the optimizatio n process below.
Physical Cost Componen t

Obviously, the time needed for writing or reading a given set of pages may
take different times in different hardware environmen ts. The resulting time
is the sum of the times the different subsystems needed-fro m buses to
disk latencies etc. Those figures do not scale easily from one system to
another since bottlenecks shift too.
It seems tempting to separate all sensitive hardware parameters and
use them for an instantiatio n of a general costing schema. That is, in order to transfer the costing technique to a new environmen t, all we need is
the set of hardware specific figures. After instantiatin g the optimizatio n
framework with this set, the optimizer generated should need no further
adaption to the new environment. This approach has been pursued in Exodus and its successor Volcano [GD87, GM93].
2.2.4 Complexit y

Join ordering as a sub-problem of query optimizatio n has been proven NPhard under the restriction of using only linear execution plans by lbaraki
and Kameda [IK84]. Cluet and Moerkotte have proven a more general case,
where also cartesian products are considered to be NP-hard too [CM95].
Finally, Scheufele and Moerkotte established the proof for the general case
where cartesian products are allowed and no limitations are imposed on the
shape of the execution plan [SM97]. This includes also trees that consist
of cartesian products only-a problem which may seem easier than join
ordering at first sight.
2.2.5

Some Practical Considerations

In order to achieve a reasonable trade-off between the time spent on the
optimizatio n and the quality of the result, we have to relax the optimizatio n
goal and try to find a solution of acceptable quality rather than the absolute
optimum [Swa89a].
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However, another point, often neglected, is the fact that costing a query
plan involves uncertainty caused by the cost model which is based on estimates in two ways:
1. In the example above, we pointed out that the number of qualifying

tuples has direct impact on the costs. Cost functions in real database
systems, however, have to consider far more parameters than only
the table and intermediate result sizes, since the costs aim to give as
accurate as possible an assessment how long it takes to execute the
query on a certain hardware configuration. Those parameters reflect
the way data is stored on disk (e.g. sorted, clustered, or indexed), different kinds of join implementations (e.g. nested loop, merge sort or
hash joins) as well as hardware parameter (e.g. I/O bandwidth, CPU
clock speed and type). All those values are obtained by calibration,
i.e., they are means determined experimentally. A number of important parameters like cache misses and alike are difficult if not impossible to incorporate into a model [BMK99]. On the other hand,
modeling too many details, or details at too fine a granularity may
contribute to larger errors.
2. In the example, we gave the exact sizes of the intermediate results,
tacitly omitting the fact that this information is not available during the optimization phase but only after the execution of the query.
What is, however, available at the time of optimization are statistics
about the data. Based on statistics about the base tables, the selectivities of the joins- Le., the ratio of qualifying to non-qualifying rowsare estimated. Clearly, joins which operate not only on base tables
but the output of preceding joins will be affected also by estimation
errors, which occurred earlier. Those estimation errors compound
exponentially throughout the execution plan [IC91].
The consequence is a limited resolution of the cost function. That is, cost
differences of a few per cent only are insignificant, since the numerical
error may outweigh them- we cannot determine which of them will actually
be executed quicker. Consequently, the tree with the least estimated costs
is not necessarily the optimal tree. To allow for this deficiency we consider
two plans t 1 and t 2 of similar quality if their costs c(ti) and c(t 2 ) differ less
than the resolution p, i.e., lc(ti) - c(t2) I::::; p. Practically, the optimization
goal shifts to find a plan with costs less than Cmin + p. We will discuss the
role of p and suitable values for it later.
2.3

Query Optimization Techniques

Standard techniques in today's commercial database systems are based on
dynamic programming and heuristics. Stochastic techniques are still confined to research prototypes. In this section we give a brief overview on
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the major represent atives in the field. We will extend and analyze some of
them later in more detail.
2.3. 1

Exhausti ve Optimiza tion

Exhaustive methods, often also referred to as exact methods, are based on
a partial enumerat ion of the search space. The technique s we describe here
are based on dynamic programm ing. Though the term 'dynamic programming' is often used to reference the bottom-u p enumerat ion schema used
in IBM DB2, we will use this term in its general meaning [Ber87].
MEMO-b ased Enumera tion

Using the hierarchic al decompos ition into subtrees as sketched above, the
optimal plan consists of optimal subtrees. By optimal subtrees we mean the
tree with least cost of all equivalen t trees. We sketch the approach pursued
in Microsoft SQL Server and Tandem Non-Stop SQL. Both descende d from
the research prototype Cascades which in turn is an enhancem ent of the
Volcano optimizer [McK93, GM93, BMG93, GCD +94, Gra94].
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Since this type of optimizer is transformation based, a first initial plan
must be provided by the preprocessing phase. Such an initial plan can
be generated as a canonical form where all tables referenced in the From
clause are joined (cf. n-ary joins above) without specifying physical join
operators, together with a subsequent application of select and aggregate
operators. Subqueries if they have not been un-nested in the preprocessing
are separately transformed and become a subtree of the initial plan. Consider a join query that joins three tables A,B, and C. A simple initial plan
is given in Figure 2.4. The initial plan consists of logical operators that describe only the algebraic properties of the operator but do not contain any
implementation details.
Every operator belongs to a group of equivalent subtrees, the root nodes
of equivalent subtrees. During a copy-in phase, the operators of the initial tree are assigned to the respective groups. The original links between
operators are substituted by references to groups. The system of groups
is called MEMO Structure in the following [GCD+94]. Groups are identified by their group number. The group containing the root operator of the
initial tree is referred to as root group. To facilitate the description of further operation we label operators in the MEMO with an id tag of the form
(groupno.id) relative to the group. References to the groups that implement possible subtrees of an operator are given by the number in the lower
right corner of the operator. We anticipate a reorganization of the system
of groups in our example and arrange the group numbers in a way that
allows for additional groups in a graphic way.
Once the initial plan is copied into the MEMO, the actual optimization
process commences. According to a control strategy that includes the
aforementioned timeout and fall-back mechanisms, different sets of rules
are applied to the operators in the MEMO. The concept of rules is based on
the work by Freytag [Fre87] and has been advanced and refined McKenna
et al. [McK93, BMG93]. Often, rules are also referred to as transformations.
We will use both terms in this work.
A rule, when applied to a logical operator verifies a set of conditions
that must be fulfilled for a successful transformation. Conditions include
type and algebraic properties of the operator-but may also include specifications concerning its children-, physical properties like sort orders on
certain attributes, cost bounds, etc. Provided all conditions of a rule are
fulfilled an alternative for the original operator is generated. The result of
a rule application can be:
• a logical operator in the same group, e.g. join(A,B) - join(B,A);
• a physical operator in the same group, e.g. join - hash join;
• a set of logical operators that form a connected sub-plan; the root
goes to the original group, other operators may go to any group, including the creation of new groups as necessary, e.g. join(A,join(B,C))
- join(join(A,B),C).
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representing alternative so lutio ns

The resulting operator s may referenc e any available group in the MEMO as
new children . The MEMO framewo rk provides schedule r primitives for the
rule applicat ion as well as mechani sms to detect and eliminate multiple
entries. Moreover, in every group the currentl y cheapes t operato r-and
thus the subtree rooted in it-is marked up.
Figure 2.5 shows the MEMO structur e form the previous example after
applying several transfor mations , now filled with both logical and physical
operator s. An executio n plan must consist of physical operator s only. The
optimiza tion ends as soon as no new operator s can be derived or seconda ry
stopping criteria like timeouts are fulfilled .
The root group is distingu ished as all operator s in it are possible root
operator s for the final executio n plan- i.e., they encode an alternative execution plan. Conversely no operator of any other group can be root of the
final executio n plan.
Thus, the least costly physical operator in the root group is the root of
the final executio n plan. Its children are recursively determin ed by selecting
the least costly physical operator of its child groups, observing the physical
properti es such as sort orders. In Figure 2.5 a possible final executio n plan
is indicate d by darkene d arrows.
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System R

In System R a similar approach is implemente d. However, instead of using an initial plan and applying transformat ions, the plans are generated
bottom-up from scratch. The resulting sub-plans are stored in a lookup table comparable to the MEMO. The optimizer of System Rand its successors,
Starburst and DB2 have been scrutinized concerning their complexity and
both Pellenkoft et al. as well as Vance and Maier showed that it actually does
not meet its theoretically lower bounds. Vance and Maier proposed an enhanced version to overcome these drawbacks [VM96]. The improveme nts
by Pellenkoft et al. solve the problem in the context of a transforma tion
based framework as sketched above [PGLK97a, PGLK97b].
2.3.2 Non-exhau stive Optimizati on

Ibaraki and Kameda suggested an algorithm that computes the optimal
join order with nested-loop joins for acyclic query graphs under certain
assumption concerning the cost function [IK84]. These restriction are usually too strong for practical application. However, the basic elements of
this technique can be transferred to the more general case on the expense
of optimality. Such a transfer can be of interest for generating initial solutions for transforma tion based optimizers.
Similar to the previous approach, Krishnamur thy et al. proposed a ranking technique, named KBZ, that computes the optimal join order under a
set of conditions different from the one above [KBZ86]. Again, the conditions are not fulfilled in practical cases in general but as mentioned before,
a relaxation of some of the restrictions provides a heuristic. Steinbrunn
et al. established a quantitative assessment using this heuristic for optimizing large join queries. Their results suggest decreasing performanc e
with increasing query size [SMK97].
Swami and Iyer modified the previous algorithms and introduced a random component altering the nature of the algorithm substantiall y as we
will see later [SI93]. Their new algorithm, called AB outperform s the original KBZ in almost every case.
2.3.3 Probabilistic Optimizati on

During the last decade probabilistic algorithms gained popularity in many
fields of combinator ial optimizatio n. Especially in fields like VLSI layout,
where they are part of a user feedback controlled refinement process, such
techniques belong to the standard repertoire. The basic setup in query optimization differs in two vital details from the one in VLSI layout: Queries
have to be optimized in (a) on-line fashion and (b) without user feedback.
As opposed to off-line application s a reliable self tuning mechanism is required.
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Most probabi listic algorith ms can be proven to converge to the optimum, an infinite amoun t of running time permitt ed, but the conditi ons ensuring success are not useful in practica l applica tions; in a user feedbac k
control led process , much more aggressive tuning can be applied leading to
enormo us perform ance improv ements , in terms of running time.
One of the main advanta ges of probabi listic algorith ms, however, is
their black box or blind search approa ch: The algorith m alters query plans
only by means of a set of transfo rmation s and checks the resultin g quality
by calling the cost function. It does not need any further knowledge of
the semant ic of the changes. That way, the optimiz ation strategy is highly
extensi ble and can be adapted to any kind of set of relation al operato rs.
This ground has been broken notably by Ioannid is et al. [IW87, IK90,
IK91], and Swami et al. [SG88, Swa91, SI93]. A detailed discuss ion of their
work is given in Chapte r 7.
Also genetic algorith ms have been applied though delivering medioc re
results only. We will scrutini ze the major approa ches [BFI91, SS96, SMK97]
in Section 6.
2 .4

Summ ary

Query optimiz ation is an NP-hard combin atorial problem , which has been
the subject of numero us probes during the last two decades . As a result
of this process , the view on it of theoret ists and practiti oners differ substantially: Academic researc hers regard it largely as solved, databas e implemen tors experie nce the opposit e on an almost daily basis [Cha97).
The reason for this difference of opinion is the difference in the models
for the problem . In academ ic researc h usually some interest ing aspects
of the problem are separat ed from a larger context and analyze d, tackled,
and solved in isolation. However, the integra tion of the solutio n back into
the original setup usually has to sacrifice efficiency and effectiveness of the
new approa ch to a conside rable degree.
Practitioners, on the other hand, often seem too much concern ed about
minor technical details loosing the view for the picture as a whole. Cons
sequent ly, the state of the art in comme rcial produc ts did not progres
significantly over the last decade.
In this chapter , we outline d the basic ingredi ents of the problem . Especially the multitu de of differen t implem entatio ns of relation al operato rs
togethe r with the uncerta inties involved by the cost comput ation make the
transfe r of theoret ical results particu larly difficult. Exhaustive algorith ms
based on dynami c program ming are therefo re the algorith ms of choice in
comme rcial databas e system s to date. Though random ized algorith ms can
exceed the strict limitati ons of dynami c program ming and may be used to
solve problem instanc es of way larger sizes, they have not been employ ed
in compre hensive query optimiz ation as many effects are not fully understood yet.

3
Enumeration Techniques
In Chapter 1, we briefly sketched the notion of cost distributions already indicating that they are the key to the analysis of both the problem itself and
the application of certain optimization techniques. The primary goal will
be the analytical modeling of distributions. But in order to verify the generality of those results, we need means to extract actual cost distributions
from search spaces used in both simplified and full-blown query optimizers. Having such a verification mechanism will also be handy to test for the
limitations of the modeling techniques.
In this chapter we present three techniques that enable enumeration
and sampling of search spaces and to obtain actual cost distributions.
The three search spaces being scrutinized are (a) the cross product optimization problem, (b) join ordering- including problems with cyclic join
graphs- and (c) full-blown query optimization as implemented in Microsoft
SQL Server.
The enumeration and sampling framework in the third case is not only
of interest for our experiments concerning cost distributions, but has also
a very practical application: the verification of the query optimizer and the
execution engine in the development of commercial database products. It
extends the regular optimizer in a way that potentially all plans, the optimizer has to consider for a particular query, can be obtained. The optimality of the regular optimization result can be easily verified but more
important, optimizer components like transformations and optimization
strategies, which are otherwise hard to assess, can be tested: selecting
plans other than the optimal provides a multitude of test cases for the
execution engine. Plans the optimizer would only choose if the underlying catalog fulfills certain conditions can now be tested independently of
whether or not these conditions- possibly hard to trigger otherwise- are
fulfilled.
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3. 1 Labeled Binary Trees

The Cross Product Optimization Problem, in the following abbreviated as
XOPT, is a special case of the general Join Order Problem in that all operand
selectivities are equal to one. The relations are only characterized by their
sizes as other parameters like attribute value distribution, are irrelevant.
The cost function reduces to a pairwise multiplication of the size of the
relations involved. Thus every solution can be split into two components:
a binary tree, which implements the multiplication schema and the assignment of leaves.
Let us first focus on the binary tree structure and devise counting and
generating schemas.
Definition 3. 1.1
Let t 1 and t 2 be binary trees with n leaves. t 1 and t 2 are isomorphic if there
exists a bijective mapping h between the nodes of t 1 and t 2 such that
W j is son of Wi in t 1 ~ h(Wj) is son of h(wi) in t 2.

We denote tree isomorphism with t1
a mapping explicitly.

~

t 2, or t 1 ~ h t 2 if we want to specify
<>

Isomorphic trees do not add any additional information to the cost
distribution as every tree has the same number of isomorphic duplicates.
Hence, we can simply omit them in the enumeration schema and focus on
the set of non-isomorphic trees only. We denote the set of non-isomorphic
trees with n leaves by Mn.
3. 1. 1 Counting

To count the number of trees in Mn we use a local argument that considers
only the root of a tree and applies recursively to its subtrees. The formula
is a well-known result in combinatorics, however, we think it helpful to
describe the approach in detailed manner as we will use a similar argument
to generate these trees.
Considering the root of a non-isomorphic tree, it is characterized by the
number of leaves in its left and its right subtree, nr and n1 respectively.
Apparently, there is more than one tree per such configuration, in general.
The number of trees with n leaves in total and n1 in its left subtree, which
induces nr immediately, can be denoted by the recurrence formula
B(ni) · B(n - n1)

where B(n) is the number of non-isomorphic trees with n leaves. To avoid
isomorphic duplicates we need to consider only the cases
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In case n is an odd number, B(n) is
B(n) =

L

B(n - i)B(i)

b i <n - i

with B(O) = 0 and B(l) = 1.
In case n is even, we have to correct this expression by a term that
determines the number of non-isomorphic combinations of trees with
leaves. We will give a more detailed explanation of this term when we
discuss the unranking of trees.
The number of non-isomorphic trees is

¥

I

n is odd

B(n - i) · B(i),

i= l
i <n - i

B(n)

=

I

B(n - i) · B(i)

+

B(p · (B(¥) + 1),

n is even.

i=l
i <n - i

with B(O)
in O(n 2 ).

=

0 and B(l) = 1. Using a lookup table, B(n) can be computed

3 . 1.2 Generating Trees
Unranking.

The idea behind unranking is to have a mechanism, which, given a rank and
the number of leaves, creates a tree recursively by deciding locally, i.e., for
the root node of each subtree, how many leaves are to be in the left subtree,
and how many in the right. Then, subranks for both subtrees are derived
and the unranking is called recursively. A recursion terminates, returning
a leaf only, when the procedure is called with Y = 0. Figure 3.1 shows an
outline of the algorithm.
Given n and Y we determine ni as
n1 =

L

max {ii

B(i)B(n - i) ~ Y

+ l}.

1 :5 i :5 n - l

The subranks Yr and ri for the right and the left subtree respectively compute to
Yr

=

lB(:i) J

and
rt = Y - YrB(ni).

Recursive application unfolds the complete tree of rank Y. Once we set
up the lookup table for B ( n) unranking a pair (n, Y) is in O (n 2 ). The
recursion terminates properly as n ~ 3 implies a rank of zero. We refer to
the resulting tree as tn (Y), or simply as t (Y) if n is clear from the context.
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Algorithm
Input
Output

if r

=

t

UNRANK

n number of leaves, r rank
t tree with n leaves and rank r

0 then
- LINEARTREE(n)

else
compute n 1, n r
compute rt, r r
t - MAKETREE(UNRANK(n1, r1),UNRANK(nr, rr))

end if
return t

Figure 3. 1 . Generic unranking schema

Ranking.

Conversely, the rank of a given tree b
r(b) = rrB(ni)

E Mn

computes to:

+ Yf.

We can now close the gap of computing B(n) in case n is even. Consider a
tree with leaves in both subtrees. Non-isomorphic combinations are only
those with

¥

Y[ > Yr

as further restriction. With 0 :::;

n < B ( ¥) we get

as the total number of possible combinations when
Rewriting the term gives

nL

B(n/2).

n
1 n
2B(2)(B(2) + 1).
3. 1.3 Labeling

For a tree t of Mn, a function f on the leaves of t into {1, ... , n} is called
labeling of t. A labeling can be interpreted as a permutation of the leaves.
In principle, there are n! possibilities to label a tree with n leaves, however,
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3

4

3

5

5

4

2

2

Figure 3.2. Isomorphic labeling

due to the symmetry of subtrees, we may encounter duplicates as shown
in Figure 3.2.
The left tree can be transformed into the right one by means of commutative exchange of (isomorphic) subtrees.
Definition 3. 1.2
Let t 1 and t 2 be isomorphic trees, and fa labeling of t1. f is called isomorphic labeling, if there exists a bijective mapping h such that
1. t1

~h

tz

2. if w is leaf in t 1 , j(h(w))

= f(w)

For every labeling there exist 2k isomorphic labelings, k being the number of inner nodes with isomorphic subtrees. In Figure 3.3 these nodes
are indicated by circles. There are ;~ non-isomorphic labelings for each
tree. During enumeration of all labelings, isomorphic combinations can be
avoided by skipping permutations.
For every pair of isomorphic subtrees rooted in the same node let N 1
and N 2 denote the labels of the left and the right subtree respectively. We
call a labeling monotonic if
minN2 < minN1

holds for all such pairs. Enumerating monotonic labelings only is therefore
equal to enumerating non-isomorphic ones.
If we think of the labels as id numbers of the database relations, we are
able to count and generate execution plans consisting of cross products
only. To obtain the cost distribution we could either enumerate the whole
set Mn or sample form it with uniform probability by generating random
numbers between 0 and B(n) - 1 and unrank the associated tree.
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6

3
2

4

5

Figure 3.3. Isomorphic subtrees; roots highlighted

3 .2

Non-isomorphic Processing Trees

In the next step, we leverage the previous model with the information encoded in the join graph. Instead of enumerating all cartesian products we
now generate only those trees that solely consist of join operators. The
set of non-isomorphic processing trees is a subset of M . Equality between
the sets holds only if the join graph is a completely connected graph. In
practice, the sets differ substantially.
The previous approach was based on determining and grouping sets of
leaves, which was sufficient as any relation can be freely combined with
any other in a cross product. Here, we use additional information describing the inner nodes of the tree. Our algorithm is based on edges of the join
graph. Every edge corresponds to an inner node of the tree, though not
uniquely. First, we develop an algorithm that turns a sequence of edges
into a processing tree. Through this connection, the concept of isomorphism extends immediately from trees to sequences. Using this close connection it is sufficient to enumerate non-isomorphic sequences to obtain
the desired set of processing trees.

3.2. 1 Sequences
For a set E

= {e1, ... , en}

a sequence Lover Eis denoted by

L = (err (l), err (2) , . .. , err (n) } = (err (i) }

where rr is a permutation function on {1, ... , n}. The set of all sequences
over E is denoted by E* and contains n! elements. If E is the empty set
E * contains only the empty sequence (}. Sequences are permutations of a
set. We prefer the term sequence, however, since it induces intuitively the
notion of subsequences, which we will use extensively below.
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r~ C -4- D _S_ E

A/,

Figure 3.4. Query graph

For convenience, we introduce the following operations in analogy to
sets. II I denotes the length of a sequence; L \ E' is the sequence without
the elements of E' but retaining the order of the residual elements. As an
example, consider (ei,e 2,e 3} \ {e 2} which is (e 1,e3}. Finally, we use:: to
describe the concatenation of a sequence with either a single element or
another sequence.
In order to avoid any confusion of the indices of sequences with those
of sets, we introduce a labeling 11: E ~ {l, ... , n}. Throughout all examples
we will refer to the ei by their labels, i.e., for L = (e1, ez, e3, e4} with 17(ei) =
3, 17(e2) = 1, 17(e3) = 4, 17(e4) = 2 we simply write L = (3, 1, 4, 2}.
To establish an order on the set E* , we introduce a ranking which assigns each sequence a unique number as follows:
Definition 3.2. 1
For a sequence L = (e 1, ... , en} of length n, the rank of L to a base b with
b ~ n is
n

Yb(L) =

L 17(ed · b n- i
i= l

The rank of the empty sequence is 0.

0

For instance, the rank of L = (3, 1, 4, 2} to the base b = 10 computes to
3
2
1
= 3 · 10 + 1·10 + 4 · 10 + 2 · 10° = 3142.
Since we demand b ~ n, every rank function is injective and rank functions to different bases define the same order on E * , i.e., we can omit the
explicit notation of b.
Finally, we call a sequence 11-sorted sequence, denoted by E, if elements
with higher 11 value occur later in the sequence than elements with a lower
one, i.e., 17(ed < 17(ej ) => rr(i ) < rr(j). For completeness, we define the
17-sorted sequence of the empty set to be the empty sequence.
r10(L)
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Figure 3 .5 . Converting the sequence (1, 5, 2, 3, 4) into a processing tree

3.2.2

Merging Processing Trees

Given a query graph G ( V, E), a sequence over £-i.e., a sequence of query
predicates- can be turned into a processing tree as follows. For each edge
of the sequence we add the respective join operator to the tree. If the edge's
relations are already connected by a join added earlier, we only extend the
predicate of that join.
Figure 3.5 shows the single steps necessary to convert the sequence
(1, 5, 2, 3, 4) using the query graph of Figure 3.4.
A detailed description of the algorithm is given in Figure 3.6. Starting
with a forest of IVI trivial trees that consist of root nodes only, trees are
merged pairwise by adding a common root node, indicated by EB . For simplicity of presentation, we omitted the trivial trees in Figure 3.5. After every
step, T i contains a forest. We refer to the output T ILi as T(L) .
Lemma 3.2.2
For a sequence L over all edges of a query graph, algorithm MERGETREES
constructs one single tree only, i.e., T(L) contains only one tree.

Proof: Assume, to the contrary, T(L) = {tt, t z, .. . , tm} . Thus, no edges
between leaves of t 1 , ... , tm were in L, which means, that G was not cono
nected which contradicts the definition of query graphs.
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Note, in case L is only a sequence over a subset of£, the result of MERGETREES T(L) will be a forest.

Lemma 3.2.3
The processing tree computed by MERGETREES is a valid tree in the sense
of Definition 2.2.1.
P r o o f : Ti always contains valid processing trees for disjoint subgraphs
of G:
i = 0: all elements t J of To are trivial trees of height 0, thus valid trees for
the Graphs GtJ ( {v J}, 0 ).

i - i + 1: let (na, nb) be the next edge that is to be added and ta and tb be
elements of Ti with leaves na and nb, respectively. Note, that Ti contains
at least a tree of height 0 with leaf v for every possible leaf. If the edge
connects nodes, that are leaves of the same tree the shape of the processing
tree does not change, according to its definition, and thus the proposition
holds. Otherwise, the edge connects the two graphs Gta and Gtb , with Gt; =
G({leaves of td ). Therefore, Gta , Gtb and GtaGJ tb fulfill the conditions of
Definition 2.2.l which completes the proof.
o

Proposition 3.2.4
For a query graph G ( V, £), MERGETREES converts every sequence over E
into a valid processing tree.1

Proof: Follows from Lemma 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.

0

The concept of isomorphism immediately extends to sequences: Two
sequences 1 1 and 1 2 are isomorphic if T(I 1 ) ~ T(L 2). In the previous
example T( (1, 5, 2, 3)) ~ T( (5, 1, 2, 3)) holds, since both sequences yield
the forest of Figure 3.5d. On the other hand, T( (1, 5, 2, 3)) i:. T( (2, 1, 5, 3) ).
During the enumeration we want to select one sequence of each class of
isomorphic sequences. As a simple criterion for this selection, we can use
the rank of the sequences as follows.
Definition 3.2.5
A sequence L over E is rank-minimal iff
VI '

E E* ,L' =t=

L:

T(L) ~ T(L') ~ r(L)

< r(L')

i.e., every isomorphic sequence has greater rank.

0

In our example, (2, 1, 5) is rank-minimal, since the only other isomorphic
sequence over the same subset of Eis (5, 1, 2).
Monotonicity of the sequence elements implies prefix monotonicity of
rank-minimality as follows:
1 We

present a discussion of the time complexity for all algorithms in Section 3.2.5.
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Algorithm
Input

MERGETREES

L sequence of edges,
n; nodes of the query graph
TILi processing tree

Output

i - 0
for j=O to ILi do

t1 - n 1
done
To -

LJ t1
j

Lo - L
while IL; I > 0 do
let e = (na. nb) be the first element of L;
let ta E T; be tree where na is leaf
let tb E T; be tree where nb is leaf
if ta* tb do
t - ta Ell tb
T;+1 - (T; \ ( t a,tb })

ut

done
annotate deepest common ancestor of n a and nb
with predicate of e
L;+1 - L; \ (e}

i - i+ l
done
Figure 3.6. Algorithm MERGETREE S

Corollary 3.2.6
Let L be sequence over F

c E and e EE\ F with 17 (e) > 17(j) for all fin L

then
L is rank-minim al

=

L :: e is rank-minimal

holds.
Consequently, the 17-sorted sequences are always rank-minimal.
As pointed out earlier, the concept of rank-minimality is the key to a
proper enumeratio n: Every class of isomorphic trees correspond s to exactly one single rank-minimal sequence. Therefore, enumeratin g the rankminimal sequences only, would suffice.
In the next section we discuss criteria, on which we can identify prefixes
that can be excluded from further considerati ons.
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3.2.3 Redundancies
The fact that not every edge of a sequence prompts MERGETREES to change
the shape of some tree already suggests that sequences may contain certain
redundancies (cf. Fig. 3.5c and d). Besides the equivalences shown in previous examples which were caused solely by permutation of two elements of
a sequence, cyclic graphs additionally contain redundancy.

Definition 3.2.7
For a sequence L the set of redundant edges for every element is given by:
pi(ei) = {e1 l11 (el) < 17 (e1). T(L) ::= T(L \ {e1})
R(L) =

U pr(e) u U PL::e(e) is called the
eEL

redundancy of L.

<>

erlc L

The first part means, that every edge e can be replaced with every element
of pi(e) while T(L) remains unchanged.
The redundancy of a sequence, however, comprises more than just the
redundant edges within the sequence itself. The rational behind this is as
follows. When building a sequence incrementally, we need to know which
of the edges that is not yet part of the sequence has any redundancy. Edges
that are not adjacent to G(L) cannot induce further redundancy. Hence,
R(L) is the set of edges either redundant to edges of Lor edges adjacent
to G(L).
The redundancy of (1,2,4,5} is {3}, for instance. For the sequence
R( (l}) the redundancy computes to {3} since 3 is redundant to an adjacent
edge of G((l}), namely 2. Analogously, R((3)) = 2.
Furthermore, the redundant-edge property is transitive, i.e., for two
edges ei and e1 in L the following holds:
pi(ed n pde1)

=1=

0

~

e1 E pde i ) v ei E pde1)

Removing the redundancy from a sequence does not affect the shape of
the resulting tree, i.e., T (L) ::= T (L \ R (L)). Hence, redundancy is prefix
monotonic, in the following sense R ( (e1, ... , en- 1}) s; R ( (e1, ... , en- 1. en)).
Figure 3.7 shows three examples for different situations where redundancies may occur.

Proposition 3.2.8
Let L be a sequence over F c E and e E E\ F. Algorithm COMPUTEREDUNDANCY (see Fig. 3.8) computes R (L :: e).
Proof: Since R (L) is input parameter, only the redundancy added bye has
to be computed. Redundancy occurs if there is more than one edge between
one component of G(L) and Ge, and V' and Ge. respectively. For every
component of G (L) the algorithm checks all remaining edges in E \ L \ R (L)
whether they connect the graphs and all but the first fulfilling the condition
are added to R'. Thus R' is R(L :: e).
o
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Original join graph

= (5 , 7, 8,9,10,ll, l)
p(l) = 2, p(l ) = 3

L

R = { 2,3 }

= (1,2, 5,9,10, 11)
p(l ) = 8, p(2 ) = 8, p (5)
R = {7,8 }
L

=

7

= (1,5,8,9,10 ,11)
p (l ) = 2, p (5) = 7

L

R

=

{ 2, 7 }

Figure 3.7. Examples of redundancies for different sequences

L; Elements of sequence indicated by

thick lines; Elements of redundancy indicated by gray lines
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(OMPUTEREDUNDANCY
L sequence of edges
R set of redundant edges w.r.t. L,
e edge with e E E \ R

let Ge be subgraph of G(L :: e) containing e
let V ' be set of nodes not connected to G(L :: e)
foreach connected subgraph G' E V' u (G(L :: e) \ Ge ) do

found

~

false

foreach f E E \ L \ R do
if f connects G' with Ge do
if found do
R ' ~ R' u {j}

done
found ~

true

done
done
done
Figure 3.8. Algorithm (OMPUTEREDUNDANCY

3.2.4

Generating the Trees

In this section, we assemble the techniques presented so far. To generate
all non-isomorphic processing trees for a given query graph G, we generate
the set I of non-isomorphic edge sequences. This set is given by
I~ E* ,

An algorithmically more practical form is the following one:

I

= {I

E

£ * II rank-minimal}

= {I

E

£ * II = I' \ R(I') :: R(I'),

I'

E

£*,

I ' \ R (I') rank-minimal}

The algorithm RAPIDENUMERATION, given in Figure 3.9, generates the
sought sequences. The main loop iterates over the number of edges and
calls itself recursively up to n times. The deepest recursion is reached
once the sequence is either complete, or can be completed immediately by
adding the redundancy as a 17-sorted suffix. Since the basic design of the
loop allows for the maximal possible set of n! sequences, the algorithm has
only to avoid the generation of equivalents, that is, ignore redundant edges
and discard not rank-minimal prefixes. According to Corollary 3.2.6, rank-
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minimality is prefix monotonic, thus we can judge for each edge e whether
L :: e is a valid prefix or not.
Lemma 3.2.9
Let L be a rank-minimal sequence over F c E, and e E E\ R(L) with 17(e) >
17(j) where f is the edge of L with 17(j) = max17(e') . Then L :: e is ranke'E F

minimal.
P r o o f : Since rank-minimality is prefix monotonic, L :: e is the ranko
minimal sequence containing all elements of L and e.
Lemma 3.2. 10
Let L be a rank-minimal sequence over F c E, and e E E\ R(L) with 17(e) <
17 (j) where f is defined as above. The following holds
L :: e rank-minimal

= e is adjacent to Gf

where Gf denotes the component of G(I) that covers f.
Proof: Let ei be the elements of L, i.e., L = (e1, ... , e1LI).
Firstly, assume, to the contrary, e is not adjacent to Gf. Let ek be
min{17(ed E Il17(e ) < 17(ed}, and Ga,Gb the components of G connected
i

by e. Furthermore, w.l.o.g. IGa I :s; IGb I.
IGb I = 1: e is not connected to any of G (L) components and inserting it at
any position in the sequence does not change T(L).
Thus, r((e1, ... , ek- 1,e,ek,····e lLI )) < r(L :: e), i.e., L :: e is not rankminimal.
IGbl > 1: Let (b1, ... ,b1cb1 ) be the subsequence that defines Gb only, i.e.,
L \ (E \ Gb). If IGal > 1, (a1, ... , a 1ca1 ) is defined analogously. Otherwise,
let a1ca 1be b icb I· The first position in L where e can occur without affecting
the equivalence is after both b 1cb1 and a 1cal · Since both Ga and Gb are not
connected to Ge, r( (e1, ... , e, e1LI)) < r( (ei. ... , e1L1. e)) = r(L :: e), i.e., L :: e
is not rank-minimal.
To show the opposite direction, assume L :: e is not rank-minimal. Then,
a sequence L' with T(L :: e) ~ T(L ') exists where e is not the last element,
i.e., L' = (e 1, ... , e, ... , e lLI). However, inserting e before e1LI does not effect
o
the equivalence of T(L') ~ T(L :: e) unless e is adjacent to GJ .
Proposition 3.2. 11
Algorithm RAPIDENUMERATIO N computes all sequences of L with prefix L.

P r o o f : The inner loop of the procedure potentially generates all prefixes.
For every prefix, built incrementally, edges that are not already in the prefix
or element of the redundancy of this prefix are checked for being added to
the prefix. Thus, we show that only rank-minimal redundancy-free prefixes
are generated by induction over the prefix length.
i = 1: trivial.
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RAPIDENUMERATION

L sequence of edges,
R set of redundant edges w.r.t. L

0 do

MERGETREES(L ::

R)

return
done
IJmax -

max{11(ei) lei E L}
I

let G 11 max be subgraph of G(L) covering e,.,max
foreach e E E \ L \ R do
if ( l] (e) > IJmax v e is adjacent to G 11 max

)

do

L' - L :: e

R' - (OMPUTEREDUNDANCY(L' ,R, e)
RAPIDENUMERATION(L ' , R ')

done
done

Figure 3.9. Algorithm RAPIDENUMERATION

i ~ i + 1: Let e EE\ L \ R(L) be the edge we check. Either 17(e ) > 17(ei) for
all ei that are in L so far. The proposition follows with Lemma 3.2.9. Otherwise, if e is adjacent to the component covering IJmax and Lemma 3.2.10
completes the proof.
o
Invoking RAPIDENUMERATION with all possible prefixes Li = (ei) yields f. 2

3.2.5

Discussion

In this section we scrutinize the techniques presented with respect to an
efficient implementation and present a quantitative assessment.
Complexity of the Algorithms

One of the critical elements in the algorithm is the membership test for
sets. But as our sets are limited to small sizes we can represent them by
bit-vectors, which reduces both test and insert/ remove operations to 0(1).
MERGETREES can transform a sequence into its corresponding processing tree within 0(1£1 2 ) using a directory of leaves. The construction is
in 0 ( 1£ I) and requires no updates at run time. Another critical issue is
2 The actual implementation, in fact, expands all sequences from the empty sequence.
However, for simplicity we omitted the parts necessary for proper treatment of().
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the traversal of connected components in COMPUTEREDUNDANCY. Naively
identifying the components anew with every invocation is in 0(1£1). However, the incremental nature of the changes to the components-addi ng an
edge leaves all other members of the component unchanged- suggests a
directory of components. The overhead caused by its maintenance is in
2
O(IVI). This reduces the cost of COMPUTEREDUNDANCY from 0(1£1 ) to
2
O(IV I · IEI). Hence, the construction of a processing tree is in O(IV I · 1£1 ) .
We deliberately used O(IVI) and 0(1£1) despite the fact that O(IEI) is
in 0 (IV 12 ) since the number of edges exceeds the number of nodes only
marginally in typical database applications. Queries that correspond to
clique graphs are of virtually no practical impact and solely used as worstcase scenarios. In the majority of all cases IE I is close to IV I.
Finally, what is not expressed by the time complexity is the extent of
re-use. For simplicity we presented the single procedures as separate from
each other as possible. However, to gain the necessary performance, the
call to MERGETREES in RAPIDENUMERATION should not be postponed until
the sequence is complete and-as the notation suggests- be discarded afterwards, but handled incrementally. We modify MERGETREES in a way that
single edges can be added and removed from the tree or forest, respectively. The adding operation is then called before, the removing after the
recursive invocation. With this modification, one tree is incrementally built,
subsequently pruned, and merged again. Large parts of the tree and of the
sequence prefix are not modified when going on to the next processing
tree. In contrast to other enumeration techniques, the re-use is inherent in
the method and does not require any additional memory nor running time
spent on lookups.
In contrast to other enumeration techniques with exponential space requirements, RAPIDENUMERATION needs only space in 0(1£ 1), since only
one single tree is built and modified.

Sizes of Search Spaces
The major advantage of the techniques presented is the reduction of the
search space's size by the factor 2k. In Figure 3.10, the sizes of search
spaces consisting of non-isomorphic trees only are contrasted with the
ones including also isomorphic trees. The queries used in this experiment
were taken from the query suite proposed in [GLPK94]. Note, search spaces
of cyclic and tree-shaped query graphs are comparable in size, as long as
the number of edges does not exceed the number of nodes substantially.
The reduction by factor 2k applies independent of the particular search
space or query graph. We experimented with a large number of further
queries. Since they are exactly in the line of the above we omit the results
here.

Corollary 3.2. 1 2
The number of non-isomorphic trees enumerated by RAPIDENUMERATION
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Figure 3. 10. Size of Search spaces with and without isomorphic trees

is Nc1ique( n)
N chain ( n )

=

(f;_:-1~~! 2 1 - n if the query graph forms a clique of size n, and

(2 n - 2) ! .
= n !(n -l) ! m

. a ch am.
.
case t h e query grap h is

Pr o o f : Independent of the query graph's shape, all processing trees have
n leaves and n - 1 nodes inner nodes. Every isomorphic class has 2n- l
elements. The numbers for spaces including isomorphic trees [LVZ93] are
d Niso ( ) _ (2 n - 2l ! 2n - l n· ·d·
iso ( ) _ (2 n - 2l !
kn own to b e N clique
n
- (n - 1) ! an
chain n - n! (n - 1) !
.
lVl mg
1
those figures by 2n- yields the proposition.
o
Finally, with a simple modification we can restrict the algorithm to enumerate only linear processing trees- the most prominent group of trees
since the early days of query optimization [SAc +79, IK91]. When dropping
the condition TJ (e) > TJmax . we append only edges that are adjacent to Gri max •
so at least one of its nodes is already part of the tree, i.e., we add either the
bare predicate or a subtree that consists of a leaf only. Thus, the result is a
processing tree of height n - 1.
Corollary 3 .2. 13
The number of non-isomorphic linear trees enumerated by RAPIDENUMERATION is Nc1ique(n) = ~ if the query graph forms a clique of size n. In case
the query graph is a chain we enumerate N chain(n) = 2n- 2 trees.
Proof : In either case we need to focus on the non-redundant edges only.
For the clique, every edge that connects to a node which is not part of the
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Figure 3.11. Running time of RAPIDENUMERATION compared to GLPK

prefix yet, is non-redundant. Thus, for every prefix of length 1, there are
(n - 2)! completions. The very first edge can be chosen in (~) = Z(nn~Zl !
ways. Therefore, the total number is Z (nn~Zl ! · (n - 2)! = ~The situation for a chain is as follows. Selecting a prefix of length 1
splits the query graph into two sub-chains that are to be merged by RAPI11
DENUMERATION. This can be done in (1•4 ) ways, with l 1 and lr is length of
the left and right sub-chain, respectively. Applying this to all n - 1 prefixes
n- 2

of length 1 yields N chain(n)

=

I

(nk 2) which can be rewritten to 2n- z_

o

k=O

3.2.6 Quantitative Assessment
To assess the efficiency of RAPIDENUMERATION is in so far difficult as there
is no other method capable of enumerating the same spaces. However,
in a different context Galindo-Legaria et al. developed counting, ranking,
and unranking methods for non-isomorphic processing trees belonging to
tree-shaped query graphs [GLPK95]. The techniques can be combined and
after counting the trees each plan can be generated by unranking its ordinal
number.
In Figure 3.11, the running time of RAPIDENUMERATION is compared to
this combined technique-in the following referred to as GLPK-for the
non-isomorphic search spaces belonging to tree-shaped join graphs (cf.
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3.10). All experiments were carried out on a MIPS 10K/ 250MHz. The
queries considered were the same as used for Fig. 3.10. As the graph shows,
RAPIDENUMERATION is up to an order of magnitude quicker than GLPKa gap that widens with increasing query size. For the largest queries run,
GLPK is 20 times slower than RAPIDENUMERATION. As the reduction by factor 2k applies to every query, we found almost the same ratio of running
times for other query suites.
3.3 MEMO-based Enumeration

In an analytical analysis, abstract and simplified models as described in the
previous sections of this chapter are definitely preferable for the reasons
sketched at the very beginning. However, an analysis of a simplified model
can only be conclusive and useful in practice if it stands the comparison
with its real-world counterpart. In other words, we need to be able to examine cost distributions of a real, fully fletched database system in order
to verify our results.
The method developed in this section is based on the MEMO framework
as detailed in Chapter 1, but can be transferred to any other optimizer that
deploys dynamic programming techniques.
Like with the simplified models, we will devise a ranking algorithm.
However, since the term ranking has been used in a different notion in
[IK84) or [KBZ86], it is important to point out, that our ranking technique
is completely in the line of the previous chapter, i.e., with respect to the
shape of execution plans rather than in terms of the above cited work.
The previously developed techniques do not extend to the more general
problem as the space of alternatives considered by industrial query optimizers is not restricted to an abstract combinatorial problem, such as join
reordering. Multiple execution algorithms, index utilization, reordering of
grouping operators, special-purpose physical operators, and heuristics to
control the time spent on searching, all make up for an actual space that is
hard to describe succinctly using abstract, regular structures.
3.3. 1 Preparatory Steps

Once alternatives are generated, the MEMO structure contains all operators
but does not keep track of how many combinations of operators there are,
and only the best possible plan is completely assembled. To illustrate the
counting framework, let us assume a final state of the MEMO- after generation of alternatives is complete- as given in Figure 3.12.
In order to facilitate later operations we extract all physical operators
and materialize the links between operators and their possible children. In
Figure 3.13, the materialized links for all children of the previous example's
root (operator 7. 7) are shown. The resulting structure describes all possible
execution plans that can be rooted in this operator. Due to the differences
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Figure 3. 12. Populated MEMO Structure at the end of the actual optimization process

in physical properties some operators of a group may qualify as potential
children while others do not.
For instance operator 3.3 in Figure 3.13, can have any operator from
group 1 and 2 as left and right child, respectively. Operator 3 .4 however
can use only the darkened operators 2.3 and l .3 or 1.4.
3.3.2 Counting Query Plans
We compute the total number of possible plans bottom-up by computing
the individual numbers of possible plans that can be extracted from each
operator. We denote the number of children of operator v by Iv I and the
j-th alternative for the i-th child of v by wf,1jl. For example, in Figure 3.13,
take v = 7.7, then
1l = 4.2, and w~v} = 3.4.
To compute the number of plans N(v) rooted in an operator V, we first
determine the number of possible alternatives for each child i as

wiv

bv (i)

=

2,N(wi,j)) .
j

Operator v will take any of the available alternatives on each children,
independently, so the number of combined choices is given by a product.
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Figure 3. 13. MEMO Structure with materialized links between operators and children, for possible
plans rooted in operator 7. 7

The numbers of plans we can generate using only the first k children is

n
k

Bv (k)

=

bv (i).

i=l

Hence, the number of plans rooted in v is
N(v) =

if Iv I = o
1,
{ Bv (Iv I) , otherwise

In Figure 3.13, this process is illustrated for operator 7.7. The upper right
corner of operators has the computation of the number of alternatives that
can be extracted using it as a root.
The total number of plans is the sum of possible plans rooted in any of
the root group's operators:

where G root denotes the root group.
Computing the counts for operators takes linear time, as each operator
has to be visited exactly once. 3
3 For

the number of logical operators for the problem of join reordering, see [OL90,
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3.3.3

Unranking Plans

Before we describe the unranking mechanism in detail, it might be helpful
to give a short outline of the idea:
Starting with the root group and the rank r, we choose an operator of
the group to be the root of the tree. We then compute a loca l rank for this
operator. This local rank for an operator v is in the interval 0, ... , N (v).
Now, assume operator v has children alternatives
(v) }
(v)
{
(v)}
(v)
{ W1 1 ' . .. 'Wl 1· ' . . . ' Wn 1' ... 'Wn 1· '
, n
'
, I
'

with n = Iv I. n subranks are computed, and used in each child choice to recursively unrank a subplan. The resulting tree is assembled from unranked
suplans, using v as the root.
Detailed steps are described next.
1. Given a pair (r, G) consisting of a rank and a group we determine

which operator of this group becomes the root of the sub-plan.
The first physical operator in the group covers the plan numbers
0, 1, .. . , N (vi) - 1, the second N (v 1 ) , N(v 1 ) + 1, . .. , N(v 1 ) + N (v 2) - l
and so on. Thus, the sought operator has index
k = max {i l L,N(vd :::; r } .
Vk

becomes the root of the (sub-)plan. The local rank r1 of V k is
k- l

r1 = r -

L N(vd

i= l

The local rank is necessary to determine the subranks for the children
<>
in the next step.
2. Using the concepts introduced in the previous section, we can write

the subrank for the i-th child as
if i

=

1

else
with
R v (i) =

{YJ,
Rv

(i

if i = lvl
+ 1) mod B v ( i), otherwise
<>

PGLK97b). There are a few physical operators for each logical joins, implementing different
alternatives of hash join, merge join, and index lookups, so the number of physical joins is
u sually a small multiple of the count of logical joins.
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We add the operator Vk to our plan and repeat this step for each child, i.e.,
for the i-th child we unrank (5v (i), Gi) where Gi is the group for this child.
We repeat the steps recursively until we reach the terminal operators.
Unranking is in O(m), m being the number of operators in the tree,
which is limited by the number of groups in the MEMO.
Example.

This example describes the steps necessary to unrank a plan in detail for
the MEMO structure as shown in Figure 2.5. We unrank plan number 13
in group 7, i.e., we unrank the pair (13, 7). First, we determine the operator which becomes the root (operators that become part of the plan are
underlined):
k = 1, Vk = 7.7

since v 1 covers the plans 1, ... , 22. The local rank computes to
ri

=

13.

For the first operator in a group like 7. 7, the local rank is always equal to
the global rank within the group. With
R?.?(2)

= 13,R?.?(1) = 1

the subranks for the children compute to
57.7(2) = 6, 57.7(1) = 1,

i.e., we have to unrank the sixth possible subtree of the right child, and
the first of the left. We unrank the subranks in the children's groups, i.e.,
(57.7(1), 4) and (57.7(2), 3). Unranking (5 7 . 7 (1), 4) gives

since 4.3 covers the first subplan, and 4.4 the second. As there are no
further children, no subranks need to be computed and unranked. For the
right son we have to unrank (57.72(, )3), which delivers
k

=

1, Vk

=

3.4

Here, the local rank computes to
ri

=

0.
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With

The subranks for the children compute to

Finally, unranking
k

=

1, Vk

=

(5 3 .4(2 ),0)

yields

2.3

and for (53.4 (1) , 0) we obtain
k

=

1, Vk

=

1.3

In total we unranked the operators 7.7, 4.3, 3.4, 2.3, and 1.3. They span
the tree shown by darkened operators in Figure 2.5.
3.3.4

Verifying Query Processors

Besides its use to analyze cost distributions be it by sampling or complete
enumeration (see next chapter), the counting and un-ranking mechanism
presented is also of very practical relevance to the ongoing development
process of Microsoft SQL Server: The verification of both query optimization and query execution [5].
The choice of an execution plan is the result of various, interacting factors, such as database and system state, current table statistics, calibration
of costing formulas, algorithms to generate alternatives of interest, and
heuristics to cope with the combinatorial explosion of the search space.
Normally, experimental validation and testing of the query processor is
limited to consider the one plan that was chosen by the optimizer for execution. This is a severe limitation, as this plan is only a minuscule fraction
of the space of alternatives. In fact, during regular development and maintenance of a query processor, it has been our experience that some code
defects can remain undetected for a long time, until the right combination
of factors steer the optimizer to chose a plan that exposes the problem.
In [Slu98], Slutz presents a tool to generate SQL statements probabilistically, to increase the test coverage of the database engine. One simple
advantage of this approach is the sheer speed at which new, different tests
are generated, making it a very effective testing tool. The same claim can
be made for the selection and execution of multiple plans given a single
query, which increases even further the coverage of the optimizer logic.
In the current implementation in Microsoft SQL Server, we extended the
SQL syntax with an option to specify what plan to use for the execution.
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*

Professors P, Students S, Enrolled E, Courses C
S.Name = "Sam White" AND
S.SID = E.SID AND
E.Title = C.Title AND
C.By = P.PID
OPTION (USEPLAN 8)

Figure 3. 14. Extended SQL syntax to specify what pla n to use fo r execution

The SQL statement in Figure 3.14 causes the optimizer to build the MEMO
structure, count the possible plans, and select plan number 8 for execution.
Using scripting primitives, any given query can be extended easily with
the OPTION clause and a loop construct that iterates over a deterministically or randomly selected set of possible plans. This way developers are
for instance able to generate test cases for specific queries.
Some advantages of using these techniques in testing are:
1. It is easy to generate large test sets for the engine to scrutinize both

correctness of the query execution and its performance.
2. The results are simple to verify since all plans should deliver the same
outcome. The probability that an incorrect result is overlooked is
rather small as opposed to external testing where each result requires
manual verification.
3. It is possible to test operator implementations that the optimizer
would not chose with the catalog data in the test database.
4. Optimizer decisions and correct assembling of plans by the optimizer
can be easily verified. This point is of particular importance when
extending the set of both operators and their implementations.
5. The verification and calibration of cost formulas is no longer restricted to one single plan per query but can also check cost values of
sub-optimal plans.
6. The enumeration of complete search spaces for small queries helps
check and analyze optimizer principles like cost-bound pruning and
search strategies.
The features described are part of the routine testing in the development
of Microsoft SQL Server.
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Summary

The query optimizatio n problem can be abstracted in several ways. The
most common approach is to focus on join ordering only, since joins are in
most cases the cost dominating operators. Another important model is the
further simplification using only cross products. Like its richer brother, it
is still NP-hard indicating already that cartesian products play a particularly
important role.
In this chapter, we presented techniques how to generate all possible
solutions for the XOPT, and JOPT, and for cost based query optimizatio n in
general. The first as well as the last are based on counting and unranking
of n-ary trees , whereas the second one, for the JOPT, utilizes an algorithmic
schema of sequences.
The techniques presented can now be used to derive complete or partial
cost distribution s by enumeratin g or sampling the search spaces of different problem instances.

4
Cost Distributions
The term cost distribution refers to the distribution function of the occurring values of the objective function in the entire search space of a combinatorial optimization problem. This distribution in turn is defined by
its density, i.e. the frequency of the single values; we will use both terms
synonymously, context permitting.
Let us first motivate why cost distributions are an important characteristic of search spaces, and in particular preferable to a characterization by
other means. Optimization problems are in general abstracted as finding
the minimum, or maximum respectively, of an objective function over a
multi-dimensional space. Notions such as "local-minimum", "landscape" or
"hill-climbing" implicitly refer to the idea of "neighborhood" among solutions, i.e., a topology of the search space. However, such a topology is not
intrinsic to the problem, but defined- intently or not-by the encoding of
solutions, or by transformation mechanisms used in search algorithms, e.g.
Simulated Annealing. In contrast, the cost distribution in the search space
is natural to the problem and has no arbitrary component.
Our principal goal within this section is to identify characteristic f eatures of cost distributions to obtain deeper insight into the mode of action of different optimization techniques. Features of interest include total range of costs, mean and deviation of cost values, concentrations of
solutions within the search space and the parameters responsible for the
particular effect.
So far, cost distributions received little attention within the database
community when it comes to analyze combinatorial optimization problems. Instead, topological structures have been devised and used, mainly
because they offer a very intuitive connection to a number of optimization
algorithms.
The concept is apparently not restricted to query optimization or a certain class of optimization problems, but extends generally to any combinatorial optimization problem. And, if the principle is generally applicable we
can also expect the conclusions drawn from it to hold with similar generality. To this end, we will scrutinize cost distributions of several well-known
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and well-unders tood optimizatio n problems. Indeed, they are classics in
this field: Number Partitioning, the Traveling Salesman Problem, and the
Knapsack Problem. Modeling the occurring cost distribution s with analytical means will also give us a good impression of the limitations of such
techniques indicating what assumption s are justified and which need further attention.
An analysis based on cost distribution s is specifically desirable as it offers the possibilities to predict the success of optimizatio n strategies without having to analyze the problem and the algorithm at a level of detail
that is hard to cope with. Rather, it provides a black box approach for this
assessment .
Before we study the abovementi oned optimizatio n problems in detail,
we need to clarify what to expect from such an analysis and what not. The
prospect of such a powerful and general tool for the assessment of optimization algorithms needs to be carefully contrasted with its limitations.
Let us first have a look at the means we are going to deploy.
1. We model average cases by using random variables that are often nor-

mally distributed and discuss in what way other instances may differ.

2. We approximat e distribution s by normal distribution s where appropriate, substituting originally discrete distribution s with continuous
ones.
The results are approximat ions for an increasing size of the problem
instances with respect to the deviation of the underlying random variables.
Moreover, it characteriz es the distribution of a problem on average. As we
will see, the mathematic al model is usually very accurate for large problem sizes and reflects important trends, as far as the classical optimizatio n
problems are concerned. For the cross product optimizatio n and join ordering problem we will not be able to provide as accurate a model as for
the traditional problems.
In any case, these models do not map particular instances to distribution functions directly. For some of the problems it is not too difficult
to come up with special instances that fall beyond our analysis leading to
unpredictab le distribution s. The existence of such cases is of interest for
two reasons. First, we need to discuss whether real world instances of a
certain problem are usually closer to the average model or often include
degenerated cases. Secondly, the susceptibili ty to such degeneratio n differs considerabl y from problem to problem.
This chapter is completed with cost distribution of fully fledged TPC-H
queries extracted from Microsoft SQL Server, confirming our findings for
the simplified models of cross product and join order optimizatio n.

4.1 . TOPOLOGIES AND LANDSCAPES

(a)
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(b)

(c)

Figure 4. 1. Alternative tours for a Traveling Salesman Problem; (a) optimal tour, (b) and (c) tours
neighbored to optimal tour under different topologies

4.1

Topologies and Landscapes

Ever since the introduction of blind search algorithms, relentless effort has
been devoted to characterizing the search space and its influence on the
search algorithms. Usually, the terms topology and landscape are used
to describe certain properties and relations among solutions. Though an
important means for the interpretation of certain effects occurring in some
optimization algorithms these structures are not intrinsic to the problem.
Given an optimization problem we are usually able to develop a certain
notion of distance between solutions that expresses the degree of similarity. Consider for example the Traveling Salesman Problem where the
shortest tour via a number of cities is sought. Two tours that differ only
in so far that two cities are exchanged while keeping the order of the remaining could be considered similar. More general, the distance between
tours could be expressed by the minimal number of pairwise exchanges
needed to transform one tour into the other. A pair of tours with distance
1 could be referred to as neighbors. Ergo, we defined a topology on the
search space.
This particular distance measure may appear somewhat coarse as it
does not take into account any locality. A natural demand for a similarity measure could also involve similarity in terms of the value of the objective function for both neighbors. Exchanging arbitrary cities, however,
may result in a neighborhood between the optimal tour and a tour which
is nowhere near to be optimal with respect to its length. Thus, it seems
reasonable to restrict our distance measure to pairs of cities that are neighbors within the tour, i.e., they visited subsequently without further vias in
between. Consequently, we defined a new, fundamentally different topol-
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ogy on exactly the same search space. Only for a very small set of tours the
distances are the same under both distance measures. In Figure 4.la, the
optimal tour of a simple Traveling Salesman Problem is shown. Possible
neighbors under exchange of subsequent and arbitrary cities are depicted
in 4.l b and c, respectively.
Our definitions of distances can be used in a rather straight forward way
to generate neighboring tours given one initial tour by swapping pairs of
cities-eithe r a pair of neighbored or non-neighb ored cities. A large variety
of different schemas for a guided exploration of neighborho ods has been
suggested in the literature [FJM095] . These search mechanism s proceed
transitively in the sense that they investigate also neighbor of neighbors
etc. if they are promising.
In order to conduct such a guided exploration of neighborho ods in the
quest for the best tour, all tours have to be seen with respect to the objective function, the length of a tour. Combining both those components , a
structure which is often referred to as landscape- specifically in the context of genetic algorithms as fitness landscape- is obtained. In case the
topology defines a planar graph, the landscape can be visualized as a twodimensiona l manifold in R 3 .
Viewing our landscapes for the Traveling Salesman Problem from this
perspective we obtained one rugged and one relatively smooth landscape
for the same problem. Kaufman, one of the pioneers in fitness landscapes
developed several models and notions of landscapes along the line of different degrees of ruggedness including techniques how to transform or
modify them [Kau93] .
However, neither of the two landscapes sketched above is intrinsic or
natural to the current problem. The problem is well-defined without any
such component. So, the only characterist ics of the search space are the
size of the space and the costs of all its elements. To avoid any misunderstanding at this point, certain optimizatio n algorithms need and define
indeed such landscapes, and we will also devise some models for them in
one of the next chapters. However, for the analysis of the search space
independen t of a search algorithm, these models are only of limited use.
Furthermor e, we will avoid the notion of fitness but prefer the term
costs as fitness can be interpreted - and is indeed often used this way-as
relative fitness. In Section 4.2 .3 we will give an example for such a relative
fitness measure. As opposed to this, costs refer to the absolute value of
the objective function.
4.2

An Excursion: Some NP-Compl ete Problems

In order to get an impression of the concept of cost distribution s and its
parameters we make a short excursion and analyze and model three fundamental problems. These examples will also be also be useful for further
considerati ons of the difficulty of problems in the following chapters.
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4.2. 1 Number Partitioning

We define the problem POPT as the associated optimization problem of the
PARTITIONING problem [GJ79]:
Let 5 be a set, and w a weight function that assigns every element of
5 a certain value. Find a partitioning of 5 into S1 and S2 such that the
expression

I

L w(s ) - L w(s ) I
S E S1

SE S 2

is minimal. PARTITIONING in NP-hard and so is POPT.
We model the sizes of the partitions with random variables S1 and 5 2
denoting the size of S1 and S2respectively. It is sufficient to focus on 5 1
since S2 = 151 - S1. The set sizes are binomially distributed with equal
probability, i.e., for every element, the probability to belong to either S1 or
S2is ~. For the expected sizes of the sets
E(Si)

1

z-151

=

holds. We model w, the individual weights with a random variable w. Let
µ and (J be mean and deviation of w and

be the weight of a set. According to the central limit theorem of statistics
we can approximate the distribution of the weight of a set by a normal
distribution N (jl, ft) with j1 = ~ µ and ft = (J
Without loss of generality,
we assumeµ = 0. We denote the density of N(O, ft) with <:f>.
The density of the approximated cost distribution is then

{!!.

00

J<:f>(t) · <:f>(x + t)dt

l/J(x) =
-

00

for x E Rci.
In Figure 4.2 an experimentally obtained cost distribution- Le., its
density-is contrasted with the approximated one. 5 is implemented as
normally distributed set of random numbers with mean µ = 0 and deviation (J = 10. The size of 5, 151 is 100. The experimental data was obtained
by a sample of size 10000. The frequency of occurring differences and the
analytically determined probability are shown as functions over the weight
differences. The figure shows strong coincidence between the analytical
and the experimental results.
The most important feature of the cost distribution is its monotonic
decrease which implies that the difference zero, the optimal result, occurs
with the highest probability of all solutions.
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Figure 4 .2 . Comparision of analytically and experimentally determined cost distributions for IS I =
100, U = 10. The experimental distribution is obtained from a sample of size
10000

The accuracy of our analytical assessment relies on the abstraction according to the central limit theorem. The less resemblance the distribution
of the sum of weights of the partitions bears with the normal distribution the less accurate our results are, or are to be expected. Apparently,
some pathological cases are easy to construct. Consider for example an
instance, where all elements have the same weight, or only very few different values. The resulting distribution consists of only one or a few points
respectively. Consequently, the approximation by a continuous function is
not very meaningful.
On the other hand, if the contribution of the single weights to the sum
is sufficiently small, the abstraction by normal distributions is justified independently of the particular distribution of the weights. To assess the
susceptibility of this assumption, we varied the distribution and deviation
of the random numbers in the original set and also varied the number of
elements.
As a measure of difference between experimentally and analytically obtained distribution, we use the Kulback-Leible r Divergence-a lso known as
relative entropy- , which is defined as

"'°'

P(x)
D(P, Q) = ~ P(x) · ln Q(x)
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Figure 4 .3 . Kulback-Leibler Divergence of approximated and actual cost distribution as function of
set size and deviation. Elements of original set normally distributed

for two distributions P and Q. The divergence is always non-negative and
the smaller the value of this expression the stronger the distributions resemble each other. For instance, the divergence of the distributions in
Figure 4.2 is less than 0.006.
In the following experiments we used randomly numbers generated according to Normal and Gamma distributions.
For the experiment with normally distributed numbers, we varied the
deviation from 1 to 50 and the size of the original set between 2 and 25. In
Figure 4.3, the divergence as function of size and deviation is shown. Very
small set sizes, result in the highest divergence, which does not come as a
surprise since the deviation for 2 elements for example can hardly compare
to a continuous function. Distributions for very small sets contain mostly
noise. However, the distributions become quickly stabilized with increasing size. For sets with 10 or more elements, the approximated distribution
virtually coincides with the experimental one. As the plots show, this process is independent from the deviation of the underlying distribution of
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4 .0

Figure 4.4. Kulback-Leibler Divergence between approximated and actual cost distribution as
function of set size and OC . Elements of original set distributed according to Gamma
distribution

the numbers.
One might argue, that using a symmetric distribution for the numbers
is the reason for the latter effect. In the next experiment, we used numbers
distributed according to a Gamma distribution with shape parameters oc
between 1 and 5. The Gamma distribution is asymmetric coinciding with
an exponential distribution if oc equals 1. In Figure 4.4, the divergence
is plotted as a function of the set size and oc. As the figure shows, the
influence of the underlying distribution is negligible. Again, the set size is
the dominating factor: For a problem instance with more than 10 elements,
the analytical approximation is highly accurate.
4.2.2 Traveling Salesman Problem

The next problem we analyze is the Traveling Salesman Problem, one of the
classic problems in combinatorial optimization. Given a graph with nodes,
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Figure 4.5. Map for Traveling Salesman Problem
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connected by edges of certain lengths, we are interested in the shortest
possible Hamiltonian Circuit, i.e., a complete tour where every node is visited exactly once. The length of a tour is the sum of the lengths of its edges
[GJ79].

The variant we consider here is known as Symmetric Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem and is given by the co-ordinates of the nodes. Every
node is connected to every other node by an edge the length of the Euclidean distance of the two nodes. In Figure 4.5, an example is shown. The
nodes represent the 13509 cities of the United States with more than 500
inhabitants. This particular problem ranks among the largest Traveling
Salesman Problems that have been solved to optimality to date [ABCC98].
In more formal terms, we can state the problem as finding a permutation
v 1 , ... , Vn of cities given as two-dimensional vectors such that
n

l

=

lvn -

V1

I+

L lvi -

Vi - 1 I

i= O

is minimal. The first part of the sum, results from the condition to connect
first and last point of the tour.
In order to approximate the cost distribution of a problem instance we
first determine mean µ c and deviation <Ye of the pairwise distances of the
cities. For our example, the histogram of the associated distribution is
given in Figure 4.6.
We model

Y := "Length of random tour"
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Figure 4.6. Comparison of analytical approximation and actual cost distribution (left); Distribution
of pairwise distances (right)

by

Y: = IX.
n

where X is a normally distributed random variable with parameters µc and
Uc .

According to the central limit theorem of statistics, we can approximate
the cost distribution of all tours through n cities by a normal distribution
with mean

and deviation
Ua

=Jn · U c .

Figure 4.6 shows both cost distributions obtained from a sample of size 10 7
and the approximated one for the example problem. The approximated distribution resembles the actual, obtained by sampling, setting off the symmetry as the major feature of the distribution. Despite the length of the
sum and the seemingly coarse approximation by µc. µa appears highly accurate. Only the deviation U a is slightly too large.
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l ~~ and l~Jx shortest and longesttour found by greedy algorithm,

tour found with greedy heuristic. Distributions coincide almost completely.
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~)

~)

lmin and lmax shortest and

.

longest tour found by sampling

Observation.

As with all minimization problems, the left most quantile of the cost distribution contains the optimal solution. However, the sample can be somewhat misleading since it does not unveil how far to the left the optimal
tour is. Theoretically, the optimal tour could have length 199000 as well as
1990 without influencing the shape of the remaining distribution. In this
particular example, the optimal tour is of length 57201.
As a consequence, the probability to find the optimum or any tour of
length close to it in a random sample is almost zero, i.e., sampling limits us
to an analysis of the majority of the plans, which have length close to the
average tour. To correct the histogram in this respect we need to adjust
the range to cover minimal and maximal solution. For nearly all TSP problems in TSPLIB, the optimum is known. For the few, very large instances
that have not yet been solved to optimality, at least tight bounds for the
optimum are known. For the longest possible tour, we use an approximation generated with a greedy heuristic. In Figure 4. 7 the rectified histogram
is shown with characteristic points marked up. We will discuss the effect of
these characteristics on optimization approaches in the next chapter and
focus on the shape only for the moment.
As it became clear from the abovementioned example, a comparison of
the actual and the approximated distribution has to take heavy tails into ac-
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count, that is, we need an appropriate measure to compute a distance. The
integral over the difference is not suitable as the distributions may for example differ by this means by a value close to 2- the maximum distance of
two densities under this metric- although both distributions have almost
all their weight in the same quantile of one mere per cent. To overcome
this problem we take two separate measures, the overlap and the similarity
of shape. The first one is expressed by the difference of the means, the
second by the Kullback-Leibler Divergence after centering the distributions
on their means. In all experiments, the sampled tours were generated with
uniform probability. All instances show distributions that are symmetric
and largely coinciding with the normal distributions used for approximation as the small values of K indicate.
Another effect deserving special attention is the fact that the means
sampled as well as approximated are in the right half of the total range.
At first glance, one might attribute this skew to the fact that the left edge
of the distributions is the absolute minimum whereas the right is only approximated with a greedy heuristic. However also the minimum obtained
by greedy optimization is distinctly further away from the mean than its
counterpart, the maximum. The explanation requires a look at the distribution of the pairwise distances between cities. This distribution is skewed
as shown in Figure 4.6. Though not important for the Central Limit Theorem and the shape of the approximation , the skew determines the length of
the distribution's tails. For very small problem sizes, this effect is almost
negligible but gains importance with increasing problem size.
To test for the generality of our observation, we sampled and compared
cost distributions for all 77 instances of the euclidean symmetric TSP in
the TSPLIB [Waa99a]. The results are, without any exception perfectly in
line with the findings above. In the appendix (page 177), a short overview
of these extensive experiments is given in form of tables containing all
characteristic values such as total range, sampled range, experimentally
and analytically determined mean and deviation, as well as the divergence
of approximated and actual distribution.
4.2.3

Knapsack Problem

The last problem in this excursion is the 0/ 1 Knapsack Problem. It is described by a set of items which have profit and weight associated with them.
The optimization task is to find a subset with the highest possible accumulated value so that its total weight does not exceed a certain capacity
[GJ79]. The problem owes its name to the analogy of packing a knapsack.
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In formal terms:
maximize

L PiX i

subject to

L W i Xi ::; c
i
Xi E

{0,1}

where Xi is a binary value that indicates whether item i is to be included in
the subset or not.
Like with the Traveling Salesman Problem, branch and bound algorithms
in various forms became the standard techniques to solve this problem and
its derivatives. For a survey on developments in this area see e.g. [Pis95].
The Knapsack problem offers further interesting insights as it can be
interpreted as a multi-objective optimization problem with the additional
condition

i.e., while maximizing the profit, at the same time the weight is to be minimized.
The valid solutions are to be interpreted in a two-dimensional space
which is not ordered, i.e., two elements ( W1, Pi), ( W2, P 2) are incomparable
if the pairwise comparisons of weight and profit are contradictory. For example, neither of the solutions (1000, 1000) and (2000, 2000) is superior.
We say the solution (W1,Pi) dominates the solution (W2 ,P2 ) if W1 < W2
and P 1 > P 2. In general there is no single optimal solution that dominates
all the others.
When discussing fitness functions in Section 4.1 we already mentioned
the term relative fitness, however, without giving a description yet. We can
close this gap with the example at hand. An immediate definition of fitness
is apparently its two dimensional cost value. However, many optimization
algorithm need a one dimensional cost value. One way to obtain such a
value is to define the fitness of a solutions relative to a set of S of solutions
as the number of solutions in S that dominate s. A solution with fitness 0
is then preferable to a solution with higher values.
The cost distribution is independent of whether or not we analyze the
single- or the multi-objective variant.
To model the problem, we first consider the case
with k > 0
where a knapsack has to contain exactly k items. We can approximate both
dimensions with normal distributions. If we assume the weight independent of the profit, we obtain the density:
<f>k(w, p)

=

N(k · µw,-Jk · CTw) · N(k · µp,-Jk ·Up).
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Figure 4 .8 . Cost distribution of Knapsack Problem obtained from a sample of size 10 . Region of
optima in the foreground

To determine the density for the general case, we need to sum over all
possible values of k and multiply with the probability to have k items in
the knapsack:
c:f>(w,p) =

1 n
't-1
zn

(n)
k

. c:f>k(W,p)

In Figure 4.8 and 4.9, the cost distribution obtained by sampling and its
analytical approximation are shown. The plots exhibit the weak spot of our
modeling. The assumption that weight and profit are completely uncorrelated is hardly ever fulfilled but the effects of the correlation are significant.
In case that weight and profit are strongly correlated, e.g. weight equals
profit, the distribution reduces in width the extreme of which is a one dimensional distribution along the diagonal. For decreasing correlation, the
distribution grows increasingly wider until it reaches the shape depicted in
Figure 4.9. This behavior could be modeled by also taking the covariance of
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Figure 4 .9. Analytical approximation for cost distribution of Figure 4.8

both random variables, weight and profit, into account. However, for our
purposes, it is sufficient to understand the parameters and the quality of
the shape.

4 .2.4 Discussion
The lessons learned from this excursion can be summarize d as
• Cost distribution s are characterist ic for optimizatio n problems, as
they reflect the basic properties of the cost function.
• For instances of non-trivial size, the distribution s appear often very
stable; Cost distribution of small instances may contain a considerable ratio of noise though.
• For most problems, pathological cases can be found, where the cost
distribution collapses. For instance, all weights and values in the
Knapsack Problem are equal or all cities in the Traveling Salesman
Problem have the same coordinates .
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Figure 4. 10. Basic types of distributions

We have seen two distinctly different types of cost distribution s: With POPT,
the optimum had the highest frequency, whereas with napsack and Traveling Salesman Problem the probability of sampling the optimum or any solution near it was practically zero. Yet, the latter two can be distinguish ed
further by the distance of the optimum to the average solution. In Figure 4.10, the three types are sketched qualitatively. We have to be aware,
that such a classificatio n can cover real cost distribution s only in a qualitative but not a quantitative way, i.e., cost distribution s of other problems
may appear to be of a shape that does not fit any of the three but is rather
between two types. This differences need to be taken into account when
discussing the effects on optimizatio n algorithms and may require an "interpolation" . We will get back to this point in Chapter 6 when discussing
the effects of cost distribution s on evolutionar y algorithm.
Finally, a point that is important for a transfer of the results to query
optimizatio n is the nature of the cost functions scrutinized . In all three
cases, the cost functions are additive in the sense that the total cost of a
solution is the sum of certain input parameters . Accordingly the central
limit theorem applies allowing a fairly accurate approximat ion.
4.3

Cross Product Optimizati on

The problem XOPT of cross product optimizatio n is a close relative of
JOPT- in fact it can be expressed as a special case of the latter where all occurring selectivity parameters equal 1. Although it might seem easier than
JOPT on first sight, it is also NP-hard as Scheufele and Moerkotte showed in
[SM97].
The problem is defined as follows: Let Mn be the set of labeled, binary
trees with n leaves as defined in 3.1. For a tree t E Mn, K(t) denotes the set
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of all subtrees, including the complete tree t. A function y assigns every
leaf a rational number. Find a tree t such that
c(t) =

n

I

r(v)

k E K (t) V E k

is minimal, where v E k means v is a leaf of k .
A model for the cost distributions of non-isomorph ic cross product
trees is far more difficult than the ones presented in previous sections.
Especially, the lack of a meaningful analytical description of the product
of two normal distributed random variables confines us to strong simplifications already at an early stage. Nevertheless, we can derive trends and
corroborate them experimentally.
4.3. 1 Constant Relation Sizes

We represent the leaves of a tree by independent identically distributed (iid)
random variables Xi. i.e., we assume the leaves normally distributed with
the same parameters. For the moment, let us assume the deviation of Xi
is zero, that is, all leaves are constant and have the same value. Thus, the
cost is

I

x 1k1.

k E K (t)

In Mn, trees with the following ranks are distinguished. For j ~
ln,J = (

L .B (n ls

is ;

i) · B

Li J

(i)) - 1

and
bn,j = ln,j

+ B(n - j) · B(j) - 1

denote the lowest and the highest rank of trees with n leaves in total and j
in the right subtree.
Lemma 4.3.1
For all trees with rank r > ln,J . the following holds
h(t(r)) < h(ln,j),

where h(t) denotes the height of a tree.
t(ln,J) consists of a linear tree with j leaves and one with
t (bn,J) consists of two balanced trees (see Figure 4.11).

n - j leaves;

Proposition 4.3.2
Let Xi = X be iid random variables with deviation zero, then the following
holds:
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Figure 4.11. Trees tCln,J ), t(bn,J) for n

a) c ( t Un,J)) 2: c ( t ( r)) 2: c ( t ( bn,J )),

=

12 and j

with ln,J

:<::;

r

:<::;

=

4

bn,J•

b) C ( t Un ,j)) 2: C ( t (ln,j - i))
c) c ( t (bn,j)) 2: c ( t (bn,j - 1) )

Proof:
Consider the following algorithm . Given the tree t ( ln,J)
1. Remove a leaf at depth d from t .
2. Insert the removed leaf anywhere in the tree at a depth less than d.
Applying this algorithm repeatedl y we can generate any tree t from ln ,l·
The cost associated with a tree is

Iaixi.
For every removal and insertion of a leaf we identify the closest common
ancestor V e for the removed and the inserted leaf. Costs outside the subtree below v c are not changed by the maneuver . Assume this sub tree has
k + 1 leaves. The costs of the root, i.e., ak+ lxk + l can be ignored as they
appear in both trees. The costs for the new tree are bound by
k- 1

bxJ +I aixi
Thus, the cost difference between the original and the restructur ed tree is
less than
k

I

i= l

k- 1

aixi - (bxJ+I aixi )
i= l

i* }
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which can be rewritten into

which is greater than zero for X > 1.
Notice, this does not imply that all trees are monotonic in costs, rather
there is a sequence of trees ln,1. t', t " , ... , t such that c(ln,d ~ c(t') ~
c(t") ~ . · · ~ c(t) . All three propositions follow immediately from application of the above algorithm.
o
The proposition provides upper and lower bounds for sets of trees in
Mn with the same number of leaves in their left subtree. Since our ranking

function was developed on a similar criteria (see Sec. 3.1), we derive implicitly tight upper and lower bounds for ranges of ranks. Both upper and
lower bounds are monotonic across the groups.
Figure 4.12 shows upper and lower bounds for trees with 20 leaves and
µ = 2, 5, 10, 100 respectively. The curves show a steep descend narrowing
the cost range of plans quickly. For larger values of µ , this effects is intensified. Plots for larger values are, besides the scale, indistinguishable from
the last one.
4.3.2 Variable Relation Sizes

In a next step we loosen the restriction of constant relation sizes which
were due to a zero deviation. As a consequence a tree is no longer associated with one single cost value but rather a distribution. We use <Pr to
denote the distribution belonging to tree r . The distributions of different
trees typically overlap in range.
The results obtained in the previous paragraph extend to the general
case as the bounds of the total costs in the previous setting are now the
bounds of the means of the distributions. The shift of the bounds implies
here a shift of the complete distribution.
In Figure 4.13, these distributions and their shift is illustrated for a tree
with 10 leaves andµ = 2, u = 0.1. We use this small relation size to keep
the whole distribution narrow so that details are clearly visible. We will
discuss larger ranges later.
The diagram is to be read column-wise, that is, the ranks of the trees
are given on the one axis (0 is the linear tree, 97 is the bushy most) and the
according distribution is plotted along the other axis. For illustration, the
distribution of tree 10 is highlighted. Because of the small relation size,
the single distributions are almost symmetric which makes the means of
each distribution intuitively accessible as it coincides approximately with
the maximum of the distribution.
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Figure 4. 12. Upper and lower bounds in M 10 as function of number of leaves in right subtree

The figure clearly shows the trends analogous to the previous section:
The means shift from the middle of the cost range for tree 0 to the left side
with increasing rank, i.e. bushyness. As pointed out before, this shift is not
strictly monotonic. Using a larger mean for X has two consequences: The
distributions (1) extend to a broader range and (2) show stronger asymmetry. This means for the shape of the result distribution that the "ridge" is
further shifted to the left. The quality of the shape stays the same but is
scaled in its extent. A larger deviation in X also causes stronger asymmetries. The mean of the distributions per tree is independent of the deviation
of the distribution used for X.
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<Po, ... , cp 97 of M 10; distribution of tree 10 highlighted

Fitting the puzzle pieces of the last two section together, we can now
construct cost distribution for XOPT
l

<P

=

IMnl

IMnl

i~ <P i

The normalizing factor in front of the sum is necessary as all <Pi are distributions by themselves, i.e. f <Pi = 1. Multiplying with l~nl ensures f <P = 1.
In Figure 4.14 the dependency of <P from mean and deviation of X is
shown. The plots show distributions for M 10 with µ = 2, 5, 10, 100. The
deviation is given as fraction of µ, varying between 0.05 and 0.5. We cut
the cost range down to [O; 2µn] to exclude outlying but uninteresting data
points-beyond the right edge of the diagram, the curves converge further
to zero but stretch an enormous interval. Including them in a linear scale
would shift all interesting details close to the left fringe of the cost range
scrambling all features beyond recognizability; using a logarithmic scale on
the other hand causes significant distortions on the shapes of the curves.
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Figure 4. 14. Cost distributions of M 10 for µ = 2, 5, 10, 100 and CJ as fraction of µ

All plots show strong similarity: for small deviation of the underlying
relation sizes, the distribution s are rather symmetric resembling a normal
distribution for large values ofµ, but shifts quickly to the left, resembling
an exponential distribution , with increasing deviation.
As opposed to the cost distribution s analyzed in Section 4.2, XOPT displays a wider range of variety, i.e., it is more sensitive to its parameters .
This sensitivity is due to the multiplicative character of the cost function
where little differences are magnified by subsequent multiplications.
Finally, let us compute the mean of the resulting cost distribution .
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Proposition 4.3.3
The meanµ (</>) depends only on the mean of Xi but not on the deviation.
P r o o f: Let Yk be random variable
k

yk :=

nxi
i= l

modeling the product of k base tables. Moreover, consider
fn,i(t)

l{t'

=

E

K(t):

lt'I

=

i}I

which determines for a tree t with n leaves the number of subtrees with i
leaves. The costs of a tree can be formulated as
n

c(t)

L Yi· fn, i( t).

=

i= l

The expected value of Yn computes to

n
n

E[Yn]

=

E[Xd

µn.

=

i=l

With
Vn(i) =

L

fn,i(t),

t E Mn

the number of subtrees in Mn of size i, we determine
µ(</>) =

=

n

n

i=l

i=l

E[L Yi· fn,i(B)] = L E[Yd · E[fn,i(B)]
~

i~ µ

i ·E[f ·(B)]
n,i

=

~

i~ µ

i. Vn(i)
IMn I .

Notice, Vn(i) refers to Mn and not to a single tree alone. Vn(i) computes to
Vn(i) = 0 if n < i, Vn(n) = t(n) and
n- 1

L

')
Vn ( L

=

t(n - j) · VJ(i),

j =i

t

Vn ;2(i)

otherwise.

n is odd

n- 1

+

J~i t(n - j) · Vj(i),

n is even

D

On the other hand, we have seen the influence of the deviation of the
Xi above. The higher the deviation, the more distinct the skew. As a con-

sequence of the above proposition, the cost range expands with increasing
deviation, i.e., the cost distribution contains an increasing number of outliers with high costs. In Figure 4.14 we concealed this effect by cutting the
right tail off to avoid the strong distortion caused by the very long tails
otherwise.
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4.4 Join Order Optimization

We already gave a detailed outline of the join order problem in Section 2.2.
However, at this point we derive a definition on the basis of the previous
tree models in order to transfer previous results.
The join order problem JOPT extends XOPT by predicates which define
selectivity between pairs of relations. This selectivity is determined by
statistic data about the involved relations R 1 , R2 and is given as a numerical
value p(R 1,R2).
If R 1 and R 2 are connected nodes of the join graph, p (R 1 , R 2 ) is a value
between 0 and 1 including both, otherwise p (R 1 , R 2 ) = 1. This definition
extends to selectivities between sets of relations with
p('R,S )

=

np(Ri,Sj ),
i,j

Ri E 'R,Sj E 5.

Applying this definition recursively computes the selectivity of a tree t as
p(t) = p({R 1, ... , Rn} , {S1, ... ,Sm })

where Ri E t1 and Si E tr. In case the join graph is tree-shaped, there is at
most one predicate per subtree less than 1, in a clique graph there can be
up to ltl.
Using this notion of selectivity, we can define JOPT to find a tree t such
that

L

c(t) =

c ( ki ) · c (k r) · p (k )

k E K (t)

is minimal. kt and kr are left and right subtrees of k, and K(t) as defined
as above.
This definition also allows for the inclusion of cartesian products. Normally, one wants to exclude cartesian products as they- usually but not
always- lead to more expensive plans and, which is especially important
for exhaustive search algorithms, extend the search space by a large factor.
Depending on the join graph the up-scale can be exponential.
A variant excluding cartesian products can be defined by the additional
condition
p(t) = l

=

3(R,S) E G,R E t1,S E tr

where G denotes the join graph. This definition permits cartesian products
only if they are forced by the user's query.
In order to understand which of the previous results offer the possibility
to transfer to the more general case of JOPT we first want to point out the
differences and common grounds.
Essentially, JOPT differs in three points: possible shapes of trees are
limited to certain sets reflecting the join graph, the selectivities at each
node in form of an additional factor have to be accounted for, and lastly,
different algorithm may be used to implement the join operators.
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Join Graphs

According to the join graph only a subset of M n can be chosen. The limitations in this respect vary drastically. The extremes of which are the
complete graph and the star graph. For the complete graph, the n-clique,
all trees are feasible, for the star graph, where all relations are connected
to one central relation, only one single shape, the linear tree, is possible.
Unfortunately, no concise way of describing the remaining graphs is possible.
For the complete cost distribution of the JOPT, this means, that it consists, compared to the XOPT, only of a subsequence of (cf>i)i. Rather than
the slowly drifting sequence we studied above, we obtain only a few parts
of the sum. Figure 4.15 shows an example where only 4 out of 98 possible
tree shapes are used. Notice, the linear tree is always a feasible shape.
In the previous section we were mainly interested in the quality of the
shapes and cut off the distribution at 2µ n to avoid distortion in the display
and retain enough details of the distribution. However, for the further
discussion it is also interesting to see the means- particularly the mean
of cf>o-with respect to the complete cost range. In Figure 4.16, µ(cf>o) is
plotted as function of the deviation of the underlying relation sizes. In our
model, the linear tree formed an upper bound. Accordingly, using less than
IM n I trees makes for a complete cost distribution similar to cf>o, and exactly
cf>o if only one tree is used. However, as all possibly omitted cf>i are left of
cf>o, cf> cannot be further to the right than cf>o is.
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Selectivities

The role of selectivities is more difficult to assess. If we consider them,
for the moment, independent of the particular relation, their effect can be
largely disregarded-it is merely an additional multiplication with a random variable in a larger product of random variables.
However, in combination with dependencies, their influence is much
stronger. They make the complete cost distribution appear more rugged in
general. Tree shaped join graphs imply that all joins use only one predicate.
Join graphs with cyclic edges can have several predicates on one join, and
more notable can have different predicate combination on a join, if the
shape or labeling of the tree is changed. The consequences are, on one hand
that the selectivity on the nodes is stronger, i.e., closer to zero, which also
causes a stronger left shift of the complete cost distribution. On the other
hand the combination of predicates on one join provides higher stability
since a join then does not only rely on one single predicate, thus the effect
of single predicates is reduced. The latter argument, however, applies only
to join graphs with a sizeable number of cycles.
Join Implementations

The discussion of the role of join implementations has been enlivened
lately by Graefe [Gra99], pointing out that improvements of sophisticated
join algorithms are measurable but not significant in general. Especially
in small queries, the right choice of join implementations can have severe
impact-in larger queries only if they are .dominated by one or very few
large tables. However, in most practical cases differences are rather small.
Another point reducing the influence of join implementation on the
complete cost distribution is the fact that implementations are optional
but not excluding, i.e., nested-loop-join is always a possible implementation; in the event of an equality predicate additionally the implementation
of a hash-join becomes also feasible . In total, different join implementations intensify or smoothen dents in the complete distribution.
Before presenting own results corroborating this line of argumentation
we also include further operators and consider the case of holistic query
optimization in the next section. At this point however, a look at related
work confirms our observations: Ioannidis and Kang [IK90, IK91] conducted several experiments where they determined the cost distribution
for particular instances of JOPT by random walks in the search space. The
number of solutions inspected was chosen large enough to obtain a fair
sample. In this experiments they observed distributions similar to what
they describe as Gamma distributions with shape parameter 01 between 1
and 2- the previous corresponds to exponential distributions, the latter is
a strongly asymmetric distribution. In Figure 4.17, several instances of this
distribution are shown. The statement of Ioannidis and Kang also applies to
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the distributions we found in Section 4.3: for large deviation of the underlying random variables the distributions found resembled an exponential
distribution having a significant fatter tail though; for smaller deviations,
the complete distributions shifted to the right (see Figure 4 .14). The same
causality was reported by Ioannidis and Kang in terms of catalog variance.
However, they do not specify the term catalog variance in detail. Particularly, this lack of specification lends strong support that the multitude of
parameters they included additionally into their cost models are only of
marginal influence to the shape of the distribution.
Further observations similar in trend have been reported on by Swami
[Swa91], Konig-Ries et al. [KRHM95], Stillger and Spiliopoulou [SS96], as
well as Steinbrunn et al. [SMK97]. However, the methods used for sampling
were usually not fair, in the sense that the sample was not generated with
uniform probability.
4.5

Meeting Reality

As sketched in Chapter 2, the relational algebra contains besides joins a
large number of additional operators. In a practical implementation this
number is further extended to allow for implementation details of both
operators and underlying storage model.
Most of these operators are rather inexpensive compared to the join or
cartesian product. Specifically unary operators like filters are of almost
negligible cost in traditional I/O dominated cost models, though gaining
higher importance in main-memory settings [BMK99] . The two most notable exceptions are the sort operator and its close relative aggregation.
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Query
Q5
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q5*
Q7*
Q8*
Q9 *

#Plans
68572049
228107572
2011 252 1035
67503460
455 348910
3907373772
4432829940185
25065 7568
0

Mino

1.14
1.1 5
1.01
1.10
1.23
1.48
1.31
1.30

Mean °
17098
33 18
111
4107
105418
17930 52
28159718
38363213

In a sample of 10000
costs :$ 2
Max
0.47%
4034135
0.11%
178720
1.11%
609
0.11%
109825
0.29%
1287700
0.03%
1523086611
0.06%
32595 091399
0.02%
358669362 19
0

0

costs :$ 10
12. 15%
44.55%
14.70%
4.08%
5.70%
2. 79%
1.85%
7.00%
0

as factor of the optimum; * including Cartesian products

Table 4.1. Parameters of search spaces ofTPC-H join queries.

Both can contribute severely to the total execution cost of a query however,
without the variety of possible combination as seen with join and cartesian products. That is, the contribution of those operators is a significant
additional cost with small deviation.
How does this multitude of operators- together with a larger number
of additional parameters in an industry quality cost model- now influence
the cost distribution?
We can expect a similar effect as seen with the three optimization problem in Section 4.2. Increasing complexity in form of larger instances stabilized the basic shape distribution. In query optimization a similar effect is
to expect as a larger number of operators means also a larger number of
very small changes-besides a few possibly more severe.
In the following we determine cost distributions of real-world examples
as they are encountered in commercial query processing, i.e., using a fullblown set of relational algebra operators.
Using our framework we are able to perform a fair random sampling
of costs in the search spaces that are not limited to join ordering only but
may include arbitrary relational operators, various kinds of indexes and aggregates, and even cover parallel processing. We carried out numerous experiments with both standard benchmark queries like TPC-H and customer
queries taken from various applications [Tra99]. Under the precondition
that the queries were of sufficiently large size the distributions obtained
were characterized by a relatively strong concentration of costs close to
the optimum.
Figures presented here are the result of experiments with TPC·H queries
5, 7, 8, 9, which are the join-intensive queries of the benchmark, and have
a larger search space. Table 1 summarizes some of the relevant values
obtained. The first four rows consider a space of alternatives that does not
allow cross products; while the last four rows allow cross products. Each
experiment consists of a random sample of 10,000 plans from the space.
The measure of a very large number of plans in the space does not imply
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that a structure requires as many bytes-recall that the plans are obtained
through composition and reuse of operators from the compact encoding of
the MEMO structure. All costs are normalized to the op timum plan found
by the optimizer, which has cost 1.0.1 The "min" column shows that with
a relatively small sample, we are able to find plans that are pretty close
to the optimum_ In fact, the percentage of plans that are within twice the
optimum cost is non-trivial_ Also, it should be noted that the results are
slightly different for the different queries, which vary in their selectivity
and other properties . Bu t there are no dramatic differences, and the same
trends can be seen in all th e experiments.
Figures 4.18, 4.19, and 4.20 provide additional information abou t the
shape of the distributions. The space with cartesian products is shown,
1

The actual values are proprietary information not published yet.
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but the other is similar. Figure 4.18 shows the histogram of the complete
sample, and it shows that most of the plans concentrate on the left, close
to the cheap plans.
Figure 4.19 zooms in to the lower 50% sampled costs; that is, the part
of the distribution that makes up for 50% of the space. Finally, Figure 4.20
shows a further zoom, to the points that are up to 50 times the cost of the
optimum. In the "macro" view, we find that plans tend to be clustered to
the left, close to the optimum solution. As we zoom in to the dense area,
the histograms get less smooth, but they are still in the line of previous
experiments.
The distributions of queries that contained few tables were of no particular shape but consisted only of random noise (e.g. TPC-H 6). Although it
is hypothetically possible to devise queries of arbitrary size where the cost
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distribution degenerates to a single point- e.g. the cross product of several
instances of the same table, with a space restricted to be linear joinswe never observed any such tendency in practical instances or customer
queries.
4.6 Summary

Cost distributions characterize a combinatorial optimization problem as
they are solely reflecting the objective function, uninfluenced of any element that is part of the solution rather than the problem. To view cost
distributions without any connection to topologies and particular optimization algorithms is a novel approach toward an analysis that is not limited
to certain algorithmic elements used to tackle the problem.
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Typically, similar analyzes in previous work superimpos ed a kind of
topology in form of transforma tion rules, crossover operators or heuristics
first and restricted itself to a particular perspective on the problem.
In this chapter we analyzed cost distribution s independen t of such limitations, for several archetypal NP-hard problems: Partitioning, Traveling
Salesman, and Knapsack Problem. These problems display three basic
types of cost distribution s which we will resort to at a later stage again.
This excursion gave an impression of the fundamenta l means needed to
undertake such an analysis but also to assess stability and generality of
cost distribution s on a variety of distinctly different problems.
Using the enumeratio n techniques developed in the previous chapter
we derived cost distribution s for both a simple cartesian model based on
cross products only and full-blown query optimizatio n. Results presented
show that basic properties found in the cartesian model extend to the much
richer problem of query optimizatio n as they have the fundamenta l property of multiplicati on as a dominant principle of cost computatio n in common.
In the further analysis we therefore use approximat ions based on
Gamma distribution s to model the query optimizatio n problem and to
study various effects in the optimizatio n process.

5
Assessing Difficulty
Since even the XOPT problem is NP-hard, query optimization as a whole
cannot be expected to be any easier. As we noted at the very beginning,
the theoretical complexity is in contrast with practitioners observation that
most optimization decisions along the optimization of a query are straight
forward. Roughly speaking, often only the technical details as to which
implementation of a join should be used, where to deploy bit filters etc. are
the more difficult ones to figure out. Of course, there is no clear division
between those optimization decisions and counter examples dominated by
this kind of technicalities can be easily made up.
In this Chapter we present fundamental considerations about the seeming discrepancy of theoretical intractability and the practical complexity of
the query optimization problem.
To measure a problem's computational difficulty belongs to the very
core of theoretical computer science. The well-known concept of NPcompleteness which is based on verifiability in polynomial time and reducibility among all problems of this class emerged as a standard to assess the worst case complexity. Since its introduction, literally thousands
of problems have been proven NP-complete acknowledging their computational intractability under the common assumption P * NP [GJ79]. This
concept owes its fame to both its simplicity as well as its generality. Though
originally defined for decision problems that allow only a binary answer,
the gap to optimization problems is easily bridged by giving a numerical
bound B and reformulating the optimization problem as a decision problem as to whether there is a solution having lower costs than B, in event of
a minimization problem. Maximization problems are analogous.
Much as NP-completeness has revolutionized computing since then, it
also displayed a significant drawback: it describes "only" the worst case
complexity, i.e., the potential difficulty of a type of problems without taking a given instance of this problem into account. However, it seems rather
natural that not all instances of an NP-complete problem are hard to solveand it is not only the pathological cases that are an exception, like a Knap-
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sack Problem with equal weights and values for all items. Consider for example a Traveling Salesman Problem where all cities are situated on a circle
having equal distance from their immediate neighbors; a greedy heuristic
apparently delivers the optimal tour. Still, one could argue these cases are
exceptions rather than average cases. A more striking example in this field
is k-colorability of graphs which also belongs to the class of NP-complet e
problems. Turner observed that a simple backtrackin g algorithm is able
to color almost all graphs efficiently and that hard instances are seldom
encountere d [Tur88].
These examples suggest two important further directions to investigate:
problems may have a large number easy to solve instances, and (b)
hard
(a)
of hard to easy instances may differ significantly from problem to
ratio
the
but may yet be characterist ic for a certain problem.
area
problem
In the following, we briefly outline the concept of phase transition which,
still an unproven phenomeno n, caused a major shake-up among the artificial intelligence and machine learning communitie s [FA85, HH87, CKT91];
for a brief survey see [Hay97] . According to this theory, hard cases in
decision problems are concentrate d in a small interval of a critical order
parameter. It is, however, unclear how this theory extends to optimizatio n
problems.
In a case study of the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem, we contrast phase transition elements with cost distribution s and analyze the influence of parameters on the difficulty of the problem. Based on these observations we then introduce the concept of the probabilistic difficulty of a
problem, which assess the chances of finding high quality solutions by random sampling. We discuss the transfer of our results to query optimizatio n
and lay the foundations for an analysis of randomized optimizatio n algorithms.
S. 1 Phase Transitions

The original term phase transitions refers to the observation that matter
commonly undergoes changes of states depending on its temperature . Exceeding a certain temperature , solid matters may liquefy, liquids may evaporate, and reverse. The important detail, however, is that those phase transitions appear within a very small range of temperatur e compared to the
ranges of stable states.
In the field of artificial intelligence the concept of phase transitions has
first been observed by Huberman and Hogg [HH87], though a deeper connection between intractabilit y and mechanical statistics has been conjectured already earlier by Fu and Anderson [FA85] . It gained enormous popularity over the last decade and in a ground breaking paper by Cheeseman
et al. [CKT91] a wider range of application s is demonstrat ed. They suggest that decision problems have a single, characterist ic parameter that
determines the difficulty of the problem. Instances where the value of
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this parameter happens to be within a small critical range appear difficult,
whereas instances, where this parameter is off the critical range are easy.
Easy means, the problem is still of the same complexity as the hard cases
but algorithms like backtracking which potentially enumerate the whole
space, can solve this instances with only few corrections, running practically in polynomial time [Pur83, CKT91].
The most prominent example, receiving multi-fold attention recently, is
k-Satisfiability which is given by a number of disjunctive clauses each of
which consisting of a conjunction of k variables. Each variable may also be
negated. A typical instance of 3-Satisfiability is

where a bar above a variable denotes negation. For k 2'.. 3, the problem is
NP-complete.
In Figure 5.1, the fraction of unsatisfiable formulae out of a sample of
10000 cases is shown as a function of the ratio of clauses to variables (after
[MZK+99]). Up to a value of 4 there are hardly any unsatisfiable formulaecompared to the number of satisfiable ones- encountered. Within a small
interval between 4 and 4.5, this ratio suddenly rises from almost zero to
almost 1. For a higher ratio almost all formulae are unsatisfiable. Note, the
curve sharpens with increasing size of the sample resulting in an abrupt
change from 0 to 1 at the threshold. In several further publications following the paper of Cheeseman et al., models for this threshold have been
devised. However, the theoretically derived models do not match the ob-
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servation, i.e., actual and expected threshold do not coincide. Finding the
exact value for the phase transition is still an open problem.
The reducibility among all NP-complete problems suggests that phase
transition s could be also transferre d between problems . Particularly, the
high stability and accuracy of this phenome non with k-Satisfiability seem
appealing to carry this concept over to other problems , separating areas
of simple and difficult cases in other problems too. Moreover, using the
link between decision and optimizat ion problems , we could hope to find a
similar order paramete r in optimizat ion problems .
However, the transfer to optimizat ion problems raises a number of fundamental questions :
1. In k-Satisfiability, the order paramete r determine d the probabilit y of
the existence of a solution. Optimiza tion problems do not have instances without solutions at all. What would different ranges of a
phase transition paramete r actually describe?
2. Difficulty in the context of a decision problem always means the difficulty to solve-Le. obtaining a binary answer. In optimizat ion commonly approxim ation are used in order to achieve reasonabl e tradeoff between time spent on the optimizat ion and quality of the result.
What would be a phase transition with respect to approxim ation?
3. Assuming we can derive a measure of difficulty, how can this measure
be verified? Is there a difference dependin g on the algorithm used, or
can a phase transition be verified with any algorithm?
To answer these questions we undertake a case study with the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem. In doing so, we take care to keep close
contact to our original problem of query optimizat ion by mimicking the
cost distributi ons found there.
The Traveling Salesman Problem is a highly suitable candidate to study
effects regarding the difficulty of an optimizat ion problem for several reasons. It is easy to describe and, as we have seen above, to model, it is
known to be difficult not only in the sense of NP-hard but also in terms
of approxim ability [Aro98] therefore often serving as a test bed for novel
algorithmic principles, and finally, the large number of papers published
about it provide a wealth of knowledge and observati ons that can be used
for our analysis. Specifically, in context of the analysis of phase transition s,
the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem has been used as an experimentation platform (see e.g. [ZP94]).
This case study was also inspired by an example taken from TSPLIBnamed BR17 in the collection. Though only of size 17 it poses a major difficulty as its number of optimal solutions is very large thus exact algorithm s
need a considera ble running time a~er having found an optimal solution
to rule out further improvem ents. Evidently, this behavior is tightly coupled with the underlyin g cost distributio n. In this case study we gradually
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transform an Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem from the average
case into this very special extreme by manipulating its cost distributions.

5. 1. 1 Cost Distribution
In Section 4.2.2, we analyzed the cost distribution of the euclidean symmetric variant of the Traveling Salesman Problem, given only by the coordinates
of the single cities, referred to as nodes in the following. The resulting cost
distribution is, even for small instances, very stable and shows only little variation from what is basically a normal distribution. The problem as
is, does not offer a possibility to change this distribution gradually to one
that is similar to an exponential distribution, for instance. For an experimentation where we want to investigate the role of the cost distributions
we therefore use the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem, which is a
generalization as all distances are given explicitly by e.g. a distance matrix.
The cost distributions of the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem can
be influenced to a certain degree as we will show.
Like in the symmetric case, the cost distribution of the Asymmetric
Traveling Salesman Problem converges toward a normal distribution as n
approaches infinity due to the central limit theorem. However, the velocity
of convergence is significantly lower than that observed in the symmetric
case, which enables us to generate skewed cost distributions in the range
from normal to exponential distributions.
The key to the desired skew is the edge distribution, i.e.,, the distribution
of distances between cities (cf. 4.2.2). In contrast to the symmetric variant
where these lengths were defined by the coordinates, we can now access
them directly. This allows us to generate edge distributions that would be
impossible when defined by coordinates in R 2 .
Shortest and longest tour are bound by
lmin = Lmin{diJ
n

distance between nodes i and j }

lmax = L max{diJ
n

distance between nodes i and j}

and

where n denotes the size of the instance. We use the previously introduced
approximation for the mean of the cost distribution

with µ c being the mean of the edge distribution. We can achieve a skewed
cost distribution by reducing the distance between lmin and µ c with respect
to the total cost range. To that end, we use Gamma distributions with shape
parameter a ::::; 1, distributions that are left of the exponential distribution
(see Figure 5.2).
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The quality of the bounds depends on the number of edges that are of
a length close to lm;n and lmax· Using Gamma distribution s with their very
strong skew to the left, the lower bound is very tight, the upper bound
rather loose, since we focus on left skews only, the loss of accuracy on the
upper bound does no harm to our further consideratio ns. However the fact
that the lower bound is very tight is favorable as it reliefs us of the problem
to determine the distance between lm;n and µ a . This is the more important,
as the greedy algorithms we used in Section 4.2.2 perform poor on average
in the asymmetric case.
The shape parameter a used in the Gamma distribution for the edge
distribution serves as a measure of skew. In Figure 5.3 three pairs of edge
distribution s and resulting cost distribution s are shown for a problem size
of 50 cities. The tendency of increasing skew with decreasing a is clearly
visible. For large a, the cost distribution becomes more and more symmetric, for small values, it shifts increasingly to the left covering the whole
range of cost distribution s we found for the query optimizatio n problem.
To avoid rounding problems when adding two numbers that are close to
zero, we cut the Gamma distribution on the left edge and use only values
greater than io- 5 and multiply by~- Thus, the lower bound is
lmin ~

n · 10- 5
µ

,

whereas the mean can be simply approximat ed by n .
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Figure 5.3. Skewed cost di stributions for Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem of size 20. Left,
distributions of edge lengths; resulting cost distribution right
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S. 1 .2 Branch and Bound

Branch and bound algorithms emerged as the standard technique for solving both Symmetric and Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem to optimality. Specifically for the symmetric problem, a series of advancements
which make use of the geometric properties have led to more sophisticated variants like branch and cuts algorithms [GJR84, PR87, PR91]. Using
these algorithms, the problem sizes which could be solved to optimality
were pushed from a few hundred in the mid 1980s up to 13 509 in 1998
[ABCC98], the problem we analyzed in Section 4.2.2.
However, these algorithms are not applicable to the asymmetric problem so that the largest solved problems in this case are still only the size
of a few hundred nodes.
In this Section we want to determine the effects of several parameters
on the run time of a branch and bound algorithm. Let us first outline
the principles of this technique in some detail to provide the background
necessary to understand the later results.
The Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem can be written as a linear
program of the form
minimize

I

(1)

diJXiJ

i,j

subject to

I

XiJ = 1,

Vi

(2)

1,

Vj

(3)

j

IxiJ =
XiJ

with

describe connected component

Xij E

{0, 1},

dij 2:

(4)

0

(1) is the optimization objective with diJ being the distance of nodes i
and j, and XiJ a boolean variable that indicates whether i and j are connected in the tour. Condition (2) and (3) demand that there is only one
incoming and one outgoing edge per node, and (4) is the requirement that
all selected edges form a connected component. If (2) and (3) hold, (4)
implies that we have found a tour.
A relaxation of the problem is a linear program where one or more of
the conditions (2)-(4) are dropped in exchange of being able to solve the
problem in polynomial time. A solution of the relaxation is consequently
not necessarily a valid solution to the original problem, conversely however,
every solution of the original is also a solution to the relaxed problem.
Furthermore, a solution to a relaxation is also a lower bound to the original
problem.
A branch and bound algorithm performs a conditional enumeration using a relaxation. In case of Lo we start with the set of shortest outgoing
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edges per node. Clearly Lo is a lower bound of the shortest tour. If Lo is a
tour, it must be the optimal tour and we are done. Otherwise, Lo contains
at least one edge which does not belong to the optimal solution. We select
one of the edges in Lo and generate two subproblems: one where this edge
is contained and one where it is excluded for the rest of the search, respectively. For the restricted subproblem, we compute a new relaxation Lo
and proceed recursively. Whenever a subproblem forms a tour, we found
a global upper bound and all subproblems whose total length exceeds the
global upper bound can be discarded because further restrictions can only
increase their lengths.
In Figure 5.4, an outline of the branch and bound algorithms is given.
It is based on a list Q that holds all the subproblems resulting from restrictions and relaxations. The function LOCALLOWERBOUND computes the
length of the subproblem p which is the lower bound of all problems, which
can be derived form p. The procedure FIXEDGE fixates a given edge all derived subproblems will include, whereas RESTRICTEDGE causes the opposite, the exclusion of the edge. After restricting, we have to compute a new
relaxation, denoted by RELAX. The algorithm terminates as soon as there
are no further subproblems in the list. For simplicity we omit additional,
technical termination criteria needed if for instance no further restrictions
are possible.
The solution to relaxation Lo usually violates conditions (2)- (4) in that
a considerable number of restrictions has to be carried out before a valid
solution is accomplished. Better relaxations can be achieved by dropping
only conditions (2) and (3), or condition (4). Dropping (4) immediately
changes the problem into a two-dimensional assignment problem which
can be solved in O(n 3 ). We refer to this relaxation as L1 in the following.
We outline only the basic ideas of this technique and refer the interested
reader to [Kuh55, N86, EM92] for the details on how to solve the associated assignment problem. Condition (2) and (3) demand that any node has
one incoming and one outgoing edge. We can remodel the original problem
as bipartite graph G (V, W, E) with one node in V and one in W for every
original node. For every directed edge between two cities in the original
problem, we add an edge between the corresponding nodes in V and W
and assign the distance in the original graph as a weight to the edge. In
Figure 5.5, an example with four nodes is shown. The left picture is the
original Traveling Salesman Problem, the right is the assignment problem
associated with L1 .
The perfect matching with minimal weight is the solution to the relaxation. In Figure 5.5, the edges belonging to the solution are indicated by
thick lines. Transferring the result back to the Traveling Salesman Problem gives two unconnected subtours between nodes A,B and C,D with total
length 4.
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Algorithm BRANCHANDBOUND
Bu -

00

Q- 0
p - solution to the initial relaxation
append p to Q

while(Q not empty) do
choose p E Q
lt - LOCALLOWERBOUND (p)
if (li < Bu) then
if (p is tour) then
B u - Li

else
choose edge e in p

p ' - FixEDGE(e, p)
append p' to Q

p" - RELAX(RESTRICTEDGE(e, p))
append p " to Q

endif
endif
done

Figure 5.4. Outline of BRANCHANDBOUND algorithm

S. 1.3 Experiments
Before we describe the actual experiments and their results, we want to
outline the particulars of the setup.
The aforementioned problem instance BR17 illustrates that the histogram of lengths of edges alone does not sufficiently describe the hardness of the problem. Rather the location of the single edges within the
problem is an important component which is unfortunately hard if at all
possible to describe. Specifically, we lack a concise description which was
available with k-Satisfiability in the form of the clause-to-variable ratio.
Another point that needs to be taken care of in the design of experiments is the randomness of a test case, that is even if a problem's probability to be easy to solve is close to zero there is still the chance that the initial relaxation-specific ally when using more sophisticated relaxation techniques like L1 or I-trees-solves the problem. The generation of problems
that anticipate solvability by initial relaxation is possible, but would mean
an enormous adaption to the algorithm used- thus, probably not being
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general enough any more to allow universal conclusion on the experiment.
To overcome both these problems we use very large numbers of problems per configuration and eliminate outliers by using the median rather
than the arithmetic mean. The downside is an vastly increased running
time in general, but also the limitation to smaller instances. Problems
which require several hours to solve are out of the question in order to
maintain practicability of the experiments.
We chose 1000 problems per configuration together with a limitation of
the total running time, a setting that proved sufficient stability in numerous
preliminary trials. The limitation of the running time has to be tuned carefully for each configuration to prevent untimely termination on average,
but filter out outliers only. Since we take the median instead of the arithmetic mean, the truncation does not cause negative side effects. Similar
techniques are commonly used in related work; see e.g. [CKT91]. Furthermore, experiments using Lo relaxations are also limited by the memory
requirements which quickly exceed several GigaByte for problems of size
greater than 30 nodes. These memory limitations could be overcome by
using depth-first-search instead of breadth-first-search, however, the latter
proved significantly more effective in that a substantially smaller number
of subproblems has to be solved.
As a measure of running time we use the number of subproblems, i.e.,
relaxations, solved instead of the actual elapsed time. This is a further
concession to practicability to run large numbers of experiments in parallel
on various platforms. For both relaxations Lo and Li. this measure turned
out to be very practicable as the times needed for single relaxations differ
only marginally.
In Figure 5.6, the number of relaxations solved is plotted as a function
of the shape parameter. The smaller this parameter, the stronger the skew,
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i.e., the sharper the left flank of the resulting distribution .
The graphs uniformly show gradually increasing running time with decreasing shape parameter. This effect has a simple explanation by the upper and lower bounds used during the optimizatio n. With the gradual shift
of the distribution 's bulk, the quality of the bounds remains largely unchanged, i.e., the number of subproblem s between bounds increases. Since
branch and bound is an enumeratio n technique- capable of exploring the
whole search space in the worst case-the number of subproblem s that
need to be checked depends on the portion of the search space between
the bounds. Accordingly, this portion and thus the running time increase
with increasing skew. The graphs show scaled figures where 1 correspond s
to the minimal number of relaxations solved per experiment.

5. 1.4 Discussion
Let us now analyze the results from two different perspectives: in comparison with k-Satisfiability on the one hand and against the background of
related work on the other.
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k-Satisfiability.
In contrast to k-Satisfiability our experiments did not show as sharp an
increase in running time as was reported there [CKT91]. Their results,
suggested an area where difficult cases are concentrated and on both sides
of this parameter range, the expected running times for the problem are
very short compared to the ones needed in the critical range.
The number of solved problems is qualitatively shown in Figure 5.7. We
can identify a region of harder problems framed by two areas of apparently
easier problems in the Traveling Salesman Problem. The extreme of the cost
distribution skew results in a cost distribution that consists only of one
single data point. Then the first relaxation is always the optimal solution
and thus, the problem is easy to solve as a whole. The other area of easy
problems is the area with the least skew. However, the running time in this
area, indicated by /3 in Figure 5. 7, increases exponentially with the problem
size. The running time for the case 0< = 0 on the other hand is always
constant no matter the problem size. The two areas, though separated
by a region of higher difficulty, do not correspond in the sense seen in kSatisfiability. Rather, the case 0< = 0 appears to be a pathological extreme.
Moreover, compared to k-Satisfiability, the Traveling Salesman Problem
does not display the sharp changes from one area to the other which is
characteristic for phase transitions.
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Previous Work.

Another point problematic with the concept of phase transitions is the observation that different algorithms encounter different kinds of difficulty.
Deploying random sampling, as used in our assessment of cost distributions in Chapter 4, now as an optimization algorithm displays this discrepancy: The stronger the skew the higher the probability to find near optimal
tours in a sample of given size. In contrast to the experiments above, random sampling additionally provides far higher stability as it relies only on
the cost distribution whereas branch and bound techniques rely to a considerable degree also on the structure of the graph. Also, the changes in
running time are gradually developing.
The difficulty appears fully reversed when using random sampling as
optimization technique instead of branch and bound. Consequently, we can
identify different kinds of what could be interpreted as a phase transition
depending on the algorithm used and whether we solve to optimality or
whether we are content with an approximation.
Contrasting these two basic directions is also important when comparing to related work. Cheeseman et al. conducted a similar experiment in
[CKT91] however using Little's algorithm [Lit63] as optimization strategy,
i.e. an approximation technique. Their observation is in line with what we
found for bare random sampling: the more solutions there are close to the
optimum the easier it becomes to find one thus the shorter the running
time. They report on a precipitous decrease when they approach a level of
maximal skew. However, different from the results for random sampling or
branch and bound algorithms, the authors claim to have found two areas
of similar difficulty separated by one of higher difficulty. They interpret
their findings as phase transition in the process of reducing the deviation
in the edge distribution.
Further related work concentrated on exact solutions of the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem usually with variants of branch and bound
techniques like Truncated and Epsilon Branch and Bound [ZP94], however
without determining a threshold in the original problem, but rather devising techniques how to overcome difficult cases in enumeration trees in
general.
Finding a distinct phase transition in query optimization can be expected to be as difficult as in the Traveling Salesman Problem. On the
one hand, like with the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem, there is
no concise way of capturing the problem like with k-Satisfiability. On the
other hand the multiplicative character of the cost function further compounds the distinction of influential parameters. Konig-Ries et al. undertook an· attempt to identify a phase transition of the JOPT only based on the
connectivity of the join graph [KRHM95]. However, this approach is questionable as authors used Simulated Annealing to test for the difficulty of
an instance. Simulated Annealing is known as an algorithm which heavily
depends on a set of parameters thus the experiments must be strictly inter-
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preted against the background of a particular parameter setting. And furthermore, the case of connectivity greater 1 or even up to n, the complete
clique graph (9 in their experiments) are rarely encountered in practice.
Hence, these experiments fall short of explaining easier and more difficult
cases in query optimization as known from practical examples.
Our results do not rule out the possibility of the existence of a phase
transition in optimization and specifically query optimization. However,
the concept as found in k-Satisfiability is not as evident in optimization
problems for several reasons:
1. problems like Traveling Salesman Problem or query optimization lack

a concise description similar to the one found in k-Satisfiability.
Rather these problems constitute several largely independent dimensions of parameters. The resulting compound problems deny the boiling down to one single parameter of difficulty.
2. There is no obvious correspondence between decision problems and
approximative optimization. Assume we found a phase transition for
the case where solving to optimality is concerned, it is not clear what
the consequences are for an approximation. As seen above, approximation can be the easier the more difficult the exact solution is to
find.
3. In optimization difficulty appears to be difficulty with respect to a
certain optimization algorithm particularly in case of approximation.
Having shown the problems of transferring the concept of phase transition
to optimization we abandon this area and devise an own new measure of
difficulty. Instead of focusing on a possible separation of areas of difficult
and easy instances we discuss difficulty from a probabilistic optimization
point of view using cost distributions.
5 .2

Quality Measures

In Section 2.2 we pointed out the uncertainties of cost computation due to
the underlying statistical data about the database and further inaccuracies
arising from error propagation as show in [IC91].
Solving to optimality as seen in Traveling Salesman Problem and other
NP-hard problems is thus not desirable and the result optimal by cost value
is not necessarily the optimal one in the actual execution. Rather there is
a range of solutions that are good enough. Further differentiation appears
not useful.
In the following, the first discuss scaling-based quality measures and
their drawbacks. We develop a new notion of quality base on ranges after
that.
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5.2.1

Scaling -based Classification

tWe need a quality measur e based on the actual costs value that is abstrac
cation.
classifi
e
possibl
a
ed
propos
Swami
,
ing yet meanin gful. In [Swa91]
Solutio ns are divided into three groups: good, acceptable, and bad query
plans. Plans are conside red good if they have costs below twice the minimal costs Cmin. acceptable if they are no more expensi ve than 10 times Cmin.
and bad otherwi se.
However, this schema suffers from the severe drawba ck to be not invariant under additiv e translat ion. Consid er the two cases shown in Figure 5.8
where two queries have very similar shaped cost distribu tions. In this example we assume the distribu tion to be an expone ntial distribu tion for both
queries , i.e. </>(t) = e-t. The only differen ce betwee n the two is a shift along
the x-axis.
Let us assume that for the origina l distribu tion the cost of the cheape st
plan is Cmin = 1 and that the average cost of a plan is Cµ = 2cmin· The
=
ratio of good plans in the search space, i.e. plans with costs below Cgood
2Cmin = Cµ is

which normal izes to

J: e-tdt : : : 0.63
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(see Figure 5.8, shaded area). We expect the ratio to keep being this way
as long as the distributions are shaped similarly no matter what the actual
cost values are. The previous classification, however, falls short of this
invariance.
Translating the original distribution by adding a factor 2cmin to the
costs, gives c:nin = 3Cmin and c~ood = 2c~n = 6Cmin for the shifted cost
distribution
c~ood

f

'

cf>(t)dt

Cmin

which is, after normalization,

f

6Cmin

3Cmin

cf>(t)dt =

13

e-tdt ""0.95

0

(see Figure 5.8 dashed area). The ratio of good plans increased by 50% to
0.95 although the distribution stayed the same-the whole range of costs
did not change either.
5.2.2

Range-based Classification

The cause for the insufficient valuing seen above is that only one single
reference point, namely Cmin. is taken into account. To overcome this drawback, we classify plans with respect to two parameters, namely Cmin and Cµ.
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We denote the quality of a plan q by its normalized costs
T(q) = C(q) - Cmin.
Cµ -

Cmin

The new measure is translation invariant. For the optimum, the normalized costs always equal 0 while T(q) is 1 for plans of average costs. Plans
above cµ have normalized costs greater than 1, accordingly. In principle,
the maximal cost value could also serve as a reference point, however, incorporating cµ into the quality measure links it automatically to the particular distribution- cµ is characteristic for a given distribution. In Figure 5.9,
the areas of plans with T(q) ~ 0.1 and T(q) ~ 1.0 are shown for the same
distribution as before.
In our experience high quality plans show a T of less than 0.1, although
greater values are justified with respect to large join queries. Hence, the
optimization goal we are aiming at is to find a plan with T below 0.1. In
Figure 5.9 this target cost range is shaded.

5.3 Probabilistic Difficulty
Also with respect to the analysis of randomized optimization techniques
in the following chapter, we develop a model of difficulty based on the
nucleus of probabilistic algorithms, namely the randomly selecting of a
single solution.
Randomly choosing an element from the unrestricted search space or a
restricted subset of it is common to all these algorithms, be it in from of
selecting an initial starting point or a larger set as it is the case with multistart or genetic algorithms. In the further process, often subsets of the
search space are used as candidates for additional random choices usually
limited by means of a certain locality as in navigation-based algorithms
like Hill Climbing or Simulated Annealing. The simplest of randomized
algorithms using only the selection primitive without further restrictions is
random sampling. For the moment we focus on uniform sampling only. In
Chapter 8 we will also consider non-uniform selection schemes and discuss
the differences.
In the following we develop a measure of difficulty, called probabilistic
difficulty as it reflects the difficulty to optimize by random sampling. With
the probability
x

Q(x) =

L

<f>(c),

C = Cmin

we could simply use the probability to hit the range of costs below a given
numerical threshold x
F(x) = 1 - Q(x).
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are classified to be equally difficult to achieve under both cost distributions

The resulting measure has values between zero and one, where zero is
reached in case of x = Cmax· Though useful when computing the probability of success for repeated sampling, the measure displays a distinct
disadvantage: outliers in the distribution are hard to distinguish. Consider
the two distributions given in Figure 5.10 of type Bl and B2. F(x) has a
value of almost zero for both distributions, thus, they would appear to be
of similar difficulty. We overcome this problem by first defining the target quantile and then determining the size of the interval we can expect
to hit with this probability. The size of the interval directly translates to
the distance from the optimum. Given for instance a distribution like in
Figure 5.11, and a target quantile of 0.5, the resulting interval is [O, µ] as
shown by the shaded area in the plot since the probability to select a solution in this interval is 0.5.
Similar to the quality measures presented in the previous section we
rely on reference points. In the example, we took the whole cost range but
for the reasons outlined above, we use optimum and mean again. Thus, we
can define a problem's probabilistic difficulty as
D(x) =

Q- 1 µ -

Cmin
Cmin

where Q - 1 is the inverse of the previously defined Q. D does not map
a problem to a single value of difficulty but provides a mapping of target
quantiles to the ratio of intervals.
As the size of the target quantile depends strongly on the particular
problem, the size of the given instance, and factors like the uncertainty in
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by quantiles

the cost computation. For some problems a 15% quantile can be a rather
slack target, e.g. Traveling Salesman Problem, for others like query optimization it can be a narrow objective.
To give an impression how the three major problem categories compare,
we show the difficulty D in Figure 5.12 as a function of the size of the target
quantile.
For Type-A, the plot reads as follows: e.g. the quantile of 0.1 next to the
optimum spans the interval [Cm;n; 0.1 · (µ - Cm;n)], the quantile 0.5 spans
[cm;n; 0. 7 · (µ - Cm;n) ]. The curve is clipped for values larger than 1 as larger
quantiles are no of interest for an optimization anyway. The other curves
read analogously. In contrast to Type-A, however, the others soar up for
even small intervals meaning that a large portion of the interval [cm;n; µ]
is needed to cover the target quantile, i.e., there is no cost concentration
around the optimum.
The curves reflect our earlier experiences. The partitioning problem is
"easy" even for large quantiles. The Traveling Salesman Problem instance
in contrast appears difficult even for small quantiles.
5.4 Summary

Query optimization is known to be NP-hard and so are restricted subproblems like JOPT and XOPT. However, the intractability attested is "only" the
worst case complexity.
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In decision problems like k-Satisfiability phase transitions have been
discovered where areas of easy instances are separated by a small area
of hard instances. The link between optimization and decision problems
might now suggest that similar phenomena occur in optimization problems
and thus in query optimization too.
Using the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem as an experimentation platform, we investigated possibilities of phase transitions. Our findings show that an optimization with exact techniques encounters difficulty
that has its explanation in the associated cost distribution rather than in
a phase transition. The difficulty increases gradually until it collapses into
the pathological trivial case where all edges, and so all tours too, are of the
same length. A separation as seen in k-Satisfiability cannot be identified.
For approximation algorithms the situation appears even reversed: what
was increasingly difficult for branch and bound techniques is growing easier when using for example random sampling. Other heuristics may display further, different regions of difficulty. Thus difficulty in optimization
has be viewed with respect to the algorithm used rather than by the problem itself. While a phase transition is not apparent, cost distribution can
very well interpret the effect observed. Providing also a tool to assess the
chances of successful deployment of branch and bound techniques in other
fields. Concerning query optimization our findings thwart the hopes for a
successful deployment: On the one hand, the cost distribution is in general
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not favorable to these algorithms, on the other hand, the lack of a nontrivial relaxation technique allows only weak bounds. In Section 5.1.3 we
have seen the importance of sophisticated relaxations. In preliminary tests
in SQL Server with cost bound pruning techniques we observed qualitatively
only little gains- often outweighed by the overhead added.
In order to use cost distributions for further analysis of the query optimization problem we re-formulated the optimization goal by defining a
measure of quality that overcomes the drawback of invariance under translation. Finally, we developed an alternative measure of difficulty solely
based on a problem's cost distribution.
In the following, we will use the concepts we devised here to analyze
randomized algorithms as well as evolutionary techniques.

6
Evolutiona ry Optimizati on
Evolutionary optimization techniques like Genetic Algorithms or Genetic
Programming have been applied to a wide range of combinatorial optimization problems-yet, their popularity remains mainly limited to the Artificial
Intelligence and Machine Learning communities.
Evolutionary Algorithms mimic the natural evolutionary process. First,
a problem representation is encoded as genes and chromosomes. Starting
with an initial, randomly generated gene pool, recombination and selection
operators are applied to pairs or sets of chromosomes and individuals.
In this field of research, the objective function is called fitness. We will
stick to the term costs to emphasize the absolute value, as fitness can also
be defined as relative fitness, seen with respect to other individuals in the
population. Over the time the quality of the population converges leading
to an increase of high-quality individuals, i.e. solutions.
Though an appealing concept-hardly any information about the problem seems necessary yet evolution guarantees optimal or near-optimal
results-it lately came under fire from critics even within the Evolutionary Computing community (see e.g. [Lan95]). Their major concern is that
other apparently less sophisticated optimization algorithm match and often exceed the performance of evolutionary algorithms as they find results
of similar or better quality in shorter running time.
However more profound criticism has been postulated aiming at the
self adaptability of evolutionary techniques. In a truly ground breaking
work Wolpert and Macready introduced and proved a set of so-called NoFree-Lunch Theorems, which state that no blind search optimization algorithm can be expected to outperform any other algorithm, i.e. to every
optimization algorithm we can find a problem where this algorithm gets
outperformed by some other algorithm [MW96, WM97]. These results distinctly thwarted the high hopes that evolutionary computing could serve as
a kind of general problem solver due to its abilities of self-adaption. Following the initial paper of Wolpert and Macready further criticism has been
formulated doubting the original promises of evolutionary computing (see
e.g. [Cul98]).
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However, the No-Free-Lunch theorems should not only be viewed as a
setback but also from a more pragmatic perspective: If there are classes of
problems that pose particular difficulties for evolutionary algorithms and
other where evolutionary computing is a suitable optimization strategy it
is an exciting challenge to identify the criteria that determine the class a
problem belongs to. So far, knowledge as to what problem is hard and
which is easy-from the evolutionary point of view-is only available in
terms of experience.
In this section, we devise a classification based on cost distributions
leading to a recommendation when to use evolutionary techniques and
when not.
An analysis of evolutionary algorithm is specifically difficult, because

the notion of evolutionary computing is fairly flexible, comprising a
large variety of algorithms and techniques. Frameworks as presented in
[Gol89, Mit96, Eib96] are capable of simulating algorithms commonly not
considered evolutionary, like Random Sampling or Simulated Annealing
[Bac96]. In our analysis, we first sketch the different generic components of
evolutionary algorithm, then scrutinize the impact of cost distributions on
those components. In particular, we investigate to what degree the single
components use randomly selected solutions. Random sampling, uniform
or biased, on-possibly restricted-sets of solutions is the very nucleus of
all randomized optimization algorithms including evolutionary techniques.
Our analysis is based on the classification presented in Chapter 4. This
classification reflects three basic categories of difficulty from the evolutionary computing point of view: problems that are too easy in the sense
that less sophisticated optimization algorithms achieve results of similar
quality in shorter time; problems that are too difficult so that evolutionary
algorithm get outperformed on average; and finally problems where evolutionary techniques appear most suitable [l].
An intuitive notion of these three categories of performance is not only
known since Wolpert's and Macready's No-Free-Lunch Theorems, though
their theorems laid a first formal foundation, but has been observed in
earlier studies (see e.g. [Mit96]).
6.1

Principles of Evolutionary Algorithms

Figure 6.1 shows an outline of a evolutionary algorithm in pseudo code
(cf. e.g. [Eib96]). Starting with a randomly generated initial population,
generations are repeatedly derived by selecting a set of parents, generating
the offspring by recombination, introducing a certain random distortion in
form of mutation, and subjecting all individuals to a selection process. The
algorithm terminates as soon as a certain stopping criterion-e.g. timeout,
maximum number of individuals reached, or no improvement over a certain number of generations- is fulfilled. In every generation, all individuals
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are checked for their fitness, i.e., their costs, not only for the selection of
the next generation but also to keep track of the best individual found so
far. Simulating the natural evolutionary process the algorithm achieves a
gradual improvement concentrating on well suited individuals by selection
and the production of closely related offspring.
Let us now scrutinize the single components, using the classification
given in Chapter 4, and how they are influenced by the different kinds
of cost distributions. We will corroborate the results of our analysis with
different optimization problems in the next section.
Initialization.

The influence of the cost distribution on the initial phase is significant as
initializing means literally sampling.
For a type-A distribution the probability to find already near-optimal
solutions in the initial sample is high. The subsequent optimization phase
cannot improve the initially found solutions substantially. The chances that
high quality solutions are included in the initial solution depend further on
the size of the population: very small populations may differ enormously
in quality.
In case of a type-B distribution, the initialization's role is less important,
depending on the distance of the cost of the optimal solution from the average cost. The sampled initial individuals are of comparable but distinctly
sub-optimal quality. As opposed to the previous case, the size of the population does not affect its quality-the probability to sample a near-optimal
solution is virtually zero.
Recombination.

During this phase a recombination or crossover operator is applied to
sets of individuals. It implements the actual evolutionary mechanism that
mates two (or more [ERR94]) individuals and derives a new one. Strictly
speaking, the result is a random solution consisting of parts of its ancestor.
In the case of the type-A distribution, sophistication is usually of limited
use as there are plenty of solutions in the close vicinity. However, if there
are too many close relatives, it may become also more difficult to guide the
recombination process.
The less solutions with similar costs to their ancestors there are, the
more astray-Le., in direction of the average cost-the recombination may
lead. Sophisticated algorithms are necessary to avoid a fall back to the bulk
of solutions in case of a type-B2 distribution.
Mutation.

The role of mutation is disputed. It is an obvious element of natural evolution. However, it is not clear whether it is vital for evolutionary opti-
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proc Evol uti onaryAlgorithm

t=O
Pt= 0
ln it(Pi)

repeat

P; = SelectParents (Pt)
Reco m bin atio n(P;)
Mutation (P;)

Pt+I = Se lection (P1 u P;)

t =t +l
until (do ne)

end
Figure 6 . 1. O utline of evolutionary algorith m

mization techniques. For instance, Kosza suggested a mutation rate of
zero [Koz91] .
In case of a type-A distribution, mutation can be most fruitful as the
odds to improve by random alteration are high.
For a type-B distribution, the probability to achieve an improvement
by mutation is rather small and mutations is only useful to avoid undue
concentration of certain properties among the individuals.
Restarts.

Evolutionary algorithms, mimicking the natural evolutionary process are
characterized by convergence, i.e. the overall fitness of the consecutive
generations increases- although not necessarily monotonic. For simplified
models of those algorithms, the convergence of the optimum as a limit, provided an infinite running time, has been proven (see e.g. [Rud92], [Bac96]).
Similar facts are known for algorithms like Simulated Annealing. However,
depending on the cost distribution, evolutionary algorithm can very well
profit from restarting, simply because of the cost distributions influence
on the initialization (see above).
In case of a type-A distribution, the impact of re-runs may greatly improve the results, whereas in a type-B2 scenario, re-starts do not make
much of a difference.
In Table 6.1, the basic tendencies of influence we identified are summarized. The three types of cost distributions directly suggest three classes
of difficulty-from an evolutionary algorithm point of view:
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Table 6 . 1. lnAuence of cost distribution on individual components of evolutionary algorithm

Type-A is the easiest, where all components but recombination are positively influenced by the distribution. However, problems of this class turn
usually out to be too simple, rendering evolutionary algorithms an overkill.
Especially hill climbing algorithms achieve a much better performance, i.e.,
results of comparable quality but in significantly shorter running time.
Type-BI is slightly positive influenced; this is the kind of problem evolutionary algorithm are highly suitable to optimize.
Type-B2 is the most difficult as the cost distribution has mainly negative
influence. Problems of this class appear to be difficult for evolutionary
algorithms to optimize.
As we pointed out before, a large number of parameters determines
success and failure of evolutionary search algorithms, and negative influences of the cost distribution may be leveled-to a certain degree- by more
sophisticated design of recombination operators etc. However, cost distributions indicate where advantages as well as problems are to be expected.
We also stressed that the basic framework does not restrict the choice
of arbitrary crossover operators, or mutation rates. Even simulation of
other optimization algorithms are possible, however, the further we swerve
from the simplest of evolutionary algorithm the more likely it is that
the overhead induced by the evolutionary framework becomes more and
more a hindrance rather than a performance improvement and other, nonevolutionary algorithm may perform better, i.e., they find results of similar
quality within shorter running time.
6.2

Examples

To verify our previous analysis we resort to the examples of NP-hard optimization problems we discussed in Chapter 4. We have to be aware, that
the given classification is not defined in an exact way. Problems may have a
cost distribution that cannot be distinctly assigned to one of the categories
but appear to be in between two categories. However, in our experience,
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it is not useful to devise a finer system for the classification- e.g. based
on the statistically characteristic values like mean, deviation, etc.-without
taking further problem specific properties as well as implementation details of the search algorithm into account. On the other hand, the classification with only three categories proved surprisingly well-suited and to
be of sufficient generality. Problems with distributions in between can be
assessed by interpolation.
6.2. 1 Type-A
A typical representative of this class is the number partitioning problem,
where a set S of numbers is to be partitioned into 2 subsets S1 and S2 such
that S1 u S2 = S, and the difference of the total sums

is minimal.
Optimal and near-optimal costs appear with the highest possible frequency (cf. Fig. 4.2). The distribution clearly is of the type-A kind. Even
pure random sampling algorithms are very likely to find good solutions, hill
climber and other multi-start algorithms that do not deploy highly sophisticated techniques, achieve excellent results within extremely short running
time [KKL086].
Evolutionary algorithms find very well results of similar quality but require longer running times. With this kind of distribution, the size of the
initial population is critical to the stability of the optimization, i.e., a population of size 100 almost certainly contains an optimal or near-optimal
solution; the quality of small populations may differ significantly, so that
using a tight time limit and re-starting the algorithm a couple of times may
improve the results significantly in case of small populations.
6 .2.2

Type-B 1

The class of type-Bl distributions comprises a large variety of scheduling,
timetabling and assignment problems. We chose the Knapsack Problem as
one of the representatives as its structure is easily accessible and can be
well illustrated due to its 2-dimensional nature.
The problems definition is as follows: Given a number of items- each
has a profit and a weight associated with it- , a (sub-)set of items is sought
such that the total weight does not exceed a given bound but the sum of
profits is maximal (see e.g. [GJ79, MT87]). The variant we defined is ref erred to as single-objective, as there is only one optimization goal, the
maximizing of the profit. Branch and bound algorithms as well as dynamic programming are usually the algorithms of choice [MT87, Pis95]
(cf. Chap. 4).
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Figure 6.2. Cost distribution of multi-objective 0/1 Knapsack Problem, obtained from a sample of

106 . Region of optimal solutions in the foreground

Let us now again consider the multi-objective variant of the problem,
where not only the profit is to be maximized but at the same time, the
weight is to be minimized. As opposed to the single-objective version, there
is not only one single optimum but rather one optimum for each different
total weight. Genetic algorithms are known to perform very well in the
multi-objective case.
In Figure 6.2, the cost distribution of an instance consisting of 100 items
is shown. The distribution was obtained by a sample of 20000 packings
generated with uniform probability. The values of both weight and profit of
the single items were chosen as random numbers between 10 and 100. The
capacity of the knapsack was chosen as half the total weight of all items.
Such assumptions are common in the literature [ZT99]-in particular, this
configuration follows the example of [MT90].
The resulting distribution is characterized by a marginal distribution
along each single weight configuration that strongly resembles normal distributions. This does not come as a surprise as both weight and profit of a
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Figure 6.3. Cost distribution of multi-objective 0/1 Knapsack Problem (d. Fig. 6.2), including best
multi-objective solutions found with greedy algorithm

particular packing of a knapsack are sums of random numbers. The shapes
of the distribution appear very stable and insensitive to the problem's parameters. We conducted extensive experiments with large varieties of parameter combinations, resulting in distributions with very similar shape,
the extent may differ though.
In order to give an indication of whether the distributio:Q is of type Bl or
B2, it is necessary to determine the distance of the bulk of solutions from
the optima. To assess this distance, we used a greedy algorithm which
provides good approximations of the optima.
In Figure 6.3, the distribution is shown as a contour plot. The isolines
connect solutions with equal frequency. The theoretic region of optima is in
direction of the left upper half, stretching from the left lower corner to the
right upper corner. The optimization results found by the greedy algorithm
form a lower bound of this region (see Fig. 6.3). The actual optima are in
the close vicinity of those solutions.
The effect of this distribution on genetic search is twofold (see above):
The sampling of an initial population does not contain high quality so-
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lutions. Also, the random sampling component in form of cross over and
mutation is limited- the probability to sample a near optimal solution practically zero. On the other hand, the optima are not too far away from the
bulk of solutions. Specifically, for the multi-objective variant, genetic algorithms are known as a suitable and very successful optimization technique.

6.2.3 Type-B2
Given the previous analysis, we should expect a cost distribution of a difficult problem (a) to show a strong concentration of the bulk of solutions
and (b) the optimum to be far off the bulk. In statistical terms, we expect a
distribution with a particularly heavy tail.
We study the cost distributions of the symmetric Traveling Salesman
Problem where instances are given only by the coordinates of the cities.
Recall the example used in Chapter 4 that consists of all 13509 cities in the
United States with more than 500 inhabitants. The optimal tour is known
to be a tour of length 19982859 [ABCC98]. Figure 6.4 depicts the problem's
cost distribution obtained from 106 uniformly sampled tours.
The cost distribution shows the expected features: Almost all solutions
are concentrated- even in the upper half of the total cost range. Moreover,
they are concentrated in a very small interval. All sampled tours are longer
than 2.1 x 109 and shorter than 2.2 x 109 . Consequently, neither when
randomly selecting tours for a initial population nor when adding randomly
chosen tours during the optimization a tour shorter than 2.1 x 109 is likely
to be chosen. The best sampled tour is more than 11 times the length of
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the one found by a simple greedy algorithm.
The TSP is know to be a difficult problem for evolutionary algorithm.
At the same time, it constitutes a perpetual challenge for geneticists who
developed various techniques to make the problem more accessible to evolutionary computing. Nagata and Kobayashi for example report on optimal
solutions for problem sizes up to 3038 and modes computation times by
using a technique called edge assembly crossover [NK97b]. Watson et al.,
however, could not completely reproduce these results when conducting a
comparative case study with other-specific ally for the Traveling Salesman
Problem developed-ex tensions of genetic algorithms but achieve results
of high quality comparable to standard heuristics [WRE+98]. As Watson
et al.. attest, the edge assembly crossover cannot possibly be called blind
search operator as it comprises very problem specific components including a greedy heuristic applied locally to connect subtours. For a survey and
quantitative assessment of other operators and extensions that have been
deployed in order to tackle the Traveling Salesman Problem, we refer the
reader to [MW92, MdWS91].
6.3

Evolutionary Algorithms in Query Optimization

In the following, we discuss three approaches where query optimization
has been tackled with evolutionary algorithm. Bennet et al. take the credit
for establishing the first transfer of genetic algorithms to query optimization. They propose a framework which uses two different crossover strategies one of which is restricted to small, local changes whereas the other
may cause far reaching alterations of the plan [BFI91]. We refer to this approach as BFI91. The setting used by Steinbrunn et al. in [SMK93, SMK97]
is similar. However, their study focuses on a comparison of a large number
of various heuristics and navigational randomized algorithms rather than
on tuning these techniques. We refer to their approach as SMK97. Stillger and Spiliopoulou as well as Nafjan and Kerridge propose extension for
query optimization for parallel databases. In both cases, all features relevant for parallel processing are incorporated into the fitness evaluation so
that crossover operators from previous work can be applied [SS96, NK97a].
Also do the results found for query optimization in parallel database systems add only little new aspects. We include Stillger and Spiliopoulou in
our comparison since they devise a powerful and sophisticated crossover
operator that tries to take the tree structure of the plans into account and
exchanges contiguous parts of the trees rather than unconnected components. This approach is an advancement 1 of SMK97 and a considerable part
of the work deals with the tuning of the strategy. In the sequel, this approach is referred to as SS96. We shall scrutinize all three approaches with
respect to what extend they use randomly chosen plans and to what extend
1 Though [SMK97] was published only 1997, major parts of the work were already available as preprint as early as 1993.

6.3. RE-EVALUATING PREVIOUS WORK
I BFl91
Query size
Population size
Cross over
Mutation
Termination criterion

5-16
64
-*
- *
- *
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SMK97
5-30
128
65%
5%
30/50 generations
without improvement"

Minimal #of plans
Maximal# of plans

- *
-*

3840

-

0

SS96
10-100-r
100-1600°
95%
5%
2000-25000 plans
in
total

2000
25000

* no data available, +performance comparison only for range 30-70, 0 multiple
of the query size, • restricted/unrestricted search space, 0 only bound by size of
search space

Table 6 . 2 . Parameters used in previous work

they rely on evolutionary principles. In the wider context of database technology, evolutionary algorithm have gained more popularity lately. However, these fields of application are unrelated to the probe of query optimization, see e.g. [NP98, IF98].
In Table 6.2, the parameter settings for all three approaches are shown.
It leaps out that BFI91 uses only 64 elements per generation whereas both
competitors use more than 100 individuals. As a result their experiments
show strong instability indicating that the technique depends heavily on
the quality of the initial population. They overcome this deficiency by rerunning the optimization 5 times and taking the best of 5 runs as result.
This re-run provides a total initial sample of 320 plans which explains why
the best-of-five achieves way better results than a single run. No data is
available about the number of plans explored in total.
The population size of 128 used in SMK97 proofs to be large enough to
cover good plans on average. In fact, authors observed

[e]ven the initial population consisted of at least one member with
an evaluation cost that is as low as [that of Simulated Annealing]
after running more than 100 times as long. [SMK97], page 207.
It is pointed out that the genetic algorithm converges very slowly- often
two orders of magnitude slower than Iterative Improvement by achieving
results of only similar quality. Compared to BFI91, the results are of higher
stability, but still do not match the stability of navigational algorithms
[SMK97]. Furthermore a modest crossover rate of 65% is used in order to
preserve a large portion of the gene pool, the mutation ratio of 5% is fairly
high, however. SMK97 makes the most use of the evolutionary principles
which is reflected in the running time.
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In SS96 the sizes of the population are varied which causes some distortion as the sampling of the initial population is independent of the search
space's size. They report on finding the best plan already among the very
first generations. In most experiments they use less than twenty generations which is in stark contrast to SMK97 as the actual evolutionary process is largely bypassed. Moreover, the high crossover helps cover as large
a portion of the search space as possible.
Finally, both SMK97 and SS97 explore a much larger number of plans as
is needed to achieve the same quality by random sampling. For BFI91, no
data about the minimal or maximal number of plans is available, however
the fact that their algorithm takes longer than a dynamic programming algorithm which determines the absolute optimum for the linear subproblem
suggests that they also explore a very large number of plans.
Summing up, all three approaches depend more on the ability of exploring a large, randomly chosen portion of the search space than on the actual
evolutionary process. Be it that they re-run the actual optimization with
different initial populations, increase the initial population size or use very
high crossover and mutation rates. The particular crossover implementation appears to be secondary.

6.4 Summary
The original ideas and intuition driving the design of evolutionary algorithms aimed at a framework that is general enough, on one hand, to adapt
itself to arbitrary problems, and-accordin g to the principle of survival of
the fittest-on the other hand converges to high quality results.
Strictly speaking evolutionary algorithm implement a limited random
sampling on the "surroundings " of the individuals within a population.
However, the notion of "surrounding" is only loosely defined as the recombination of two individuals leads to a large variety of possible individuals
for the offspring multiplied by a vast number of different combinations to
mate parent individuals. The offspring may be rather defined as somehow
similar to its parents. This constellation gave rise to speculative theories
about landscapes. However, the view that a landscape is intrinsic to a problem has to be revised with respect to the arguments we brought forward in
Chapter 4. Kauffman, a pioneer in this field devised a popular model, called
NK model, to describe different phenomena in terms of ruggedness of landscapes [Kau93]. To date, the link between these models and reality is still
to be establish in order to help these models become more than merely an
intuitive illustration. In case a tight and direct link could be achieved, landscapes may proof a helpful tool in the design of evolutionary optimization
techniques.
In this chapter, we presented a classification for optimization problems
based on cost distributions. Our classification identifies three classes of
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problems according to the difficulty they pose to evolutionary algorithm.
The first class embodies the kind of problems that is generally too easy
rendering evolutionary algorithm an overkill. The second contains problems evolutionary techniques are most suitable to tackle whereas the third
represents the hard cases.
Query optimization appears to belong to the class of problems that are
better optimized with less sophisticated algorithms. Recall also the discussion of the cost models resolution which we addressed in the introductory
chapter. The lower the resolution- Le. the larger the threshold- the easier
the problem.
The review of related work lends strong support to our claims. In all
three probes the tuning and improving of the algorithms directly led to
an emphasis of the random sampling component, be it by means of larger
population sizes or re-runs of single experiments. The actual evolutionary
process, however, got more and more bypassed.
Given our analysis one might be tempted to improve the evolutionary
algorithm by modifying or even excluding certain phases. Clearly, the result of any such modification could still be viewed as genetic algorithm or
program and it is difficult if not impossible to draw the line. As we pointed
out at the beginning of the analysis of the framework and its components,
evolutionary algorithm are basically capable of simulating randomized algorithm that are commonly not referred to as evolutionary. However, all
these improvements simplify and alter the algorithm in a way that they sacrifice the self-adaptability, the major advantage of evolutionary techniques.
Seen from a more pragmatic perspective, the more crucial the modification of the framework, the more likely it becomes that a direct implementation of a simpler schema outperforms the simulation by genetic algorithms
in terms of both running time and complexity of implementation.
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7

Probabilistic Query
Optimization
Probabilistic or randomized optimization algorithms are a field of research
which attracted enormous attention during the last decade in all fields of
combinatorial optimization. Especially with complex optimization tasks
that involve a large number of parameters and where heuristics achieved
only mediocre results, these algorithms helped tackling problem sizes that
defy being solved to optimality due to combinatorial explosion. Major application areas include scheduling problems and graph partitioning as for
instance in standard-cell placement in VLSI layout [VK.83, LD88, SR91].
These algorithms are distinguished by their black-box approach, that
is, no knowledge of the problem's particular structure and properties, but
only a set of manipulators is required. Manipulators alter a given solution
and transform it into a different, but semantically equivalent-Le., correctnew solution. Manipulators are often also referred to as rules or transformations; we will use these notions synonymously in the following. The
changes are usually of local nature, that is, the new solution is "similar" to
the original one. Manipulators imply a topology on the search space as they
define neighborhoods. Given a single solution, the transitive application of
manipulators defines a subspace of the original search space. An important
prerequisite is the irreducibility of this subspace, i.e., the transformations
should be defined in such a way that any two solutions can be transformed
into each other by a sequence of transformations.
Based on this setup various optimization strategies have been proposed:
starting with and arbitrary solution, an optimization algorithm applies the
manipulators according to a strategy to generate a set of alternative solutions. One of the alternative solutions is accepted- again according to a
strategy-and the neighborhood of this solution is explored in the same
way implementing an transitive exploration of neighborhoods. The algorithm records the best solution found during the process. In Section 7.3 we
develop a general framework and present the most important representatives of this class of algorithms.
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Given the success in other fields of combinatorial optimization and the
simple way to adapt these techniques they have been first applied to query
optimization by Ioannidis and Wong [IW87] and specifically to join ordering by Swami and Gupta [SG88]. Following these initial studies, Ioannidis
and Kang [IK90, IK91] established an in-depth analysis of some of the algorithms for JOPT and presented first theoretical results concerning the basic
properties of the search space. In particular they investigated differences
between the general search space containing processing trees of arbitrary
shape and the restricted one constituted by linear trees only.
Despite the efforts to provide a more comprehensive understanding a
commonly accepted result could not be reached owing chiefly to the fact
that some of the results were contradicting, i.e., different parties proved
different search strategies to be superior [SG88, IK90, IK91, Pel97, SMK97].
The differences have been attributed mainly to the different search spaces,
different cost models, and different parameter settings used. Oddly
enough, the transformation rules which are responsible for the topology
have not been subject to discussion, but were treated as a given rather
than a variable. The only concerns with the design of transformations were
the irriducibility of the subspace and that all results of a transformation
are again valid solutions.
In this chapter, we pursue an analysis based on the techniques and insights developed in the previous parts. First we discuss the question of
linear and bushy search spaces from the cost distribution point of view
on the lines of Chapter 4. In order to investigate the potential of randomized algorithms we have to liberate the algorithms from the strong interplay of different transformation rules. To that end we devise an abstract
search space model consisting only of the two invariable components: solutions and their costs. The solutions become annotated nodes in a graph
where edges- representing neighborhood relations- are no longer a result
imposed by transformation rules, but can be freely chosen to test for various topologies. More general, the abstract search space allows us to experiment with arbitrary parameter combinations that would be hard to achieve
in an actual query optimization setting. This way, we can fathom the actual
potential of an optimization technique. For the analysis of different probabilistic optimization techniques we break the algorithms into the single
algorithmic principles, as seen with genetic algorithms, and analyze these
building blocks and subsequently discuss the complete, compound algorithm.
7.1

Linear vs. Bushy

In their first approach to randomized join ordering, Swami and Gupta confined their algorithms to linear processing trees only. The space of linear
trees is in so far prominent as it has been used in previous work with exhaustive search techniques as the linear space is considerably smaller than
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its bushy counterpart. Commercial database systems like Microsoft SQL
Server use linear search spaces enriched with nested queries, i.e., each operator can have a linear tree and a base table, or a linear tree and a subquery-which in turn is a linear tree-as inputs, multiple nesting allowed
for.
The question we are interested in here is whether the obvious differences in shapes of trees have immediate consequences on the optimization.
As we have pointed out in Section 2.2, the possible shapes of a processing tree are limited by the join graph, i.e., the query itself. There always is
a valid linear processing tree, no matter the shape of the join graph. For
star shaped join graphs, linear trees are even the only possible processing
trees. The other extreme is the clique graph where any shape of tree is possible. Unfortunately there exists no concise meaningful measure to classify
the wealth of join graphs in between star and cliques. Notions like chain,
grid, or more general, acyclic graphs etc. are too broad and without further
additional parameter do not define a specific subset of shapes.
However, we can apply a similar analysis as in Chapter 4 and differentiate linear and bushy trees in XOPT. Let us define the sub-problem L-XOPT
where only linear trees are considered a valid solution. Note, that L-XOPT
is a real subset of XOPT. We denote the cost distributions as </> and <f>L for
XOPT and L-XOPT respectively. In Figure 7.1 the cost distribution of L-XOPT
is contrasted with the one of XOPT for low and high variance of the relation
sizes. The distribution of L-XOPT is highlighted. The plots of Figure 7.la depict the situation for relation sizes of low variance, 7.lb for a high variance
scenario. The left plot shows the total number of solutions as function of
the costs, the right one displays the resulting cost distributions, i.e., relative
instead of absolute frequencies.
In case of low variances, the distributions differ significantly. Linear
trees span a part of the search space with substantially more costly minimum, whereas the maxima of both spaces are comparable. In the event of
higher variances, the characteristic of L-XOPT's space changes and reaches
eventually those of the general space (see Fig. 7.1 a) and b) right plots).
To capture this shift of the distributions more formally, we use a characterization introduced by Ioannidis and Kang [IK91]: Given two densities
l/J1 and l/J 2, the ratio
s(x) =

f l/J1 (x)
f l/J 2(x)

is called relative shift. Ifs ~ 1, we say l/J1 is shifted to the left relative to
The major observations with our experiment are:

ljJ 2.

1. the mean of <f>L is higher than that of</>, and</> is relatively shifted to

the left;
2. with larger variance, the number of high-quality solutions in <f>L increases, i.e., for large variances, the best solution in both distributions
are of comparable quality;
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Figure 7 .1. Cost distributions for linear and bushy search space. Left, frequency as absolute figure.
right corresponding distribution

The immediate consequence of fact (1) is a different probabilistic difficulty
as Figure 7.2 shows. For the low variance case the bushy space is significantly easier, the linear more difficult-for higher variance the linear
space becomes more and more less difficult matching the bushy eventually.
The analogous observation for jopt has been reported by Bennet et al. in
[BFI91] who found better results in bushy spaces using a genetic algorithm
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Figure 7.2. Probabilistic difficulty for low variance catalog

than exact methods could find in the linear space for the same query.
Together with fact (2) that both spaces may contain comparable optima
the space of bushy trees appears preferable.
Ioannidis et al. reached to the same conclusion, however, on totally different grounds [IK91]: They argue that bushy spaces offer a better topology
for transformation based search algorithms which puts their entire analysis
in direct dependency to the implementation of manipulators. Hence, their
analysis would be of very limited generality only. Moreover their investigation applies only to transformation based optimization algorithms, but not
to multi-start algorithms like Transformation-free [GLPK94]. As opposed
to that, our analysis is not restricted to any optimization technique but
reflects solely the search space and its character.
In the discussion of optimization algorithms later this chapter, we will
come back to this point when analyzing the direct effects of the choice of a
search space on the algorithms.

7.2 Abstract Search Space Model
Repeatedly, we pointed out that transformation-based optimization is often abstracted by a guided graph traversal. In order to discuss the effects
reported in previous work and to contrast them with our own findings we
use a graph model that allows us to study the single parameters and their
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n
d
()(

<T

size of the graph
degree, i.e., number ot outgoing edges, equal tor all nodes
shape parameter for gamma distributions used for cost values
deviation of cost between neighbors

Table 7.1. Parameters of abstract search space model

impact. This is of particular interest as authors of previous work discussed
effects observed often with respect to this abstraction, i.e., they explained
behavior of optimization algorithms with properties the underlying graph
was assumed to have. To check for these properties we generate fully synthetic graphs called abstract search spaces described by the parameters
given in table 7.1. The graphs are distinguished by a number of features.
All edges are directed. The degree describes only the number of outgoing
edges; the number of incoming edges may be arbitrary. A directed graph
matches reality better than an undirected as transformatio ns used in query
optimization are usually not symmetric.
In Figure 7.3, the algorithm to construct the graph is outlined. First, the
set of nodes is generated and each node is assigned costs according to a
gamma distribution as discussed before. To facilitate and steer the generation of edges we sort the nodes according to their costs. This enables us
to perform efficient binary search for nodes of given costs. In the next step
we construct neighborhood s by first generating a random number from a
normal distribution with deviation u and the costs of the current node
as mean, and search for a partner node with the resulting costs. At the
fringes of the cost range, we truncate the normal distribution so that only
valid cost values are generated. We denote the resulting graph by

c&cx>(n, d).
We omit indexes if they are apparent from the context. To match the practical case, the degree should be chosen greater than 10 (see also next section). Though there is a positive probability to construct a disconnected
graph in principle, with the parameter settings we use for our experiments
this case can be ruled out almost certainly. Moreover we modified the binary search for a partner in such a way that not an exact match of the
cost value is required but rather the nearest neighbor to that cost value is
chosen. Furthermore, we exclude loops.

7 .2. 1 Experimental Setup
To simulate real world scenarios the algorithm must be able to handle very
large graphs. Hence, a parallelization of the graph generation is necessary to maintain practicable running times. All steps of the algorithm offer
simple yet enormously effective means for parallelization on a CC-NUMA
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architecture. For both distributing costs and constructing the edges the
graph can be divided in k independent parts, k being the number of available CPUs. The operations can be carried out on those parts in isolation.
In the actual implementation the granularity is chosen as 1000 nodes per
sub-graph instead of n/ k, (n > k · 1000) to achieve better load balancing
as the target architecture consisted of 32 CPUs of 2 different types, 8 MIPS
R12K300MHz and 24 MIPS RlOK250MHz. With k parts, some of the threads
would become idle earlier than others due to different CPU speeds. Having
smaller parts, however, reduces this effect substantially.
The critical element is the sorting, which is done in a hierarchical decomposition where first each thread sorts the range of nodes it is assigned
to with e.g. quick-sort. In the next phase, threads with even id merge the
segment of their predecessor with their own. Threads with odd id are terminated. After renumbering the threads, this step is repeated until no thread
is active anymore. By then the sorting is complete. Since sorting is only
of little running time compared to the other steps mainly because of the
substantial share of floating point arithmetic of the random number generators we achieve almost ideal speedup for sufficiently large graphs making
graphs the size of several millions of nodes a feasible target.

7.2.2 Topologies
The topology of an abstract search space of given size is essentially determined by the degree and the distribution of costs among neighbors, i.e., the
"length" of the edges. While the impact of the degree is evident, the impact
of the distribution of costs among neighbors is somewhat more subtle. As
a simple example consider a deviation of 5 · 10- 5 with arbitrary but sufficiently large degree, say 50. The resulting graph is the linear graph. Recall,
that we do not allow loops but do allow multiple edges. The very small
deviation is only used to suggest a direction, i.e., since we forbid loops we
are forced to take the next possible node in the given direction. The high
degree in this example ensures probabilistically that every node has some
neighbors of higher and some of lower costs. Moreover, as seen in this example, a- is only used to search for a neighbor, but the resulting deviation
among neighbors may differ.
Another detail deserving attention is the fact that we use a constant
degree for all nodes. However this poses no significant restriction. For
the transformation sets proposed for the JOPT, this is always true; for the
general case of query optimization the degree can differ. However, these
differences are usually small compared to the total number of neighbors.
For a comparison with previous work we extend the above schema and
allow also to choose neighbors completely at random without the demand
to obey to any distribution of neighbor costs other than the global cost
distribution. We use the notation
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Algorithm Generate Abstract Search Space
n size , d degree,
Input
ex shape parameter, er neighbor deviation
G(V, E) abstract search space
Output

V -0
E -0
generate set of nodes V
foreach v E V
c - random number from Gamma(cx)
annotate v with c
done
sort V according to costs
foreach v E V
for i = 1 to d do
c - random number from N(O, er)
v ' - search(V,c)
E - E u (v,v')
done
done
return G(V , E)

Figure 7.3. Generate Abstract Search Space

to refer to this variant.
7.2.3

Local Minima

Local minima are nodes that have only edges to nodes of higher costs. The
fact that we consider directed edges is of special importance. A node can
be a local minimum although a node of lower costs has an edge pointing to
it. This situation has its equivalent in query optimization, as pointed out
above, where transformations are not symmetric in general.
In an op timization based on the traversal of the graph as we will discuss
in the next section, the notion of local minima seems not only intuitive but
also of strong influence on the behavior of the optimization algorithm. At
least it might seem so on first sight.
Let us first analyze the distribution of local minima in the search space.
For the case G~l (n, d) where arbitrary directed edges- i.e., without respecting a cost distributions among neighbors are allowed- the distribu-
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tion of local minima can be approximated by
F(x) = 1 - (1 -

J:

<f>(t)dt)d+l

(see e.g. [IK91, Kan91]) where </> is the overall cost distribution. Clearly,
the distribution of local minima in G~l (n, d) depends on both ex. and d .
Since we consider directed edges, the size of the graph does not play any
role provided n > d. Figure 7.4 shows F for an ex. of 1 and 2, respectively.
The degree is varied between 10 and 100.
The plots exhibit a clear trend: local minima are of high incidence only
close to the minimum. With higher degree, the distribution of local minima
shifts further to the left.
The situation for G~al differs substantially- particularly for very small
values of a-. As we choose mainly nodes from a small symmetric range of
costs the overall cost distribution is of little influence when choosing neighbors for nodes of costs greater than 2a-. In this case, we can approximate
the probability for a local minimum by (!)d . This changes for costs less
than 2a- as the normal distribution used to compute cost values for neighbors gets more and more truncated, up to the point where it degenerates to
the right half of the original bell only. In order to maintain the property of
being a distribution we multiply the truncated density with the appropriate
factor, i.e., we norm it.
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In Figure 7.5 experimentally obtained densities are shown. The size
of the space was 20 x 106 , the degree is varied between 10 and 100, and
if is of values from 0.05 through 0.5. Above 2if the distribution of local
minima is of the quality of the shape of the overall cost distribution as
expected. For costs less than 2if the truncation of the distribution used
for selecting neighbors grows more and more asymmetric which results in
a larger number of local minima. For higher degrees, the probability for a
local minimum above 2if converges to 0. Local minima occur only close to
the global minimum.
In Figure 7.6, an overview over the number of local minima is given for
the case where ex = 2 and both degree, i.e., size of the neighborhood, and
deviation of costs among the neighbors is varied.
Figure 7.7 shows the absolute frequency of local minima as close-up
for a cost distribution with ex = 2 and if = 0.1. For small degrees the
aforementione d effect that local minima are scattered over the whole cost
range is clearly visible. With increasing degree, this effect vanishes.
Summing up, we identify a distinct skew of the distribution of local
minima in both models: local minima occur mainly at costs close to the
optimum. With increasing degrees the concentration of local minima shifts
further to left. Specifically, for high degree, the differences in costs between
local and global minima are not significant anymore.

7 .3

Probabilistic Optimization Strategies

In the introduction to this chapter, we already gave a flavor as to how probabilistic optimization algorithms work. Here, we now present a classification
and detailed description of the main representative s.
Blind search optimization algorithms can be divided into several groups
according to the optimization principles used, the categories are not exclusive though. We distinguish three major groups: transformation -based,
randomized and multi-start algorithms (cf. Fig. 7.8).
The major representative of the first class are classical exhaustive
search algorithms as used for example in commercial database systems
(cf. Chapter 3). Besides exact methods, also heuristics belong to this class
inclu ding simple rule-based approaches where a set of transformatio n is
applied until no further application is possible. A typical example is the
push-down-se lection heuristic, where selection operators are moved down
as far as possible in the processing tree. Tabu search is a further member
of this class though more sophisticated variants of it periodically also use
what is known as randomized phases [Glo89, MMS94].
The class of randomized algorithms overlaps with the previous but also
contains the class of multi-start algorithms. It includes most prominently
Simulated Annealing and its close relative Threshold Accepting, which are
strictly navigating algorithms. Iterative Improvement -also known as It-
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erative Local Optimization-conducts simple navigations repeated with a
new starting point whenever the local termination criterion is fulfilled.
Transformation-free Optimization can be viewed as the special case of Iterative Improvement where the navigation is completely omitted. We will
devote special attention to the relation of these two later.
Generally, this classification identifies the major building blocks but further combinations are of course conceivable. For example iteratively repeated Simulated Annealing as proposed by Lanzelotte et al. [LVZ93]. Like
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with genetic algorithms, it is not our goal to scrutinize any technical aspect
of these algorithm in the sense of tuning, enhancing, or combining single
techniques. Rather, we want to check for the generality of the observations
made in previous work. All authors of related work tried to explain their
results and different models-often built mainly on intuition- have been
proposed. We try to view them in a different light to identify strengths and
weaknesses of these approaches.
After introducing the algorithms in more detail we will present experiments using the abstract search space model developed above and discuss
the effects observed.
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Exhaustive Search
Tabu Search

Figure 7 .8. Classification of randomized optimization algorithms

7.3.1

Transformati on-based Algorithms

First of all, we give an outline of a transformatio n-based randomized optimization algorithm that serves as a template for all algorithms we discuss
later on (cf. Fig. 7.9).
For the current solution Si E S- the initial solution s 0 is an input parameter to the algorithm- an alternative solutions' E N(S) is chosen randomly,
i.e., a transformatio n is applied to Si . The new solution is costed and either
accepted and becomes the new current solution, i.e., Si + l - s', or rejected
otherwise, i.e., Si + l - Si . The acceptance is controlled by a strategy based
on a set of parameters that may include the cost difference between Si and
s' as well as the time elapsed so far. The parameters and their importance
vary from algorithm to algorithm. A transition from Si to Si + l is called
down-hill step in case c(si) 2: c(Si + d. and up-hill step otherwise. Ifs' has
been accepted we also check for a new record: if c (s') is less than the
lowest cost found so far, s' is also stored in Sbest·
After each such step the parameters are updated and the proceeding
is repeated for the new, current solution until certain stopping criteria are
fulfilled. Typically, stopping criteria suggested in previous work included
elapsed time, number of solutions visited, number of steps without further
improvement.
Intuitively, one of the aims in controlling the navigation should be to
make up for bad initial solutions and to be as independent of the start
solution as possible.
Simple Improvemen t

What we call Simple Improvement here actually is the "inner loop" of Iterative Improvement. We split Iterative Improvement up into two parts that
implement very different principles of randomized optimization.
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Algorithm Probabilistic Optimization
Input
s0 initial solution, Ao set of initial parameters to accept f
Output
Sbesc best solution found

i - 0
Sbesc -

So

Cbest -

c (so)

repeat
choose s' E N(si)
if acceptable (c(s ' ), Ai) then

s'

Si +l -

if c (s') <

Cbesc

then

Sbesc -

s'

Cbest -

C (s ' )

endif
else
S i +l -

Si

end if
A i+1 - update(A;)

i - i+l
until stopping criteria fulfilled
Figure 7.9. Randomized optimization algorithm· Outline

In Figure 7.10 an outline of Simple Improvement is provided using the
notation introduced above: A randomly chosen neighbor of the current solution is accepted only if its cost value is less than the current solution's
costs. Evidently, this algorithm gets immediately trapped as soon as a local
minimum is reached. In this case, any further processing is a waste of time
as no improvement can be achieved. Thus, the crucial point of this algorithm is to detect whether the current solution is a local minimum. Usually,
to inspect all the current solution's neighbors is too expensive [SG88). As
an approximation, a solution can be judged by a sample of its neighbors,
i.e., it is considered to be a local minimum if no cheaper neighbor can be
chosen within r consecutive attempts. A local minimum classified this way
is referred to as r-local-minimum (cf. [IK90)). Consequently, local minima
can be identified only with a probability p < 1. After r unsuccessful steps
the algorithm terminates and the last current solution- which is also the
best found so far- is returned. In [IK90) and [SG88) r is either chosen as
the number of neighbors or the number of edges in the corresponding join
graph.
Our previous experiments concerning local minima however showed
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Algorithm Si mple Improvement
r r-l ocal -mi nimum si ze, s0 init ial solution
Input
s; last solution (=best soluti on fo und)
Output

i- 0
t - 1
repeat
choose s' E N(s ;)
if c(s') < c(s;) then
5 ;+1 -

s'

t - 1

else
Si+ I -

S;

t - t + I

end if
i - i + l;
until t > r
Figure 7. 10. Simple Improvement

that getting trapped in a local minimum is actually not as disadvantageo us
as may seem simply because almost all local minima in our search space are
close to the global optimum and the difference in costs is not significant.
Thus we will direct our attention in the next section to the more difficult
question whether local minima recognized with the proposed techniques
are really local minima.
Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing is probably the most prominent of randomized optimization techniques. It has been deployed and studied in almost all fields
of research concerned with combinatorial optimization and besides experimental assessment also mathematical models to capture its behavior have
been developed.
Simulated Annealing is a dynamic variant of the Metropolis Algorithm
derived from statistical mechanics [MRR + 53]. It also starts with a randomly
chosen solution s and a neighbor s' is accepted with the probability
emin{

t (c(s) - c(s')),0}.

In contrast to the Metropolis Algorithm, the temperature t decreases gradually and the algorithm terminates after t falls below a given threshold. The
output of the algorithm is the least costly solution visited so far [KGV83].
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Algorithm Simulated Annealing
Input
s0 initial solution, To initial temperature
Output
Sbest best solution found
i-0
Sbest - So
Cbest - c(so)

repeat
repeat
chooses ' E N(s;)
choose p E [O, l]
if p :s emin { ,!;- (c(s;) - c(s')),O} then
Si+l - s '
if c(s ' ) < Cbest

then

Sbest - s'
Cbest - C (s ')

endif
else
S i+l -

S

endif
i - i+l
until equilibrium reached
T;+1 - lower(T;)
until frozen
Figure 7.11. Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing is superior to Simple Improvement as it can escape
local minima with a time dependent probability.
As previous work pointed out, Simulated Annealing depends heavily
on the parameter t and the cooling schedule that determines its decrease.
If the initial temperature is too low the process terminates early without
finding low costly solutions- if it is too high, time is wasted since many
expensive solutions are considered. Experiments show that mathematical
parameter estimation is only of very limited use what makes finding appropriate parameters a matter of experience [Haj88]. In [Swa89b] and
[IK90] different simple heuristics for a computation of the parameters are
presented.
Moreover, additional termination criteria like time limits or a maximum
number of generated solutions were introduced. Unfortunately, combination of different termination criteria may veil the impact of single parameters as they may impact each other negatively. For example, if too short a
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Algorithm Iterative Improvement
r r-local-minimum size
Input
sbest best solution found
Output

i-0
Cbest -

oo

repeat
choose s E S
5; + 1 - Simple lmprovement(s, r)
if c(s ' ) < Cbest then
Sbest -

s'

Cbest -

c (s')

end if
until stopping criteria fulfilled

Figure 7.12. Iterative Improvement

running time limit is imposed, the effects of the coding cooling parameter
may vanish etc.
7.3.2

Multi-start Strategies

Multi-start algorithm are repetitive applications of any randomized optimization algorithm starting each run of the particular algorithm with a
new initial solution- different from the previous ones if possible.
Essentially, every randomized optimization algorithm can be used for
multi-start optimization, however, navigating and multi-start technique are
contradicting principles as one of the aims pursued in the previous is independence from the start solution, i.e., in navigating algorithms some sophisticated acceptance strategy is deployed so that algorithms can escape
unfavorable conditions such a s local minima. The higher this level of sophistication, the less we should expect the impact of multi-starts. We have
seen a similar effect with genetic algorithms (cf. Chapter 6) and re-starts of
the optimization.
Iterative Improvement

Iterative Improvement is the multi-start variant of Simple Improvement. It
has been investigated in a broad variety of configurations (cf. [SG88, IK90,
INSS92, SHC96]). As shown in Figure 7.12, Simple Improvement is applied
repeatedly on different start solutions and Sbest. the best result found so
far, is returned. As a termination criterion often a time limit is used be
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Algorithm Transformation-free Optimization
Output
Sbesr best solution found
Cbest -

oo

repeat
chooses E S
if c(s) < Cbest then
Sbest -

S

Cbest -

c(s)

end if
until stopping criteria fulfilled

Figure 7. 13. Trans formation -free Optimization

it either explicitly given or implicitly specified by a maximum number of
repetitions.
Though neglected already a long time ago because of its simplicity and
all too obvious shortcomings it has been re-discovered lately in various
application areas as more sophisticated algorithms including genetic algorithms could not achieve performance gains that would justify the increased running time [Boe96].
Transformation-free Optimization

In Transformation-free Optimization the whole optimization is narrowed
down to the multi-start principle: Solutions are chosen randomly and
costed [GLPK94]. The best solution found is returned as soon as the stopping criterion is fulfilled (cf. Fig. 7.13). In other words Transformation-free
Optimization implements uniform random sampling. this approach is distinguished by both the techniques deployed and its results: The algorithm
is in so far interesting as the authors develop uniform generation of join
orders which is all but a trivial task [GLPK95]. More notably, however, is
the quantitative assessment presented. Sampling apparently outperforms
other optimization algorithms including Simulated Annealing and Iterative
Improvement in that it finds high quality solutions quicker. The differences
to solutions found with other strategies are not significant.
In our setting here, Transformation-free Optimization appears rather
trivial as the uniform generation of join orders is substituted by a uniform
random choice of a node in the graph.
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Algorithm Two-Phase Opti mizati o n
r r-local-minimum size,
Input
To initial temperatu re, n number of runs
Sbes1 best soluti on found
Output
i-0
Cinit -

00

while i < n do
s - Ite rative lmprove ment(r)
if c(s) < C;n;1 then
Sinit -

S

Cinit -

c(s)

end if
i-i + l
done
Sbest - Sim ulated Ann eali ng (s;n;1. To)

Figure 7. 14. Two-Pha se Optimization

7 .3.3

Hybrid Strategies

Recognizing the shortcomings of a particular algorithm, one might be
tempted to find improvements. Especially, combinations of algorithms
attracted repeatedly attention. In order to speedup Simulated Annealing which can deliver results of high quality but is extremely time consuming, variants that apply a pre-processing first have been introduced
[IK90, LVZ93]. The pre-processing tries to exclude very unfavorable initial
solutions: The best solution found in the first phase is being explored in
detail with Simulated Annealing. Therefore, the parameter setting can be
tightened and less running time is needed to obtain low costly result solutions.
Among others the most prominent algorithm of this class is Two-Phase
Optimization which applies several Iterative Improvement runs before the
Simulated Annealing [IK.90] (see Fig. 7.14).

7 .4

Discussion

An assessment of randomized optimization algorithms is a difficult task
because of the various degrees of freedom in setting up a test bed. In the
previous chapters we have seen some fundamental properties common to
all cost models and query optimization scenarios which can be used- and
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in fact have been used-as a rough orientation; most notably the catalog
variance. However all algorithms presented rely on a couple of parameters
which are difficult to tune in general. In [SG88] and [IK90], the parameters for Simulated Annealing e.g. have been chosen differently yet both
parties claim that their choice was optimal with respect to elaborate test
series. This in turn suggests that their test cases must have been of some
significant structural difference. Another question totally ignored so far
is whether the parameters should be adapted to the particular query type,
i.e., its cost distribution. Up to date all heuristics that have been proposed
to determine appropriate parameters are constant in the sense that they
do not take the differences between given queries into account, e.g. one
heuristic suggests to choose the initial temperature in Simulated Annealing so that a certain percentage of neighbors of the initial solution would
get accepted. However, depending on the quality of the initial solution this
choice may be anything from very slack to very restrictive
As parameter ranges are unbound, at least covering large areas of "reasonable" values, an exhaustive tuning is infeasible. Moreover, the experiments in related work have been conducted with cost models of different
levels of sophistication. Though we could expect basic tendencies to be
found in all of them as motivated in Chapter 4, the numerical values differ
in general. Most of the experiments were also presented as scaled costs,
i.e., as factor of the best solution found by any algorithm. This can be a
conclusive assessment when using industrial quality cost models, however,
it is reflecting merely the trend with less sophisticated cost models. By this
we mean that the order may very well be preserved-algorithm A is better
then algorithm B-but e.g. twice the number of I/Os does not necessarily
imply that B needs twice the running time. This becomes increasingly important if the cost values differ only by a few percent.
Conducting a series of experiments on the lines or related work, i.e., using a fixed set of parameters and an own cost model, would simply add yet
another data set to the anyhow large collection of results available. Rather,
we use the wealth of results as a basis for a discussion in order to explain
some of the effects observed which could not be clarified completely yet.
To that end we will focus on two so far largely neglected aspects: The
role of local minima and their classification on the one hand, and the evaluation of the influence of the multi-start principle.

7 .4. 1 Classification of Local Minima
As we have seen in the previous section navigation in the search space is
the key element of most probabilistic optimization methods. Landscape
models i.e., cost function of the kind f : R 2 ~ R, serve the intuition very
well when it comes to discussing the behavior of these optimization algorithms. Landscapes subliminally suggest a continuous cost function and,
what is synonymous, that the search space can be embedded sensibly into
R 2 . A reasonable embedding would however require the graph of the search
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space to be planar, which is not the case for instances of non-trivial size.
Let us however cling to this model for a moment. The navigation of an
algorithm is then motivated as search along structures that have been described as "slopes", "valleys", "cups" etc. The notion of a local minimum
then comes in very intuitively, almost compelling. Based on these considerations local minima have been suspected to have significant impact on the
performance of an optimization strategy.
On the other hand, we found there are hardly any local minima of significant distance from the minimum, i.e., finding a local minimum is almost
always as good as finding the optimum.
Here, we will investigate the accuracy of the classification of local minima. Judging a local minimum correctly eventually requires to evaluate the
costs of all neighbors. However, the generation of all neighbors, i.e., applying all possible rules to a given solution, is a time consuming task. Therefore, all implementations proposed so far use sampling. For large parts
of the cost range (c > 2 · o-), this technique finds a better neighbor within
a very small number of retries. Recall that the distributions of neighbor
costs is almost symmetric. Thus in the upper cost range, the classification
by sampling is sufficiently accurate. In the lower cost range where most
local minima are located, the situation is very different. Assume a solution
has 99 more costly and 1 less costly neighbor, i.e., it is not a local minimum. To classify the solution correctly for not being a local minimum and
therefore finding the only neighbor with lower costs with an error of less
than 5% requires almost 300 retries. Keeping the error as low as possible
is crucial- just assume the only better neighbor in the example above was
the global optimum.
Figures 7.15 show the ratio of spurious local minima, i.e., solutions that
were incorrectly classified as a local minimum, to real local minima as function of the degree. The size of the sample, i.e., the number of retries was
varied between 10 and 100. In Figure 7.15a the sample is constant throughout the experiment, in Figure 7.15b, the size of the sample is a fraction of
the degree. Swami et al. suggested what comes down to ~ , Ioannidis et al.
recommend d, d being the degree. Even for large sample sizes, the number
of spurious minima is distinctly above twice the number of real minima.
Remarkably, as the experiments showed, the spurious minima are in significantly higher distance of the global minimum and scattered over a larger
range of costs than real minima.
In the next experiment, we investigate the trade-off between navigation
and multi-start principle. We run Simple Improvement with a limit of n
retries and n steps in total and compare it to Transformation-fre e Optimization. The sample size of Transformation-fre e Optimization is also n.
Note, we re-start Simple Improvement if the limit is not yet exhausted. For
both techniques we take the average of 1000 runs. Moreover Simple Improvement is always started in a high costly area, i.e., in a solution with
roughly 2µ costs. This way we can exclude the effect of randomly chaos-
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Figure 7.15. Effectiveness of classification of local minima by sampling

ing a very good solution as a starting point. Figure 7.16 shows the average
result quality of both optimizers in absolute figures. Transformation-free
Optimization achieves a relatively high result quality with only a few retries
already. Improvements for more than 70-100 retries are only gradual yet
visible.
In contrast to that, Simple Improvement needs a longer time just to
navigate to the areas of interest wasting its energy along the way. This
does not come as a surprise in principle. However what is notable is the
extent to which Transformation-free Optimization is able to outrun Simple
Improvement. Specifically for small numbers of n. The plot also suggests
that in order to make effective use of multiple start a number of more than
20 better 50 restarts is advisable. In the following section we use the results
obtained so far to interpret related work, i.e., setup and results and discuss
their finding.

7 .4.2 Analysis of Related Work
The four most prominent contributions to the debate are [SG88], [IK90,
IK91], [SMK97] and [GLPK94]. Their results can be summarized as
• [SG88]: Iterative Improvement outperforms Simulated Annealing
• [IK90, IK9l]:Simulated Annealing outperforms Iterative Improvement,
Two-Phase Optimization performs best
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• [SMK97]: Iterative Improvement (often) outperforms Simulated Annealing, Two-Phase Optimization is better but not significantly
• [GLPK94]: Transformation-fre e Optimization converges fastest. Iterative Improvement outperforms Simulated Annealing
Further related work like [SI93] or [LVZ93], suggest combinations of
algorithms which we will not discuss here in detail.
Though most of the results independently found are coinciding largely,
there is a distinct discrepancy concerning Iterative Improvement: In [IK91]
authors elaborate on this fact presenting an analysis of the search space
based on local minima. However, to understand the differences in result
quality it is helpful to analyze the different test beds first.
Swami and Gupta use a linear search space where initial solution are not
chosen with uniform probability, however, all solutions can be chosen with
a probability that is distinctly greater than zero. Furthermore due to the
set of rules, the probability to generate a neighbor solution with exactly the
same costs is marginal.
In [IK91] things differ as authors use a bushy search space. However,
they use only linear trees as initial solutions. Particularly, in the light of our
findings about linear and bushy spaces together with the authors' findings
that in most cases the optimal plan was a bushy plan, this suggests that
Iterative Improvement is made wasting a large portion of running time just
to "escape" into the bushy space. In other words, only a subspace is used
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to choose initial solutions.
To prune the search space their cost model applies commutative exchanges when necessary, i.e., the costing decides whether to use a join as
given in the plan or to commutatively flip the inputs, whatever is cheaper.
As a result the effect of plateaus where many neighbors can be of the same
costs has higher incidence that in the previous setup. This leads to a skew
of the classification of local minima as neighbors of equal costs are unacceptable in Iterative Improvement. Consequently more time is spent on
classification of local minima. Also the number of spurious local minima is
substantially higher. In contrast to that [SMK97] used initial solutions generated with non-uniform probability from the general space of bushy plans
the same holds for the set up used in [GLPK94]. As an immediate consequence, Iterative Improvement proves a competitive algorithm in their
work.
Given our analysis of Chapter 4 and the considerations about restart
in Chapter 6 the excellent performance of multi-start algorithm is evident.
This is further supported by Ioannidis' findings concerning Two-Phase Optimization as well as Lanzelotte, Valduriez and Zait's Toured Simulated Annealing; also Swami and Iyer use restarts showing that a very small number
starts-less than 10 in their AB algorithm-makes already a difference.
Using a fair setup for the algorithms the differences in result quality are
below any significance. This fact has been ignore in most studies and even
for join orders of up to 100 joins, differences of less than 10% have been
recorded and taken for an indication what algorithm to use.

7.5 Summary
Probabilistic algorithms can find acceptable solutions for even very large
queries within very short running times. They are distinctly superior to
deterministic heuristics, which also require only short running times, but
as Steinbrunn et al. pointed out, produce increasingly low result quality for
larger queries [SMK93].
In this section we first investigated the basic feature of linear and bushy
search spaces concluding that the bushy space includes equally good and
often better solutions than its linear counterpart. To asses number and
location of local minima we devised the concept of abstract search spaces,
which also served as a work bench to test algorithms. We discussed incidence and location of local minima with respect to the influence they have
on optimization algorithm, in particular on local optimization also known
as Iterative Improvement.
Our findings essentially suggest that there are only very few local minima that are of significant difference to the global optimum, i.e., for most
of the local minima, the costs are comparable to the optimum in the sense
they are acceptable optimization results.
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Thus, getting trapped in a local minimum is not the primary reason for
inferior performanc e of these algorithms as conjectured in related work.
Rather the classification of local minima is a very time consuming task and
too many solutions are wrongly classified as local minima. Algorithms that
do not need to classify local minima like Simulated Annealing can put the
saved time in further navigation. The effect can be further aggravated by
the choice of a search space where the distribution of costs in neighborhoods is unduly skewed by plateaus, caused by a disadvantag eous combination of rules and cost model. Another important factor is the choice
of initial solutions. If they are chosen- not necessarily uniformly thoughfrom the target space Simple Improveme nt or Iterative Improveme nt as well
as sampling can find very good solutions. If the choice of initial solution
is however limited to an unfavorable sub space, the multi-start principle is
largely ineffective. Otherwise simple restart of an optimizatio n can greatly
improve the result quality because of the advantageo us cost distribution .

8
Good Enough is Easy
In the previous chapter we have explained why it is generally very difficult
to distinguish randomized algorithms in performance. This phenomenon
has accompanied research in this field from the begin on and led Swami to
conclude:

These results lead us to speculate that until significant new insights are obtained into the characteristics of the search space it
will not be profitable to experiment with very complex methods
for optimization [referring to Simulated Annealing]. [Swa89b],
page 376.
Now, with knowledge about the structure and characteristics of the search
space at hand it seems in order to turn this statement around: Given our
assessment of cost distributions and randomized algorithms we can expect
even lesser sophisticated algorithms to produce more than just acceptable
results.
Galindo-Legaria et al. made out a good case for using uniform sampling
of plans instead of transformations (see Chap. 7) [GLPK94]. The algorithm
devised is a complex construction whose deployment is, however, limited
to acyclic graphs. This limitation-though popular with related work- is a
distinct restriction. Queries as for instance in the standard data warehouse
benchmark suite of TPC-H contain indeed cyclic queries. But this algorithm
shows the way how to exploit the shape of cost distributions successfully.
The question we tackle here is whether we can overcome the limitations
without performances losses, and furthermore, whether uniformity of the
sampling is a necessary prerequisite.
Using the principles discussed in Section 3.2 we devise a simple technique that performs biased rather than uniform sampling, but is distinguished by its low complexity and applicability to arbitrary join graphs. It
further gives room to a cost bound pruning component that discards partial query plans which cannot lead to a better plan than the currently best,
as early as possible [3].
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Algorith m QmcKPIC K
G(V,E) join graph
Input
Sbesr best query plan found
Output

r -

II initialize lowest costs so far

oo

E' -E
q - G'(V, 0 )
repeat
choose e E £ '

11 initialize query plan
11 random edge selection

E' - E' \ {e}
ADDJOIN(q, e)
if E' = 0 or c(q) > r do
if c(q) < rdo
Sbest -

11 either plan complete or costs exceedec
11 check for new best plan

q

r - c(q)
done
E' - E
q - G' (V, 0 )

11 reset query plan

done
until stopping criterion fulfilled
return Sbest
Figure 8.1. Algorithm QUICKPICK

8. 1 Biased Sampling

To impleme nt a biased samplin g we utilize the techniqu es introduc ed in
the context of the enumera tion of non-isom orphic processi ng trees in Section 3.2. There we presente d MERGETREES a simple algorithm to turn sequences of join predicat es into processi ng trees. We then concentr ated
on the enumera tion of non-isom orphic sequenc es. Instead of enumerating
sequenc es of edges, we generate random sequenc es and turn them subsequently into processi ng trees.
In Figure 8.1 , the algorithm, called QmcKPIC K, is outlined in pseudo
code. After initializi ng the variable r that records the cheapes t plan found,
the candidat e set E' is initialize d with the set of edges of the join graph, and
q with the base relations . Through out the random bottom- up construc tion
of a tree q holds all partial trees, i.e. q is actually a forest. Generally, only
at the very end-ear lier only for cyclic join graphs- , q is complet ed to a
single processi ng tree.
Until the stopping criterion, say a time limit, is fulfilled q is incremen -
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tally built-up by choosing and removing an edge e from the candidate set
and adding the corresponding join to the tree. In doing so, the subtrees
that contain the two endpoints of e, i.e. the base relations joined by this
edges, are connected with a join operator (see Fig. 3.5). If both relations
are already leaves to the same sub-plan, only the predicate of e is added to
the tree at the deepest possible point. After each such insertion, the costs
of the subtrees are computed and summed up. Recall, that q is generally
a forest consisting of several disjoint processing trees. If the costs exceed
r, the costs of the best plan found so far, we discard q and initialize E'
and q again and start assembling a new tree. If the set of candidate edges
is empty- i.e. we have completed the processing tree-we check for a new
record and in this case copy the plan to Sbest · After initializing E' and q we
start building a new tree. 1
Essential for the cost bound pruning is the cost computation along the
structure in the making. We assume a monotonic cost formula where operators do not influence the costs of their predecessors other than monotonically increasing, i.e. adding an operator later cannot reduce the costs of
any subtree.
The algorithm performs a non-uniform, or biased sampling as different
sequences of edges may lead to the same result (see also Section 3.2.3). But
even computing and excluding redundant edges does not restore uniformity as different prefixes entail different number of possible completions,
in general. For example assume there are 1000 non-redundant sequences
with e1 as first element and 2000 for e2. Since we do not know the numbers
in advance, we cannot adjust the probabilities with which they are chosen.
Selecting e1 or e2 with equal probability clearly leads to a non-uniform sampling.

8.2 Assessment
For an assessment of QmcKPrcK the abstract search space model is not
useful since the only characteristic exploited by the algorithm is the cost
distribution which differs now from the original due to the bias of the sampling. Instead, In order to determine the cost distribution under QurcKPICK, we implemented a cost model comparable to those proposed in
[EN94, KS91, Ste96].
1 The basic principles of QurcKPrcKwithout cost-bound pruning- have been described
already by Pellenkoft [Pel97]. There, this algorithm is called Random Edge Selection and
proved to be incapable of achieving uniform sampling. However, no further performance
analysis is conducted. Others might have probably used similar algorithms to generate
initial solutions. However, they also did not evaluate the potential of this elementary technique.
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Figure 8.2. Comparison of cost distributions obtained with biased and uniform sampling

8.2. 1 Cost Distribution

Clearly, to be successful, the cost distribution <Ps under QmcKPICK must
be at least as favorable as the original, i.e. shifted to the left relative to </>.
In the following we compare </> 8 and</> under three aspects: (1) selective
samples, (2) the correlation coefficient between a larger set of cost distributions, and (3) the shift of <Ps relative to </>.
In Figure 8.2, two pairs of cost distributions for high and low variance
catalogs are shown. Both samples are of size 5000, the query used is of
size 50. To obtain cost distributions with QUICKPICK we disabled the cost
bound pruning so that complete trees were constructed. In a larger series
of test cases </> 8 was without exception always left of</>. Moreover, <J> 8 bore
in all cases strong resemblance with exponential distributions.
To test for a connection of </> 8 and</> we compute the correlation coefficient. For two random variables, this coefficient computes to
k

=

E[ (X - E[X])(Y - E[Y])]
UxUy

'

where E[X] denotes the mean of X and ux is the deviation. For fully correlated distributions, k approaches 1. The more the distributions differ,
the lower k gets. In Figure 8.3, the correlation coefficient is plotted as a
function of the query size. Each point comprises 50 pairs of randomly generated queries. The plot shows a clear trend of decreasing correlation with
increasing query size.
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cost distribution

Finally, we determine the relative shift of <:/>B· To that end, we compute
the cumulative distributions for <:J> 8 and<:/> on the interval (0, µ<f>], recall the
shift is defined with respect to single reference points (see Section 7.1). In
Figure 8.4 the shift s (µ ( <:/>)) is plotted as function of the query size. Again,
each data point represents the average of 50 queries.
Our results pin-point a clear trend that the biased cost distribution is
even more favorable to sampling than the original one. With increasing
query size, the difference between the two distributions becomes more distinct, showing the biased one stronger to the left of the original.
8.2.2

Quantitative Assessment

According to our analysis of the cost distribution, the results reported on
by Galindo-Legaria et al. in [GLPK94] can immediately be transferred and
serve, so to speak, as an upper bound for the result quality.
Like uniform sampling, QmcKPICK is unlikely to find the optimum as
sampling works on the premise that all solutions in the top quantile-the
size is parameter to the problem-are equally good. Thus hitting this quantile in the course of the sampling is good enough.
Result Quality

Figure 8.5 shows the quality of the results in terms of quantile-based quality (cf. Chap. 5). For the experiments we differentiated the following shapes
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of query graphs: stars, chains, and tree-shaped on the one hand, and a type
which we call n-cycle on the other hand. The first group comprises queries
that can also be optimized with uniform sampling; The second group exceed these limitations. A graph of type n-cycle contains exactly n cycles,
as the name suggests, but the remainder of the graph is unspecified, i.e. we
use randomly generated tree-shaped graph and insert n additional edges.
Our notion of cyclic graphs reflects real queries better than highly connected graph structures, such as grids or cliques. Also the graph theoretic
notion of connectivity is lesser suitable as almost all queries in actual applications are of a connectivity no higher than one.
For acyclic graphs, QmcKPICK delivers results of a quality comparable
to that of uniform sampling-for star graphs, Qu1cKPICK actually implements even uniform sampling. In case of cyclic query graphs, QmcKPICK
finds clearly better, near-optimal solutions (see Fig. 8.5).
Convergence Behavior

Like with uniform sampling, QmcKPICK's strong point is its quick convergence. Figure 8.6 shows the costs of the best plan found as function of
the elapsed time in comparison with Iterative Improvement and uniform
sampling. Due to its biased cost distribution, QmcKPICK converges significantly quicker. With longer running time the competitors catch up. Iterative Improvement often beats QmcKPICK, not significantly though.
To underline the differences between uniform sampling and QmcKPICK,
we compute the probability to hit the quantile Qo. 1 for both algorithms.
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Qo.1 refers to the respective quantile of the original distribution. In Figure 8.7, these probabilities are plotted as function of the size of the sample. The left plot shows the situation for a high, the right for a low variance
catalog. To hit the quantile with more than 90%probability in the high variance case requires a sample size of 18 and 40 for QmcKPICK and uniform
sampling respectively. In case of low variance catalog, the numbers differ
even more significantly: 13 and 154.

Cost-bound Pruning

Let us finally investigate the impact of cost-bound pruning within QuICKPICK. We introduced the algorithm in the form that partial trees are discarded as soon as their costs exceed the currently best plan's cost.
According to our general considerations about the cost distributions the
effectiveness of the pruning depends heavily on the shape of the distributions. The further to the left the distribution is, the lower the gains, i.e.
the trees are built-up almost to completeness. In Figure 8.8 this effect is
demonstrated with low and high variance catalogs for a query of size 100.
The left plot in 8.8a, shows the number of join predicates inserted with
ADDJOIN-referred to as size of tree in the figure. As a stopping criterion
we used 100000 insertions, which made in this example for 1286 explored
trees in total. For each (partial) tree we indicate the size when it was discarded (see Fig. 8.8a left), 100 being the maximum. Note, not every tree
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completed is a new record since the last join can still exceed the best costs
so far, which happens specifically frequent with high variance catalogs. The
plot on the right hand side shows the average tree size as function of the
number of trees. Starting at 100 it drops quickly to about 80 (see Fig. 8.8a
right).
In Figure 8.8b the same analysis is done for a low variance catalog. Since
there is no strong concentration of solutions as opposed to the previous
case, pruning kicks in earlier. The average tree size drops to about 40.
Consequently, 100000 steps make for a larger number of (partial) trees
explored; 2539 in this example.
In the first case savings amount to some 20%, in the second almost 60%
on average.

8.3 Summary
For queries of increasing size, the accuracy of the costing techniques drops.
Consequently, plans of costs in the top quantile of the distribution are
as good as the optimum. This premise formed the basis for the work of
Galindo-Legaria et al. who developed a mechanism to generate join orders
with uniform probability. They proof uniform sampling to be competitive
to other randomized algorithms such as Iterative Improvement or Simulated Annealing. Moreover, uniform sampling can be used as a building
block for compound algorithms or for generating initial states for other
algorithms.
In this chapter we scrutinized the potentials of biased random sampling.
Using parts of the algorithms introduced in Section 3.2. The resulting algorithm QuICKPICK is distinguished by its short running time, low complexity
with respect to both implementatio n and run time behavior, and its result
quality.
Not only an interesting result in its own right, this analysis also gives
an impression of the potential effectiveness and importance of choosing
the initial solutions for randomized optimization algorithms as discussed
in Chapter 7.
Though QmcKPICK extends the domain of sampling to the general case,
achieving better results, the challenge of finding an algorithm for general,
uniform sampling remains. The algorithm presented in Section 3.3 can well
be used for sampling, since counting implies uniform sampling. In fact, we
conducted experiments with Microsoft SQL Server backing the claims that
sampling is truly a very good alternative to exhaustive strategies. However,
this approach is limited by the exponential growth of its MEMO structure.
So far, no method is known for uniform generation of join orders regardless the join graph, nor seem existing techniques to extend to it. Determining the complexity of this problem is still an open problem- Le. it is
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unclear whether it is in P or #P. The same holds for counting, which is in
general more difficult than uniform generation [NV86, Sin92].
Another direction of future research is sampling in the context of query
optimization beyond join ordering. The abovementioned approach of sampling over the fully expanded MEMO is of course not very useful as the best
solution can be extracted immediately once the MEMO is constructed.
However had we a sampling technique for random generation for corn-
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plete arbitrary SQL92-or even SQL99-statements, the sampling could be
used to get very good initial plans that can then be copied in and enumerated with the MEMO. Using only a reduced set of transformation rules
ensures that only the "vicinity" of the candidates is searched. In fact, a simpler variant of this idea is for example implemented in SQL Server where
a prospective join order is determined before the plan is copied into the
MEMO. With a sampling phase and multiple MEMO structures this idea
could be pushed way further using say 10 best sampled plans out of a
set of 100 and optimizing them simultaneously with very rudimentary rule
sets. The sampled plans also serve as fall-back solutions in case time limits
are reached.
Additionally, the method sketched offers obvious possibilities for an
immediate parallelization of the optimization phase.

9
Conclusion
The problem of query optimization differs from typical combinatorial optimization problems in two important aspects.
Firstly, a problem instance is strictly speaking always a problem instance with respect to a certain system configuration. In contrast to problems like the Traveling Salesman Problem, Knapsack etc. we lack a universal portable problem specification and, more severe, a universal cost
model. Hardly any complex query will lead to identical query plans when
optimized on two different database systems, yet, for each system they
may very well be the best plans. These differences result from a different
design and implementation techniques used. From one database system
to another basically all components differ in more or less significant ways.
For instance, the set of operators usually come in a large variety where
each of them reflects some technicalities that are specific to the particular
database system. Moreover the sets of operator differ widely; for example
constructs like hash teams as an implementation technique for a group of
subsequent hash joins is a singular specialty as is bitmap filtering in connection with hash joins [GBC98, CHY93]. Thus given a query there is not
just one optimal plan but an optimal plan with respect to the cost model
used.
Secondly, even within the framework of one database system the question of the optimal solution cannot be answered definitely if the query is
of large or very large size. The estimate errors increasingly dominate the
cost computation and the costs computed serve only as an approximation
of the actual execution costs. Consequently, an optimization beyond the
resolution of the cost model, i.e. the capability to distinguish two solutions
conclusively in their costs, is not useful. As opposed to this situation, the
Traveling Salesman Problem and other classical combinatorial optimization
problems have an exact cost formula and are independent of any other
background component, thus, these problems are exactly reproduciblethe optimal tour of a Traveling Salesman Problem can be determined unambiguously unless there are several tours of the same optimal length.
Both these facts render the query optimization problem subjective and
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approximative rather than a problem that could be solved to optimality
in isolation. However, the problem also displays general trends that put
bounds to the uncertainty, that allow us to postulate a series of basic properties.
In this work we sat out to analyze the problem's underlying structure
and addressed specifically the issue of randomized or probabilistic optimization of large queries. In the following, we summarize the results
achieved and discuss remaining open problems afterward.

9.1

Summary

Our analysis revolved around the concept of cost distributions and their
effects on optimization techniques. Cost distributions determine the frequency of cost values in the complete search space identifying characteristic concentrations of cost values.
First of all, we provided the necessary means to obtain and verify such
distributions for three differently sophisticated versions of the problem:
cross product optimization, join order optimization with non-isomorphic
processing trees, and finally, the unrestricted general case of query optimization. While the first two were developed on simplified models, the
latter was devised and implemented in Microsoft SQL Server.
Equipped with this toolkit we extracted and analyzed cost distributions
for the different models pointing out their close relationships and similarities. The distributions displayed the same trends- within certain ranges of
variation- and are distinguished by their high stability. We contrasted the
distributions found with distributions of other NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems including Traveling Salesman, Partitioning and Knapsack Problem. This comparison not only lend strong support to the idea
that cost distributions are highly characteristic for a problem but also implied classifications of basic types of cost distributions.
Before discussing the effects of cost distributions on randomized optimization algorithms, we addressed the question of the problem's difficulty.
Recent developments in the context of NP-complete decision problems suggest concentrations of difficult cases in a small range of a so-called order
parameter. This phenomenon of phase transitions gained enormous popularity in the last decade. However, as our experiments with the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem showed, there is no phase transition
of similarly distinct kind in optimization though areas of higher and lower
difficulty are clearly to spot. The changes of difficulty-except for trivial
cases-are however strongly depending on the algorithm used. These findings put attempts to proof the existence of a phase transition on the lines
of the k-Satisfiability problem like undertaken in [KRHM95] in a different
light. We concluded our assessment of difficulty with the introduction of
probabilistic difficulty, a measure of difficulty that takes a problem's cost
distribution into account.
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After this, we turned our attention to probabilistic query optimization
techniques and evolutionary computing. Firstly, we analyzed evolutionary algorithm not only against the background of query optimization but
used the previously introduced classification of cost distributions to give
a comprehensive assessment complemented with a case study to verify
our results in practice. Our findings explain where these techniques fall
short of what is to expect and where they turn out to be well-suited instruments for optimization. Secondly, we scrutinized randomized algorithms
like Simulated Annealing, Simple Improvement, Iterative Improvement, Hill
Climbing, random sampling, and Two-Phase Optimization. As opposed to
earlier studies, we identified the single principles a particular techniques is
composed of and studied the building blocks in isolation before assessing
the compound method. That way, we were able to explain various effects
observed previously, which was not fully understood in related work.
Piecing the parts together we finally presented an algorithm performing
biased sampling using bottom-up random generation of plans with eastbound pruning. These findings summarize our analysis best as "Good
enough is easy".
9.2 Open Problems

Finally, some thoughts where to go from here. Each of the chapters suggests one or more directions of further research either concerning the practicability of the ideas presented or the transfer to other areas of combinatorial optimization.
We detailed the basic properties of cost distributions found in query
optimization. Further differentiation of the extent of the skew- i.e., the
concentration around the optimum- could be helpful to determine the difficulty of a query compared to others. Such an assessment could be used
to decide on what optimization strategy to use or how to combine several
different ones, and how much effort to put into the optimization. It would
be particularly challenging to devise means to predict the shape given the
declarative query and the usual database statistics only. First steps in this
direction could include the investigation of incrementally insertion of additional single joins and analyzing their impact on the distribution's shape; a
principle that would easily extend to complete sub-queries. In related work,
cost models that take parallelism and main-memory resident base tables
into account have been used to promote more sophisticated optimization
techniques. While significantly more difficult to optimize with heuristics,
these extended models do not appear to differ much from simpler models
when addressed with blind search algorithms which raises hopes to unify
some of these models.
The neighborhoods defined by transformation rules have a strong influence on the performance. But so far only little research has been devoted
to investigate the implied topologies with the aim to generate landscapes
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that are favorable to certain algorithms. First results in this field have been
reported on by Spiliopoulou [Spi92]. Also the modification of the rule sets
at run time in a way that it is able to adopt to the different areas of the
search space could be an interesting target for further research.
Finally, the results of Chapter 8 offer the possibility for a combination of
randomized and local exhaustive search. Using a framework like the MEMO
structure but applying a very restricted set of transformations that fathom
only the immediate vicinity of the initial plan together with a sampling
phase that provides say 10 potential initial plans, the strengths of both
approaches could be combined.
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Appendix
The tables 9.2 through 9.4 summarize the characteristics of all instances
of symmetric Traveling Salesman Problems, as given in the TSPUB [Rei91]
(see also Section 4.2.2). The table below explains the symbols used.

n

problem size

lmin

length of optimal tour

z<G_)

length of shortest tour found by greedy heuristic

mm

(G)

l max

length of longest tour found by greedy heuristic

zCS)

length of shortest tour found by sampling

mm
(S)

l max

length of longest tour found by sampling
mean of sampled distribution
mean of approximated distribution

K

Kulback-Leibler Divergence of sampled and approximated
distribution centered on resp. means
Table 9 . 1. Identifiers used in the experiments
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